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I:! a
PREFACE

t During the past several years, rapid orbit generation techniques, based on a

' tlj first-order application of the generalized method of averaging, have been laves-

, tigated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard
U Space Flight Center (GSFC). This investigation has culminated in the develop-

, ment of a hybrid averaged orbit generator which has been implemented in the

! _ Research and Development (R&D) version of the Goddard Trajectory Determin-
t
I

i _'l vtion System (GTDS).
In order to satisfy the requirements of different audiences and because of the

scope of this investigation, the results of the investtgv+'on have been doctunented
in several parts. The primary documents are as follows:

A_Recursively Formulated First-Order Semianalytic Artificial Satellite

Theory Based on the GeneralizedMethod ofAveraging. Volume h The

GeneralizedMethod ofAveraging Appliedtothe ArtificialSatelliteProb-

I_ le_.mm.Computer SciencesCorporationReport No. CSC/TR-77/6010,
Wayne D. McClaln, No',ember 1977.

[Thisdocument presentsa discussionofthe applicationof the generalizedmethod of averagingto the artificialsatelliteproblem; the document is
specificallydirectedto the analyst.]

A RecursivelyFormulated First-Order SemlanalytlcArtificialSatellite

, Theory Based on the GeneralizedMethod of Averaging. Volume If: The

_} ExplicitDevelopment ofthe First-Order Averaged Equationsof Motion
forthe NonspherlcalGravitationaland Nonresonant Thlrd-Body Pertur-

bations. (The presentdocument. )

[Thisdocument presentsthe explicitdevelopment ofthe flrst-orderaver-
aged equationsofmotion for thenonsphericalgravitationaland nonresonant

third-bodyperturbations.The document isdirectedto the analyst.]

System Descriptionand User's Guide forthe GTDS R&D Averaged Orbit

U Generator. Computer SciencesCorporationReport No. CSC/SD-78/6020,Leo W. Early, June 1978.

i [Thisdocument presentsan overview ofthe averaged orbitgenerator,adescriptionofthe softwaresystem, and instructionsfor program execu-
tion. The document is directedto a generalaudienceconsistingof analysts,

I programmers, and datatechnicians.]

V

I
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U
0

The Numerical _'aluation of the GTDS R&D Averased Orbit Generator,
Computer Sciences Corporation Report No. CSC/TM-78/6138, W.D. I_

!i McClainandL. W. Early, September1978 (inpreparation).

[This document is directed primarily to the analyst and user. ]

Status Report on Numerical Averaging Methods. Computer Sciences Cor-

poration Report No. CSC/TM-75/6039, Anne C. Long, September 1975 I_

[This document presents a discussion of the numerical averaging capabil-

U t

" ity in the GTDS R&D hybrid averaged orbit generator (parts of this docu-

"1 merit are superseded by the report CSC/SD-78/6020 described above). [J .
The document isdirectedprimarilyto the analyst.]

Development and Evaluation of Numerical Quadrature Procedures for Use
in Numerically Averaged Variation-of-Parameters Orbit Generators.
Computer Sciences Corporation Report No. CSC/TM-75/6038, Leo W. _)
Early, July 1975. LJ
[This document is also directed primarily to the analyst. ]

t

Earlier documents reporting preliminary results for both analytical and numer-

ical averaging techniques are referenced in the above documents. _i

_ I"
1
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":.] U ABSTRACT

i _ This report presents, in two volumes, a recurstvely formulated, first-order,

semianalytic artificial satellite theory, based on the generalized method of

: , averaging. Volume I, which has been produced under a separate cover, dis- ,

U "cusses the theory of the generalized method of averaging applied to the artificial

satellite problem.

:t U. The present volume, Volume II, presents a general first-order theory for the -:

accurate computation of the long-period and secular motion of a satellite caused i.

by the nonspherical gravitational field of the central body. Also, the develop-

ment ofthe flrst-orderaveraged third-bGdydisturbingfunctionispresented, ] _and the theory for the accurate computation of the long-period and secular _ "_
:.

motion forthe specialcase of low-altitudenonresonantsatellitesiscompleted.Recursive algorithms are provided for efficient evaluation of the theory. In

addition,severalmathematicaldevelopments necessary for the construction
of the first-order theory are presented. Also, sufficient information has been ,

# "

providedtoconstructthe analyticalformulationof thefirst-ordershort-period f :.variations.

_] . This theory has been implemented in the Research and Development (R&D) version _i"
of the Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS), a large orbit determi-

nation system primarily devoted to research and development efforts supported

by the Goddard Space FlightCenter (GSFC).
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' SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
. i i n

, _ The prediction and definitive determination of artificial satellite orbits Is one

,

_: of the more computationally expensive dynamical problems today. Maintaining

accurate ephemerldes for the ever-increasing number of artificial satellites
t

t_ k (which include active scientific, defense, communication, and weather satellites

' _ as well as defunct satellites, launch vehicles, and other debris) requires a con-
i !

' ' l slderable expenditure in terms of computing time. Prelaunch mission analysis ,.

I _ requires that several hundred satellite trajectories over periods of up to several, years be generated for the purposes of lifetime and geometry constraint analysis.
i

"I
,_ i' ,_ C-enerally, these applications fall into taro categories: those applications which

t require high accuracy, e.g., definitive orbit determination, and the low-to-
I_
L _ moderate accuracy applications referred to under the broad category of mission

_t analysis. The highest accuracy requirements are obtained through the ex'tremely
I

_ I_ accurate high-precision orbit generation techniques which rely on the t xpenslve

t process of numerical inte_Tratlon of Newton's equations of motion or some equlv-

[ i alent set of differential equations. Applications with less stringent accuracy

requirements are often treated with analytical approximations. Mission analysis |

l, applications are often treated with anah'tlcal approximations and. In many cases, n
k..;

!even taro-body mechanics is used.

i'
. The analytical approach to the artificial satellite problem yields a set of analyti- "

cal formulas for the coordinates or orbital elements which are usually obtainedt ":
,I

i _: , I to first or second order in a small parameter. The approach Is to separate the
q

.I _ short-period, long-period, and secular components of the motion through a series

of ,'anonlcal transt'orm.ltlons IR_ference 1). The secular contributions to the

motion are evaluated at a given time, and the canonical transformation used to

I remove the long-period component of motion is inverted to provide the long-

i period motion in terms of the secular elements. Finally, the transformationto remove the short-period terms Is inverted and evaluated with the secular and

!
1-1

I -

I
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long-period contributions to the elements, thus obtaining the short-period con-
t

tributtons to the motion. ! I

Generally, existing analytical satellite theories 1 have severely restricted per- i
turbation models. In addition, these analytical satellite theories are not very

flexible with respect to the extension of the force model. This is partially !

because an analytical satellite theory has not been formulated for completely i.

general central-body and third-body perturbation models. 2 More importantly, I :
i

the fundamental problem of developing an accurate and flexible analytical drag '

theory remains unsolved. Consequently, as knowledge of the physical environ- i
L

merit (e.g., atmospheric density, geopotenttal coefficients of high order and

degree) and accuracy requirements increase, the current analytical theories

cannot be expected to keep pace. If the more costly high-precision methods are

to be avoided and the increased accuracy requirements are to be met, either

more generally formulated analytical theories must be developed, including a

much more satisfactory treatment of analytica_ drag, or an alternate approach
01
i must be found.

e

! The method of averaging offers a very promising alternative approach for the t '

:. artificial satellite problem. This approach shar_s similarities with both the ,
t

numerical high-precision and the pure analytical methods and is classified as i_.

a semlanalytical method, In essence, this method provides the long-period t.;
and secul'lr motion of the satellite very efficiently through the numerical lnte- ...

g'ratlon of the averaged equations of motion. In addition, the theory provides ..

1y. Hagihara (Reference 2_ .gives an extensive list of re_'erences to the work in ['
artificial satellite theory. _!

"Small (Reference 3) has developed -! f_,rst-order :.nalytical theory for an arbi- i
t

tTary number of zonal harmonic terms, and Mueller (Reference 4), using the .-
Poincare-Von ZeLpel technique, has developed a first-order analytical theory
for the secular and long-period motion due to an arbitrary number of zonal _ ,
harmonic terms. Recurrence relations are used in the evaluation of both
theories.

1-2
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"lI
{,

H '
tor short-period variations in the osculating elements (Reference 5) which are

U required for high-accuracy applications. 1 ;-

The method of averaging approach is particularly flexible, especially with re-

spect to the atmospheric drag models. Not only a_ e the complex drag models

which are used in high-precision theories easily accommodated, but they are{]t

_J also easily interchanged without any impact on the theory (Reference 6): Gen-
!

__i eral models for the central body, nonspherical gravitational, and third-body i
! i! perturbationscan be developedin , straightfor_vardmanner, which isthe sub- _

_ I+! jectofthisvolume. .

' g combination of numerical evaluation and theoretical considerations indicates '

1 : that the method of averaging approach is generally two to three orders of mag- ;
£L

nitude more efficient than the high-precision techniques. 2 Specifically, it has

j :been shown iD .references 6 and 7 that a first-order application of the method

of averaging to the artificial satellite problem produces the long-period and d 7

¢] secular motion very accurately and with the computational efficiency cited above. •_ ,;i

Thus, the method of averaging provides a low-cost, long-term orbit prediction _ "

capability useful for the following applications: , •

)I • Missionanalysis(lifetimeand geometric constraints)

• Tracldng station acquisition schedules

i • Dynamic modeling required for differential correction (DC) pro- "_.

't cedures used to solve for dynamical parameters, e.g., high-order :

geopotentialcoefficients

IThls isequivalentto invertingthe firstcanonclaltransformationin theanalytl-

l calsatellitetheoryto obtainfirst-ordershort-periodvariationsinthe osculat- _ ,_Ingelements,which are thensuperimposed on the secularand long-period _
elements, See Section 4 of Reference 5 for more details. ,

I very strongly drag perturbed satellites, efficiency may
2For the increase in be

reduced to between one and two orders of magnitude.

1-3 ,
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t+l1

The effectiveness o[ representing tilL, osculating elements by SUl)erimposlng first-

i order short-if, tied variations on the me:m elements has been demonstratud by _'• Lutzky :uld L'phoff tlieferenee 8), Also, it can be shown both from tile discussion [.

in Volume I of this report IReferenee 5) and in the present volume :rod from the t.1
I discussion in Reference 9 th._t the first-order short-period vart:lttons can be for-

i, [mulated ,mal.vtteally. It appe'lrs that tile cost of the evaluation of these :malytteal

] t formulas is quite feasible and would be roughly equivalent to a single ev.llu-ltion

r I of the mean element rates which are numerically integrated to obtain the long-

I
• ! period and secular motion, ltowever, tile cost of evaluating these short-period [_

i_ vari,ltlons at several points in a stngle orbitgl revolution wouht be considerably

i'_ leas thnn tile coat of evaluating the s,m_e number of nle:m element r-ltes, l Con- [_
sequently, it -q)pe,lrs that this h|gh-'wcuracy mode of the method of averaging

L:ouhl prove to be significantly more etficient thnn the usual high-precision tech-

l nitlues and, thus, may offer :in efficient high-precision orbit prediction capability _]

for defiaitlve orbit detorntinntion procedures, partiu, ularly where extended data
' intet'x';lls with dat;i gaps are encountered, hl ,tdditiun. the short-period vtn'iations

i

i citu and should be used to develop an osculating-to-mean eh;ment conversion etH)-

,it |

i •

'i |

1WItl_in the stmle revolution or "pttss." the slowly v,n'ying menn elements are

• l essentialh' constant. Onh" those functions which depend explicith" on tile fast !]

l| variable need to be reevahmted. ii
,_ 1-4
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i.I OVERVIEW OF THE METHOD OF AVERAGING

14 f I Tile efficiency of the methocl of averaging procedure arises from the fact that

the maximmn step size which can be used in the numerical integration of a set

k_ of differential equations is constrained by the highest significant frequency (i. e.,

t _' shortest period) contained therein. Tl_e method of averaging is used to remove

t' i
l _ high-frequency components from the equations of motion. The resulting aver-

!' I_ aged equations of motion are integrated numerically but with a significantlyi_ _ greater step size than can be used with the high-precision equations. The long-

i I_ periodand secularcomponents of thesatellitemotion are thusobtained. The ,

I _ short-periodcomponent of the motion can be computed eithernumerically(Ref-

, erence 8)or from analyticalformulas which can be constructedfrom the results

formulas are alsodevelopedin Reference 9. Inmost cases, thecomputationalsavings achieved by the larger step size (which results in fewer force evalua-

U tions) far outweighs the possible additional cost of the derivative evaluation, 1
thereby effecting a significant dt_crease in the overall computational costs, i

The technique of removing the high-frequency terms from the c,quations of motion
was first used by Lagrange in his investigations of the planetary motion. In the

formulation of the of motion the
particular equations developed by Lagrange,

high-frequency terms, in the case of conservative perturbing forces, could beisolated more or less by inspection. However, a rigorous mathematical foun-

\

datton for this technique was not provided until the relatively recent work by

I,Lrylov and Bogollubov (Reference 10) on ._symptotic methods for nonlinear

• _ oscillations.

Two approaches are available for the application of the method of averaging.

i The high-frequencycomponents of the equationsof motion can be removed

,|

I 1The exact cost of a derivative evaluation depends on the specific perturbations ' :
and thecharacteristicsofthe satelliteorbit,which may permit significant

truncationofthe seriesexpansions.

e

. I-5 }..
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I...',_
,t

nttmertcally by application of a quadrature around an appropriate formulation

B,,'! of the high-precision equations of motion. This procedure is known as the

4 numerical averaging approach. If the perturbing forces are conservative, the I1
U

i i equattoDs of motion can be expressed using Lagrange's f°rmulatt°n (Reference 5),

-I ! and the averaging quadrature can bo verformed analytically. Under certain

_i assumptions, 1 this method produces the same result as that obtained by inspec-
U

v_

', i i tton. This semianalyttcal procedure of numerically integrating the analytically
" I averaged equations of motion is referred to as the analytical averaging approach.

41,

| "

il

.I
!1

f
II

" u
it ul

, ] ] 1The assumptions arise when either the Greenwich Hour Angle (t. e., the EarthVs
rotation) or the fast variable of the disturbing third body appear in the perturba-

tion models, these assumed to be completely inde- U
;li.{v] pendent of the satellite fast variable, both expitcttly and implicitly through the

time. _,i

1-6 /!_Q.
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,i 1.2 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ANALYTICAL AVERAGING THEORY

Recently, several authors have investigated general, analytically averaged

perturbation models for the third-body and nonspherical gravitational perturba-

tions in terms oi nonsiagular element sets. Cefola and Broucke (Reference 11)

_!_i developed recursively formulated models for the nonresonant third-body and

zonal harmonic perturbations based on the nonsingular equinoctial elements.

i The development of the zonal harmonic model is similar tothat of Cook (Ref-
erence 12), with the exception that the inclination function is developed in terms

of associated Legendre pols, nomials and their derivatives and certain complex
polynomials. Cefola's third-body model is developed in terms of the direction

cosines of the disturbing third-body position vector, which proves computation-
ally efficient but is limited to nom'esonant cases. Cefola outlined an extension

of his zonal harmonic model to include the nonresonant tesseral harmonic terms
(Reference 13) and later completed and ex_ended the model to include resonant ,,,

phenomena (Reference 14). Giacaglia (Reference 15)reformulated Kaula's :
(References 16 and 17) perturbation' models (using Allan's inclination function)

in a nonsingular element set and provided a set of recursive algorithms for t
computational purposes. Finally, Nacozy and Dallas (Reference 18) also

in terms of a nonshlgular element set. No recursive al[mvithms were provided.

!
!
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._ This report is the result of a series of task assignments with the objective of

imp'-menting in the Research and Development (R&D) version of the Goddard
Trajectory Determination System (GTDS) a set of recursively evaluated, first-

order analytically averaged equations of motion for an artificial satellite per-
turbed by nonresonant third-body and nonspherical gravitational perturbations.

This analtyical.averaging capability enhances the GTDS numerical averaging _

capability (Reference 6) and provides for optimal averaged perturbation models _

for each specific type of perturbation (with the exception of third-body resonance _ :
cases, which were not considered). Partial results obtained for some of the

otpimal averaged perturbation models in GTDS have been presented in Refer-
ence 7.

For implementation, Cefola's averaged perturbation models (Reference 11) for _ ,

the uonresonant third-body and zonal harmonic perturbations are adopted. The

aonresonant tesseral harmonic model was developed as part of this task assign- _ ;

meat using the approach outlined by Cefola in Reference 13. The resonant Utesseral harmonics model was also dereloped as part of the task assignment

from a completely general nonspherical gravitational theory designed to yield _

A

the zonal harmonics, nonresonant tesseral harmonics, and resonant tesseral \

harmonics models as special cases. In addition, all models were generalized I
to handle retrograde as well as direct equinoctial elements (see Appendix A of

Reference 5). I
The brute-force implementation of recursive algorithms can contribute to com-

putational inefficiency and can possibly introduce artificial singularities (not in I
the equations ot motion, but in the model evaluation). To insure against this

possibility, careful consideration was given to the ordering of the terms in the I

models, such that the recurrence formulas proceed in the proper direction to

Uavoid small divisors. Also, the amount of recomputation and storage require- ._
t_

meats are minimized. ,,_

[
I
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U
Pot" implementation in the GTD8 R&D system, it was felt that the resonant tes-

seral harmonic model should be very flexible with respect to tile specific reso-
nant harmonic terms used. The existence of a resonance dictates which terms

L in the potential to the motion.
expansion are significant long-period Knowledge

of the common cha-acterlstiea of these terms and the proper use of the recur-

sive algorithms have provided a means for further optimization of this
could

t

model. However, the procedure would have been automatic, with the program t .i

expecting a certain set of terms. Therefore, for the purposes of flexibility and _

at some additional comp. rational costs, the contributions from each spherical

harmonic term are computed entirely independently of all other terms. 1

Due to the extensive new software for the analytical averaging capablll_', as
well as to the extensive modiltcations required to the previously implemented

averaging software (particularly the input processor and initialization procedures ,
and the attendant added complexity of executing the GTDS R&D averaging capabil-

ity), it was decided that a system description and user's guide for the GTDS
R&D averagi_Lg capability would be issued under a separate cover (Reference 19).

In addition, a document extending tile numerical results beyond those presented Ii
In Reference 7 is also in p"eparatlon. This document (Reference 20) will

discuss the computational costs in terms of machine processing time, the ae- \curacy of the analytical averaging methods, and the procedure and algorithms

used to develop an automatic truncation capability to further optimize the per-
turbation models for each particular case.

The present report consists of txvo volumes. Volmne I (Reference 5) presents

a comprehensive discussion of the application of the generalized method of aver-

aging to the artificial satellite problem and the resulting formulation of the

averaged equations of motion. Included in the discussion are the formulation

I of the Variation of r_arameters (VOP) equations of motion and the application

1The capability to .mtomatically select the resonant terms was Implemented in the ',

I GTD8 R&D version, ltowever, no special relationship among them is assumed. '"

1..9 ' ,""

I
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!
• of the method of averaging to the VOP equations of motion. Other topics dis- Icussed include the criteria for the selection of short-period terms, the applica-

tion of the method of averaging to the case of two or more perturbing functions,
the application of the method of averaging to cases involving resonance phenom-

ena, and a discussion of the first-order short-period variations in the osculating
elements and their application to osculating-to-mean and mean-to-osculating

element conversions.

Vohtme II (the present document) presents the mathematical formulation, in

nonstngular equinoctial elements, of the nonsphertcal gravitational and non-

resonant third-bedy disturbivg functions required for the first-order averaged

equations of motion. Section 2 of this document presents some mathematical l

developments required for the expansion of the disturbing functions. Specifically,

• Section 2.1 discusses tile theory of the rotaticn of spherical harmonic functions.

Next, Section 2.2 develops certain Fourier series expansions which are of im-

i portance in the development of the disturbing functions. _ o
#

Section 3 presents the explicit theory for the nonspherical gravitational pertur- _
bation. The development of the nonspherical gravitational disturbing function

is discussed in Section 3.1, and the disturbing function, is expressed in equinoc- _ \tial elements in Section 3.2. Also, a discussion relating Kaula's inclination

function (References 16 and 17) to the inclination function developed in this U
report is presented. The nonspherical gravitational disturbing function is aver-

aged in Section 3, 3. The averaging operation and the concepts and implications H i
.'5,

of time-dependent and time-independent averaging are discussed. In addition,

the averaged disturbing functions for the special cases of the zonal harmonics,
combined zonal and nonresonant tesseral harmonics, and resonant tesseral i

harmonics are isolated and presented. In Section 3.4, the partial derivatives _
of the nonsphertcal gravitational disturbing function which are required for the

averaged equations of motion are presented for each case, and the recurrence

relations used for the evaluation of the constituent functions are gh'en. '"

I-i0 :_

*t_ i i i | ! I _. _-_ _. . .i --
L

1
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Section 4 of the present volume presents the eN_lleit theory for the disturbing

third-body perturbation. Section 4.1 discusses the development of the third-

body disturbing function, and Section 4.2 gives the general expansion of the ::.

. disturbing function. Due to time and other resource constraints, only an outline , ' :

ofthegeneraldevelopment ispresented. However, because ofthe similarities _

- with the nouspherlcal gravitational theory presented in Section 3, the neglected '

details are straightforward. Section 4.3 presents another expansion of the _ _third-bo_"disturbingfunctionwhich iswell suitedfor cases of nonresonant .,:

, (with the third body) near-Earth satellites. S_ctton 4.4 presents the partial "

i, derivatives of the averaged disturbing function developed In Section 4.3 which

are requiredforthe averagedequationsof motion inthe specialcase. The _ _

necessary recurrence relations for evaluation of the theory are also provided.

, The equations of motion for all models are given in what is considered to be an _.

optim.d form, taking into account the minimization of the combined computa-

tiona! and storage costs while avoiding computational singularities. It is this :_?

fin-d form of the models that was implemented in the GTDS R&D system. These '°

I l models reflect, to some extent, the computer environment in which they were tt •
)

implemented, i.e.,theGSFC IBM S,360-95 computer, A variablecan assume !

is not true in all computer environments. Thus, for implementation on other ,
il computers, it may be necessary to introduce normalization factors and to other-

wise redefine certain functionsappearing in the models given LnSections3 and ,,:_

t_ 4 in order to minimize the magnitude differences between quantities.

i

I
I-II .
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!I n1.4 CONCLL_ION$

Most satellite theories based on an avcragit_ coucept, e.g., Cefolats (Refer-

_ euce 14), Giac:lglia's (Reference 15), and Kauh's (References 16 and 17), h-we '1
W

been formulated using the classical assumptions of a time-independent pertur-

bation model 1 or of exact resonance. While these classical assumptions gust- }l

antee "'-._ removal of the umvanted short-period contributions to the motion,

i! uthey m-_', in some cases, produce a significant exaggeration of certain medium- ::

ii _:nd long-period contributions to tile motlou. This fact should be considered in _
"the implementation of an averaging theory. ,_,_

The zonal, nonresonaut tesseral, and resonant tesseral harmonic models, I_ :_
Uwhich are presented in Section 3 of this volume and which have been implemented

in the GTDS R&D system, comprise a completely general first-order theory for _._ !

the contributions to the long-period and secular motion caused by tile ceutral- )'

body nonspherical gravitational field, llowever, as discussed in Section 3.1 of ||

Reference 3, it is recommended that tile effects eoutA'ibuted by the uouresonaut |J

tesseral harmonics be excluded from tile -weraged equations of motion, since rl '

U
A

they unaecessaril_v restrict the integration step size and since they can be for- I

in the oseulatlttg elements. In addition, the au,ib'tical formulas for the first-

order short-period variations in the oscuhtlng elements can, in essence, be _
I

developed from the information contained in both volumes of this report. In

order to obtain the" final formulas, it is only necessary to extract the appropri-

ate formulas from Sections 2o 2, 3, and 4 of the present volume and substitute

them into Equations (4-14) of Section 4 in Voltm_e L I

Numerical evaluation of the nonspherlcal gravitational theories for long-period

and secular motion, performed a_ part ot" the investigation and documented in
t

1See Section 3.3 for more details. _
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, l!
; References 7 and 20, indicates thqt the theory is very efficient and accurate for

all cases considered, except resonant effects on large-eccentricity orbits. The

proper treatment of the eccentricity expansions (ttansen coefficients) in these

U cases still remains an question. For the present, the numerical avera_ng

open

method, with a property reduced force model, provtaes an acceptable alternative
I!

[_ for cases of deep resonance. However, the effects of the high eccentricities are
observed through higher order quadrature algorithms.

d _ ,-
. ! Although the general third-body disturbing function is developed in Section 4.2 _

! II of the present volume, only the special case discussed in Section 4.3 w:_s ira-
! U

_t plemented in the GTDS R&D system. This implementation is restricted to those _"
[_ applications lnvoh'iug low to moderate altitude satellites that are not in reso-

nance with the disturbing third body. For Earth satellites, these requirements

tTauslate into satellites with periods less th-m 3 to 4 days and whicil are not in
resonance with the Moon.

The numerical evaluation of this capability (References 7 and 20) indicates that ,

it produces the long-period and secular motion of nonresonani satellites of low t

to moderate altitude very accurateb" and efficientb'. This theory ts comoleteb" i

inadequate for Earth satellites with periods longer than 4 days. Also, the !

_J expense of nttmericalb" averaging such cases is completeb" unacceptable since \
• it is at least as expensive° and usualb" more expensive° than high-precision

techniques. ,:

The application of averaging methods to satellites with longer periods requires t t

a double-averaged (nonresomant cases) third-body theory or a single-averaged

thi..'d-body resonance theory, depending on the orbital characteristics of the
satellite. It also seems feasible for such theories that flrst-ord.-r short-period

variations in the osculating elements can be anab'tlcally formulated to meet _ •
high-precision requirements. ,

|

!
1-13
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U
SECTION 2 - MATHEgIATICAL PRELII_IINARIES

_ The explicit development in equinoctial elements of the nonspherical gravitationalI'
r_ =_ and third-body disturbing functions requires the mathematical formulation for the

t' _! rotation of the spherical harmonic functions. In addition, Fourier series repre-

1 _ sentattons are required for functions of the form

i'_ where r is the radial distance of the satellite, _ is the sem_aJor axis of the

osculating orbit, L ts the true longitude of the satellite which describes the sat-

ellite position in the orbit relative to the origin of the longitudes, and s is an

integer.

This section presents a general discussion of the rotation of the spherical har-

monic functions and develops the Fourier expansions, in the true, eccentric, and

_ mean longitudes, of the functions

where

e ffi e_p(j_L) - _ossL _ j_i_sL

_ The results of this section are applied In Sections 3 and 4 to obtain the disturbing
functions and averaged equations of motion for the uot_pherical gravitational and

_ third-body perturbations, respectively.

!
!
!
i 2-1
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Ii B
I' 2.1 ROTATION OF THE SPHERICAL HAHMONIC FUNCTIONS _ 1
t A spherical harmonic function takes the form

! H
!

H
where (r, _, _b) are the spherical coordinates of a given point, i.e., the satellite

position, and P4, m {x) is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree £ and

order m and is defined to be (see Section 3.1 for more details)

p_,_:_- (L-,_)'/_ _ d_'"

't
The quantities C L' m and S_,m are referred to as the spherical harmonic coef- Ul

ficients and are usually empirically determined constants.

A complex variable representation of the spherical harmonic function is useful for U

i the purposes of this discussion and Equation (_ll) iS ex'pressed in the form H

[I" ] I
I

where Re designates the real part and J is t_e _maginary unit, t.e., 8

i'_

Often, It Is necessary, to tranRform the above expression to a different reference

system In order to obtain an expression In terms of the transformed coordinates. [I '

._2 II
L ...... ,i
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Most generally, such a transformation involves a t_'snslation and rotation of the

it coordHate reference system. 1 If, however, the tw9 coord_,natc refc_eace systems ,

possess a common origin, the transformation reduces to only a rotation and the

i _.] spherical harmonic function is to be expressed in the transformed latitude and

" longitude (q_t, A'). Since the radial distance, r, is tnvariant under a rotaCon

_j and since the spherical harmonic coefficients are independent of the position, it¢

is sufficient to rotate only the surface harmonic function

C.3

-! ;

In this section, a discussion of the mathematical formulatior *,a general rotation

Is presented. Specifically, the Eulcr angle and Euler parameter representations

t_ of a rotation are presented. Nex't, the rotation of a surf:_ce harmonic Is discussed. :

Ih.rtlcular attention is devoted to the development of the generalized inclinationI

function in terms of orthogonal pol_vnomials.

,.U
2.1.1 Mathcntatical Representation of a General Rotation

H Since a general rotation of a coordinate reference system leaves the origin invar-
t

taut, only three lnaependent parameters are required to describe the rotation.

R follows that these three Independent parameters specify the relath'e orietitatlon \

\of two coordinate reference systems with a common origin. The three parame-

ters most frequently cllosen are the Euler angles OS Ct_< 2Tr, 0 S cO< 2_r, and

0 g 1£ vr shown in Figure 1.

L
2. 1.1. 1 The Euler Angle Representation

U The primed coordinate system in Figure 1 can be obtained by performing three _"

simple rotations of the unprimed system. Speefficalb'. the first rotation is per-

formed about the _n_rimed z axis through the angle _. The second rotation Is

i

I 'll._e (Reference 211 discusses the effects on the spherlc-d h.lrmonic fm,ctlons

caused by this more general transformation. Also, see Aardoom _Reference 22).

I
2-3
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g

Figure 2-1. Euler Angles U

U
performed about the new x axis through the angle i, thus rotating the xy plane

into the x'y' plane. Fi_.lly, the third rotation is performed about the z' axis U

through the angle _. The general rotation is then expressed as a composite of

the three simple rotations, i.e., _ /

!

oo] ,R_(O_ = o ¢o_0 sine (2-6)

and

L,

0 0 1

If
2-4
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U

are the matrix representationsof rotationsaboutthe x and z axes, respectively.

| U The product of tile three rotation matrices in Equation C--5) yields the following
general rotation matrix.

J

where Cx • COs

This transformationmatrix is used to transform the coordinatesofthe position

vectorinthe unprimed referencesystem to the coordinatesinthe primed refer-

ence system throughthe equation

r' * AF (2-9) ,

y ti
The inversetransformation

[i
r ,, _' (2-1o)

is easilyobtainedsince the transformationis orthogonal,i.e.,

Z (j=1,2,3) (2-11)G, °",i°'_k" (_i_ (k:_,2,_)

U where thequantitiesa.n,m are the elements ofthe transformationmatrix A, i.e.,

I A - I O.._,,.nl (2-12)

!
!

I
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!l n
I Itfollowsthat

-t
A A_"= (2-13)

r !i
where

1I

i'! lI

°:] istimtransposeoftheA matrixobtqinedby intercimngingtilerows and columns 'i !
,_ of the matrix (Reference 23).

:[ 2.1.1.2 The EulerP,u'ameterRepresentation I_

i Otherrepresentationsofthetransformationm:_trkxexist.For example,by

, using elementary trigonometric identities, it is easily shown that matrix A can '

be expressed as

1
-

Si/_. C_._ 4. Ci/.-,.Ca, _ S_Ia S.o..,_* C.il_.Sft.,,_ S_Si

i
Makingthesubstitutions I

I

_" - "-'-'-_, (2-16a)
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I:I
i _'_ T = --

t: & (2-16c)
It ,:

'_ _, iI and using the Identities

i Ca_ - C_ - S_ (2-17a)I'

I

i: _'._ yields the matrix expression

i -
(2-18)
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,_ _,.t are the well-known Euler parameters _eference 24).

L! ,_I The Euler parameters are frequently used in the quaternion representation for

: the transformed coordinates, i.e.,

:
I, i

j*i } where the quaternion q is a hypercomplex variable defined to be

;! _ i3
,1 ! "rid where

iI

' i

Ix

,' |Equation (2-20) should be taken oab" as a convenient algorithm and does not imply

• that the quaternion is the rotational operator (Reference 24). I
l

,i |l

, i 2-8
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• :_A...:_x-Z-=_-:;--/__ 1:'
/

U ;..!

] :f y

2. i.2 Rotation of a Surface Harmonic Function

1

,. Essentially, there are t_vo approaches to the rotation of the surface harmonic func-

tion

j -im_ "
P_.,m(_in ¢) e (2-211 .,¢

"t

U '
i One approach relies on the brute-force substitution of the transformed coordinates _ -.

expressionslusing the ,_.:

LI , -,o---, ,.'&in_ - i _i • + e e." e._ �¢i_i.¢' (2-22) , .'_.

I] "",4

• C._/_¢ . 5il_e £ :-
(2-23) L }

U i(n- ,,/_) O'4._; • si.

I

into Equations (2-21). Equations o_ oo__.-.., and 12-23) are obtained from Equations

i I (2-10t, (2-13), and.(2-8) or (2-15L Tilts approach can yield complicated ex_)res- _:
._ious which may obscure the real nature of the transformation.

[1 The s,,cond approach, based on the work of G. Herglotz and W. M-lgnus (Refer-
.J

+ ence 25) is to rotate the entire expression for the surface harmonic instead of .'j

1'ti direct substitution of the rotated position components. Since the derivation of {

the theory is quite lengthy and since it is provided in Reference 25 and also by

U Lee (Reference 21), it will not be presented here. :

U 1......In real variables, Equation (2-221 takes on the more familiar form
_._

The real and imaginary' parts of Equation _._°-°'U.v,also assume a famili.u' form. ''"

I

2-9 :,
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:' The rotation of a surfe._e harmonic function of (A, _) to a reference system with

the corresponding coordinates (_',_'} takes the form I

1

where the associated Legendre polynomial of negative order is defined in terms _ ,

of the corresponding polynomial of posittvle order by the relation

_] _
L

U _
The function$2_'s(10,O',r) isdiscussednext. :'

t' "7

Sm, s(p,2.1.2.1 Development of the Function 2L. 0", T ) ..

i The function _2JL P' I'
.m,s( O',T) is defined to be

a - _r . . Ua£(T) (2-26)

!1 -
where I ;

'-'¢(I::)c"_: U

t}_lL_T) " ' ('_)_'$('_'m '_' .-m

[1 '
and corresponds, in part, to tile inclination function in References 16 and 17. -:"
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U

The parameters/o r O'rZ"describethe orientationofthe unpr.tmedor or.t_Inal i .

._ coordinatereferencesystem relativeto the primed or transformed reference

system. The correspondingtransformationfrom the primed refcrencesystem

tothe unprtmed referencesystem isgiven by Equation(2-9)ifthe symbols _"

and _, are interchanged. The parameters jO,a',and _'are definedin terms

_I of the Euler angles through Equation (2-16). 1 Otherwise. the transformation

givenin Equation(2-10)tsused and the Euler anglesofthe inversetransforma-

_i tion(£t',t',_J')are requiredto determine/0, O', and Z; through Equations(2-16).

The notationF(_t,b, c,x) in Equations(2-27)designatesthe well-known hyper-
geometric seriesdefinedby (Reference26)

hi0

j where Pochhammer's symbol, (it)n,isdefinedby "

_"

IL '.

, !

II'

Clearly,if 0.Is a nonnegativeInteger,then Equation(2-29)can be expressed 1using the well-known Gamma Function as

(!

U i t t l|l

IThe resultingdefinitionof _rdiffersfrom thatfoundIn Courant and Hilbert

U (Reference25)by 71"/2,i.e.,

_H - 0"- Q,. _.

I !|,1

In addttion,Equation(2-26)isa modificationof the correspondingequationin

i Reference 25 inorder to accountfor the change in thedefinitionof _'. ."

2-11
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I lJ
For negative integers O,, Equation (2-29) can be expressed as U

('_) ! (2-31)(o..'}.-- (-1.')_ (._. ,)!' L_

1ti
' II _2A (p, O', "_). Gauss' contiguous relations for the hypergeometric series(Reference 26) could be used as a basis for these recurrence relations; however,

_: they are not well suited for the purposes of this investigation. This is discussed

in Section 2.2.1.4. _ '-

Inspectionof Equations (2-28) and (2-29) indicates that if either of the first two
arguments is a negative integer, the hypergeometric series terminates in a

polynomial. These polynomialsare the orthogonalpolynomialsnamed after
Jacobi,and theypossess some very usefulrecurrence relations(aswillbe

shown in Section3). _ ;
m,s

2.1.2.2 Jacobi PolynomialRepresentationofthe Function $2)" (_,o','_)

Inspection of Equations (2-27) indicates that the hypergeometric series termi-

nates toyielda polynomialof degree _- is[. The relationshipbetween the _
hypergeometric seriesand the Jacobipolynomialtakenfrom Reference 26 is

U
. .... I:,.tt-Q.x) (2-32) :

i

where the Jacobi polynomial takes the form I

2-12 - .
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U . ,; t

or, equivalently, ._

[J "
L] n! r(_,_,n.x) _,o ';

,i

U b ,_In principle, the indexes o., b can assume any value with the exception of nega- :.

tire integers, |.e., _,

U i"

o._-n i b_-m (2-351 _..

However, for this investigation, only nonnegative integer values are considered.

Appb'ingEquation12-32)tothehypergeometricseriesInEquations(2-27)and

noting that --:

z - = - Ca_ ,_

L yields

. I
,

F(-£-s, £-s*t t-m-sl C_) = (/.,s)!Im.$)} -_-s,,_-s

for m + s_;0 and -.'!
#

for "_ +s>O.

I "

()I_It;INAI, PAGE LS .,,
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I
Care must betakentoinsurethattheJacobipolynomialisvalidovertheentire

and s are of concern, Equations (2-35) can be expressed as

n

For Equation (2-36), the constraints on the Jacobi polynomial are U

-m-s _-0; m-s __0 U

whicharesimultaneouslysatisfiedonlybythosevaluesofs where s<-m.
U

Hence,theJacoblpolynomialandhypergeometrlcseriesinEquation(2-36)a.e"

validoverthesame range,i.e.,m +s 0. The constraintsontheJacobipoly-
U

nomialinEquation(2-37)are

m+s ;tO; s-m ;tO U

which are simultaneously satisfied only for s > m, Thus, while the hypergeo- M
metric series is valid for m + s >_.0 or s >_.-m, the Jacobi polynomial is valid

onlyfor s_>m. l
A validJacobipolynomialrepresentationforEquation(2-37)overtherange

n

-m < s_ m isobtainedthrougha lineartransformationofthehypergeometrlc U

• sor os o oroooo m \
_t ;t(m-_) 4 a.

F(s-_.l.s._,_.s_ Cz) • ST F(L.,_.,m-Z,t._,,_;Cz)(2-3s) |

Both of these hypergeometric series are valid when m + s 2 0 is satisfied. It I

foUows from the definition of the hypergeometrtc series that the first two argu-

ments canbe interchangedas follows:
I
t

F(l.m.t,m-_,_.m.slC_) - _(_,-l,t_m._,_ $ L/˜�$�C-z)(2-39)

2-14 ! 'i
b
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I]
' [1I

I

i Inview of Equation_-32),

'i __ The constraintson theJacob!polynomialare m + s 20 and m - s _>0, which are
, ,t

_-J satlsfLedsimultaneouslyby -m < s < m. Insummary, thehypergeometric series

, in Equation.o o_,_.-.,pcnn be e.x'pressedas

L..2

! U I_ (l-$b!(,_._b!p_ • C.C_t') (m <s <£) (2-41b)

it (t+m} _. " - -

• Substituting Equations (2-36) and (2-41) into Equations (2-27) and using the reln-

i !1 ,,o°
a,h b,_

i, P,,(-_1-(-s.)'_P,_(_) (:-_-'_

1 yields

._-$ - om-$

[I

"" ("'_'_"_'""sT'_C:'"((-_Sin,r--,_,)_ u=,c,).("¢''(,,,:,,c,.,_c, c,,)_<_

U C,_ S_-m ,a-m,_,,i .Pa-= (Ca'r) (mS s_<_,) (2-43c)

, I:
ii u _'_:I,I\t_".,....' _,t'.I$

i 2-15
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Substitution of this expression into Equation (2--26) yields the complete expres-

_q _,o,,_or,_,o_ooot,o,,@_(p,...,,,,,o,-_,,_o_t,,o._,_o,_,.,_-oo,,,,_,_.,.o., {]

m_$ ] " i

$,1z

-'l
/

mo$_ -IZ_,$

•t C-t)''°z C_r"*S,r"sP4._ (Czz) (-L_s<_-m) (2-44a)
'" ( Ii I
"l
J X (.j.)s-m (_tm_ (J-re'J! m,_ m-s i._,m.t

C_ Sr . !

J
_mts

2.1.2.3 The Function 52_ in Terms of the Euler Angles li

' E.x'pressingEquations(°.-44)e.xplicitlyin the Euler angles (ft,_J,il,which describe
t

1 the rotationfrom the primed referencesystem tothe unprlmed referencesystem, U

I through Equations(2-16)yields

.t [.

('t']_'* C_,_z$_a Pj., (r._) (-[is<-m) 1_-45a1

('_)_'_(l,_lt(I-_I! C;/_ 5_/_._ _.. (C_) (-mSsSm) 1_.-4561 "

! C_lz $_/z P:., (C_) (mSs$ Z) 12-4_c1
i

.i

] 2-16
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i_"_"_ _I1"i"__I__.!_..i_-_._._.__,,,,.,,, _._..............,,__ i......_ ' • , ""..11.....-_/'--_--__" ''" 'i."

i !.,

and

._,,,_ -i(_-,_-_-i(_-_ (] 1Saj ' • e (_

.t,m
G l-l,')_'m(l*m_l('Lm)! m,,Gs m-6"_ m-s,_s

(l,'_'_111-_,3! O'U_" G_la Pl-m (r,¢;_ (O<s<_.m) (2-50a) , -:

X :'-

J'_c_'i['_s,l_.%. (,c_ (m<s<_)(25ob) .;:
;j _

In view of Equation(2-25) '_.

-|

,=,

I

g .

Therefore,Equation(2-48)can be simplifiedto read ,,

Z _es_']_ c_-_! s._,s,• P_,(0)<_i.4')e (2-_2)
2"

U :
forg = e i, since '"

: (_'SJ! (2-53)

r

Equations(2-50)and (2-52)are therecommended formulationforthose cases where _] ,,.
thesymmetry iseasilytakenadvantageof. Otherwise, theformulationshouldbe :"

developedusingEquations(2-24)and (2-4G). i_] =

2-18 _
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I __j
,!

' ..'72 EXPANSIONS OF THE PRODUCT (r/&) n _jsL

i Ij
Expansions of the form

-- A_ (2-541

(where r, o., and L are the radial distance, semtmaJor axis, and true longi-

tude, respectively, and X is the true (L), eccentric (F), or mean (A) longitude) '_
play a major role in the development in equinoctial elements of the disturbing ::

'I) functionsforthe nonsphericalgravitationaland third-bodyperturbations.Con-
U

sequently,they are alsoimportantin thedevelopment ofthe analyticallyaveraged

equationsof motion and inthe analyticaldevelopment ofthe short-perlodvarla-
tior.s in the osculating elements. :'

_I For certaincases, each longitudepossesses a particularadvantageas the expan-

sionvariable, X. Specifically, for n <_.0, the above expansion is finite in terms

of the true longitude, and, for n_>_0, the expansion is finite In terms of the eccen-

tric longitude. While the expansion in the mean longitude is always Infinite, it ts

,of considerable importance because of the simple relationship between the time

\and mean longitude.

Similar expansions of the form

I (where f designates the true anomaly and x is the true (f), the eccentric (u), or

the mean (_)anomaly) played an important role In the development of the classt-I ,cal disturbingfunctionof planetarytheory. These expansionswere investigated

i extensively by Hansen (Reference 27) and good, If less exhaustive, discussion .
,

I 2-19
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!' !7 1F !................. ,,...... l._.,.A...._ ................ ...:....................... __ _._

I I'j _.

can be found in Brown and Shook (Reference 28). A somewhat more theoretical ,

discussion, based on Cauchy's first and second theorems, is given by Hagihara _ :

(Iteference 29).

II '2.2.1 Reductio n to the Expansion of the Product (r/O,)n _jsf
tb, *.

Hansents results are directly applicable to the expansions In the longitude (Equa- _ ;
" tlon (2-54)). This is easily demonstrated using the relation bet_veen the equinoc-

tial longitudes and the corresponding classical anomalies

i 'i

Ia view of Equation (2-56), the left-hand side of Equation (2-54) can be expressed _ f

-/

= ¢" _" (2-571 ":

Substituting the expansion In Equation (2-55) yields

t:

,. _J
Inverting Equation 12-56) and substit, lting the result into the expansion in Equa-

tion (2-58) yields _1

, G = ( 0..,_ £ ,

' _ (2-591

, tt
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' t)
A comparison of Equations 12-34) and C2-_,9) Indicates thati

_, A_ = e.. a.t ('-,.-6o)
LL

I'
n . Inview of the definition of the equinocti,iI elements h, k (Reference 5, Appendix At,
t £

"I e - _ (k-ih) ('.,-6_b_

Therefore, ;':" t'_ _lk _)i Aid i'Y

A_ - e. (k_-i _t ('-'-6'-'.-o

L] and the .q)plicqbility of Ihmsen's results is demonstrated. a

The explicit development of the Fourier series expansions of the form given in I\
I': I

! Equation (2-55lis presented next. Much of the discussion follows the approach

of llansen but is of much more limited scope, la addition, some results obtained

by tlill trod Newcomb, for expansions in the mean :momab', will be presented.

2.2.1.1 Expansion In the True Anomaly

tJ
The Fourier expansion of the form

. _ " CI,k (2-63) ,.

I 0 0_1

1-
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.t_ [I
! is desired. More correctly, the coefficients in the expansion have only two

' indexes since the Fourier expansion of the imaginary exponential function is

not required. If

- V_ (2-64)

then " .:

= V_ (2-65) :;

and it is sufficient to develop the expanston for (r/&) n (Equation (2-64)). t i

I it '

It follows from Fourierts Theorem (Reference 301 thst _ "-

o,

;'(
= ,i I'

o,,_ t

This e.x_ressionis obtained by multiplying e -jkf through Equation (2-64) and L! _'

integrating both sides appropriately. The resulting series collapses to a single _!_
term, specifically, the term when t = k, in view of the orthogonaltty conditions

for Fourier series or, equivalently, the 2_ periodicity of the imaginary expo- _

nenttal function.

Since r/_ is a real function and since Equation (2-64) is also satisfied by the

complex conjugates of each side, it follows that {] \ _:

= V,i: e, (2-67) ':

t

I]
L
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tl

l i ,, Ve --- V._: (2-(m)

I t

_3

i .n .i

, An explicit representation of the coefficient '_t can be obtained by a brute-force

L.J expansion of (r/a.)n using the well-known relation -.

',, e&
"II _.r ffi L- ()RIGINAL PAG}_ IS (2-69) ;

' } .'J

sin 4 " e 12-7o)

_t ffi (2-71)

I Then, . ,.

' _ '!I a. ,Ca.S (_ ffi L- e (2-72)

"! /S - _an(_/a) - , a-7_)
I + _-_'-_a-

f

i_ and Equation (2-69) can be expressed as

v '_' 12-74) "

(] ,:- I

I

_j ':

I
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, l!, It!
b

:i Therefore, t
J ', _ 1

'I ° _/-° t
(

I [. I

L. '

' for n, a nonnegative integer. Hence, the expansions for (r/it) _ reduce3 to the :

i

2.2.1. 1. 1 Expansions of the product (1 (�L�¼�d�"n[1 + (_/x)] -n

Usingthe Binomial Theorem yieldsthefollowingresult: _

'-° -° IJ "(2-78)

• ('t_*m (a-t)l k! 1_-£1! m!
;l k.O m.O

t •
I

i Ifthe followingdefinitionsare made: _ _ ,:

'"_ _ ,, k - m (2-79a) _ '

p = k �¨�(2-79b)
: t

' II
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f

r,

it follows that -co<t<co, since O_<k<m and O<m<m. To determine the '::

0 r, -/
{+_ range of p, it is necessary to invert Equations (,.-, 91 to yield

t_ p-t '
L.J m • "----- _- 0 (2-80a1&

i

----- > 0 (2-80b) . .2:
li' k - a. - .:

+

• _i; +

" _ Clearly, p ;>It I and p±t must be even; consequenth',p isdefinedas _+_.

,j *+-

p = ai+-l_ (_.-sl) ?

Then, if It I -<P < co, itfollowsthat0 _<I< co and _

!

!
, _j k = ai + It I __ ¢-82b) ' ,i

I

It also follows that Equation (2-78) can be expressed as

,!j - .
(L+_x)'"(_+ . . _+ (0..+_> .:,(n-t_t (n-i_t (Itl+il! il _

L_ t,.. _.o

Since

(n+-Itl_'b-t)t (n+_-O! (n.ltl-l)! (n.Itl.i-t_! (_+_-t_! 1,1t

1_ " --(ll-t}l1_-I.I! (Itl+i_l (n-t_)Ikil{n.ttl-t_! i_-tl!(ll;l+'_t
¢-84)

(,. Itl-_1 (.+_u_.,(n_ _:-
i . '.:I_1 / (Itl+tli :'

'

I I :
I "+ I.._

| 1
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J r,t _.' and ;"

.1, ,] _ 7-_,.

_',

then _ .'

o (';2

4:

2.2.i.1.2 Expansion ofthe Product (I+0x)n [1+ (/5/x)]n . .:-

A straightforwardapplicationofthe Binomial Theorem yields i ( "'W{ J .:

k-0 m-0 . ,/,

{i'
The quantitiest, p, and i are definedas above, with the exceptionthgtthe ,_ "

rangesinthiscaseare-nSt_<n, [tl_<p_<2n,and 0_<i_<[n-(Itll2)](where I!_ __
[ ] denotes the integer part). Equation (2-87) can then be expressed as

n I_n-t_:ll3_ l i .:

X " "_+ttl t

(°IThe definitionof thebinomialcoefficienti+ ItI is '-

I (°1 °'=1 (2-89) _
' i +.Itl (n-lt:l-lbt {,i T'4.,i ,

1'
2

1 '2-26 },_
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-- I

I "I
#

! -i ,

I t

SubstitutingthisresultintoEquation(2-88)yieldstheresult _ i

g
I

whichcanbe expressedinterms ofthehypergeometrlcs_,rlesas }I

(r/O.)_n "The expansionsfor inthetrueanomalyareobtainedby substituting

-" Equations(2-86)and _-97)intoEquations(2-75)and (2-76),respectively,which _

yields 0
el

Itl /

IJ'

E.\_)ressingtheseexpansionsex_Itcitlyinthetrueanomalyyields

. iI
(2.-lOOn) f|

(_)

,_!_
' t

t



, ',.-,I ORIOrlVALPAG/_

t t

v_- (_.-,_"1"_o,"¢_-l_z,_'_i/,,.Itl-_.lF(.,-I_L,_,_l _ /_'_1(2-_oob_

I ts
' and

ii p" V_¢ (2-I0la)

' _ %,-n

i ° (°/;"
"1

i _ 2.2.1.2 Expansion inthe EccentricAnomaly

I_ R is apparentthatif (r/(t)*nand_Jsf are expandiblein a Fourier seriesinthe
eccentric anomaly° u, 1. e.,

1Althoughthise.xpressionisnotof closedform, itis easilytr._nsformedto a

, _ closed-form expressionusingthe lineartransformation(Reference261

' F(a,b,_,x_)-(t-_a)e'_'bF( ¢-_., c.-_,_,xt)

' _ which yields the result

' '_ "(_'_'_.¢ _:I

2-29
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i 1

! :

, , !| Then

' z_ $ 6 (2-104) "
i t.

.._! k m

, or, equivalently, i
b

411 _'
t _

i ,l:t ,,'here !_
:i

,_ •

_.:: tlence, the coefficients Wt n's can be determined from the coefficients of the _It'
,--4 simpler expansions in Equations ('2-1021 and 12-103).

; '} Another expression for the coefficients W: n's is provided by multiplying Equa- U!if:i tiou (2-105) by C "]ku and integrating over -,'v_<uS,-.. which yields

C2-1o71

ttl,$ t_,_ ,',.,
• W t - W_

I _ _ _.

.t " In addition, the symmetry condition _'

i _n._ tn,-4; 1

! W_ " _/-w

,t
t 2-30
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follows, as before, by substituting the complex conjugates in Equation (2-107)

' ,_nd comparing the rvsults _.Ith those given in Equation (2-107).

An explicit representation of the coefficients is developed next. This rept'esen-

: '_-) tation is obtained directly by expanding the left-hand side of Equation (2-105)

(ratherthanbyusingthee.xpansionsgivenby Equations(2-I02)and _-I03)andthenconstructingthecoefficientsthroug.',.Equation(2-106)).The expansionsin

Equations(2-102)and {2-103)are alsoobtained,sincetheyare specialcasesof

:J Equation (2-105),

_] Again,followingHansen'smethod,thedefinitionsaremade

_ • eju" (2.-109)
(_RI(;IN,kl, PAGE IS :"

, _ Or'"1'0_l{ t,)[IAI,I*IT
d Sihce #

t

iJ r ,-- ffi £ - (_ _St_ (2-1101Ct.

tt is easily verified that

l aud

(I"_'I) (2-i12) ',

U

a
2-31
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!
It follows from Equations (2-111) and (2-112) that I

e = x = (_ " s _)"'_ "h"'*

_, $ rl-5
-- = (2-114)

[:
t

;] where n Isa nonnegatlveinteger. For thepurposes of thisinvestigation,the [.
tJ

,I relationn > is I is always satisfied;hence, u- s >_0 and n +s >_0,and -n- s <_0
|

2.2.1.2.1 Expansion of the Product (l-_y) n°s (1-Oy-1)n �Since n >_Is [, the Binomial Theorem yields the expansion I_!

(___)"-_(t._-_) "_ [_;,
"t

k,,O m,O "_"

-%.v_ _.n (2-i15) || ,

I.,/

n n- l_,-_[I,,1,, i

{''n i'O I_

If :] I',
It-si+t-s

¢X = (2- l16a)

2-32
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i .__ ,.! _ _ ,LI _ _ m "_ ,'_

I

" " _'_ Substituting Equation (2-119) into Equation (2-115) and expressing the result in

i' terms of the hypergeometrtc series yields
:!

I °

I; =-. -_" " (2-122) _'_

- "-n*_, _ -.-s, t_-sl*_;_ _

iI' t_
2.2.1,2.2 Expansion of the Product (1-Oy) -n-s (1-_y'1) s'n

r liSince n >_[s I, it follows that

_, (_-,e_)__(_-,e7_)''"- ("**'__): ("_*_'_)_ _ (2-12_)

which can be expressed as

-,,-_ ._ _'__ _._._._-_! c_._.:._-_! _,.,,,,._

8
,. where o_ and p retain the definitions given in Equations (2-116). Also,

!l
, , _ , _

• " " _I I_(_* $-1) _ (n )_ _ _n* _ t(2-12_) _ ,',,

t

i 1 .

' I 2-34 i ]
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)

U and, similarly

(v1-5.i._-i), . (n-$_-,0-11! (n-..fa), (2-126)(n-s-l)!

SubstitutingEquations(2-125)and (2-1261into(2-1241yields

. n-_ �4��1,

_ (n,s.<x)i(n-s �¼��_]li-l_-sl_-s

Again, Itfollows from the definitionsof _¢ and/0 that

• (_1).,Co.t).,- (1_-_1,t_i_! (2-12s)

d
Thus, Equation (2-1271 admits the hypergeometric series representation

e

(_._)'"-_-(_._u-_)_'__ ,I
!

1..) and f2-129) Into Equations (2-1131 and ('2-1141,Substituting Equations (2.- ,)o

respectively, yields the desired expansions

i 2-35 :.
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.F,, -i_,-_ ,.
]

.!!, ' where

(2-130b) _i

LJ

,, where 1

.t [i
1

t ;- L ,
, (2-13lb)

I

x F _,s.,- It-sl.t; /_"

B
1A closed-form expression can be obtained by a lLnear transformation (see

,.. Equation (2-101b) and the accompanying footnote) which _ields the expression

Q. \'
*(\

I

...,ll
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2.2.1.3 Expansion in the Mean Anomaly

-,

The Fourier expansion in the mean anomaly takes the form

/¢ i, Ze, = N_ (2-132)

:it+, "4referred to as Hansen's coefficients, can be expressed as|

Xl,' ffi _ j 6 _ (2-133) L

[J "

!j and also that the symmetry relation

n_-S

- t

!
i.i holds.

i The above expansionhas playeda centralrole inthe development of the classical
planetarytheoriesbecause ofthe desirefor explicittime-dependenttheoriesand

i_i because ofthe simple relationshipbetween themean anomaly and thetime.,

"- Accordingly,thisexpansionand similarones have been studiedby a host of

!! Investlgat°rs'l

+ There are several approaches which can be taken to develop an explicit repre-

i sentationforthe Hanseu coefficients.For example, the Hansen coefficientscan

be expressed in terms ofeitherof thepreviouslyderivedcoefficients,Vt+-nor

1

! ILeverrier (Reference31) and Cayley (Reference32)developedextensivetables ",

- _ forthe expansionsthroughtheseventhpower of the eccentricity. ",.

I

2-37
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........... ........... ._ ._ . _.__,. .....
t

W; n The Vt representation is obtained from the Fourier expansion (Equa- ,

' tton (2-65)) l_

e = _]_._ (2-135) t.

Jl '
l and a variation of the equation of the center (Reference 1) _"

e - C (2-136) ' ,

8 .,:
'Ii '?SubstitutingEquation(2-136)intoEquation(2-135)and rearrangingthe summa-

tionyields (

= (2-137) (_._

Comparison ofthisresultwith Equations(2.-132) yieldsthe relation li ] :| ';

!

Similarly,the Hansen coefficientscan alsobe expressed in terms ofthe coeffl- "-' .::

cient wtn's. The resulting ex'pression of the Hansen coefficients has sometimes _! :i
been referred to as Hill's formulation of the Hansen coefficients (Reference 33).

However, thisexpressionwas given by Hansen (Reference27)some 20 years
before Hill.

v

In addition to Hill's formulation of the Hansen coefficients, some of the repre- _! _I

sentationsobtainedby Hansen and by Newcomb and Poincarewillbe presented.

, 'I

2-38
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i IF! li'

8
' [j
i 2.2.i.3.1 Hill'sRepresentationfor X:' s

Hill (Reference 33) developed a representation of the form

! X n,s is,towithina factor,a hypergeometric seri_s,and

,i U where the function,t,pI where =__
(.t);(xl_)

%

(%_)! i[ (2-140a) :
_! i-Or

., :]" - (-I')_'r,(,x) (2-140b) '_
_i ''$
._1 ""

_i _ is the Bessel function of the first kind (Reference 30).;

iJ This same form can be easily constructed using Equations (2-130) and (2-131),

*-" " = _ _,_ 'ru. it'("_) 6 "Is'_ _/_ g_ (2-141)

and the expansion 1 \

[i = B{: (2-142)

i i ii

iThls expansionisof major importance in theexpansionofthe classicaldlsturb-

@ ingfunction(Reference1).

!
2-39
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t_ I [ t '_'- + _i i_i +! +++!-• ! +-_ , .... _ I , ' ' -" , . ' ! .. .+a + ,_

+

l+ g
-I it
-i _ _

Ir , ,

• : where

1. for r --0

r l

_i _5 = - e[_. for Irl = i (2-143) i.

I 0 for Irl > 1 -_)l
}

•_ + and where i_
+_ L1

.j + r r

it =+
i Substituting Equation 12-142) into Equation C2-141) yields

_n 6js_ = W2 n'_ _ 6 (2-145)

+ t ,- Ut
i

} "rod a comparison of Equ._tions ¢-1321 and (2-1451 gives the relation _.I_
+ 4

it' X_:*'n'_''/) ._q_" B_ (2-146)}

' I " [I
LJ

'i

The range of r is -nsr<n for n__.0, -co<r_co for n<0 and -l<r<_l for I]
tJt--0.

The W_ n' s coefficients were shown in Section 2.2.1.2 to be proportional to the II

hypergeometric series; consequently, it is clear that Equations {2.-139) and (2-146)

are of the same general form. [_
\
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l]

8 i
2.2.1. 3.2 Hansen's Representation for X:' s .:

Another approach to the explicit development of Hansen's coefficients is to expand
i

I L the Integrandin Equation(2-133). Clearly°onlythe constantterm in theexpan-ston will remain after the definite integral is evaluated. Defining

X = 6 (2-147a)

7: " 6 jL (2-147c)

and substituting the relation _ .-

tit *:"

into Equation (2-133) yields the contour integral

n,_ £ r n .k-I
------ _ d_ (2-149) I

!t !

where the contour c is the unit circle Iz[ = 1 . \
\

t Expansion of the integrand in Equation (2-149) In powers of z will yield the results

j presented earlier in this section. However, the definite integral formulation is
I quite flexible in that the tnteg_'ation variable can be transformed to either x or y

_i B via the relations
r& l_

a -- dx (2-150)

!
d_." ra.-_"d? (2-151) ,

!
2-41
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°_ _ L

U
which follow from the well-known rolations

dJ.- r d_c

_ co5@ (2-152) [,

J r Ii d_. - -- du. (2-153)

'i

Substituting Equation (2-150) into Equation (2-149) yields the contour integral _'

X k _' z-n'j _05@ _ dx (2-154) :

I where the contour c is defined by Ixl = 1. I

l.

Making the substitutions lj

(r (J'"'__)_'(L*_x)"_

"(el_"X_'__)
" 9 @" (2-156)

I.,,_x" I] \
• i.jffi x " (2-157)

_..,._x I]

yields . _L-!

_t

i L..:

2-42
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I "
1

i g
I' where

i

,_. = k e_S_ (2-160)

t.._ Grouping factors in the lntegrand, developing expansions for each group, and then

multiplying all constituent e.'g_ansions together yields the final e.'_anston for the

IntegrandinEquation12-149).The form ofthefinalexpansiondependson how

l_j thefactorsaregrouped. Clearly,theproduct

_' -n.k.,,1.( )-n-k-&

willyielda hypergeometricseriesrepresentationasshown inSection2.2.i.2.
Hans.-n considers the factors

_J .,,

U x ; (i*_ exp["At_X'_" 12-i61), . _ ; I._- kI_',3x"a

a
U The expansionfortheexponentialfunctionyielrl

' L't

. and,therefore,

g

i mz_

' ! 2-43
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I lj ,

Itfollowsfrom theBinomialTheorem that -_

g ,
_ J

= {-I)_ (n-i',','m*1)_.).! 12-164) !i

I

; ' j

SubstitutingEquatlon12-164)intoEquatim (2-1631 yieldstheresult '_ _ _
:

_-n,.k-:. { _ (n-k_.m
('LeOx) (;iF)_-_I • ('I_£rn'_(/_x')m"(n-k.,m+.L'}'Z I. (2-165) -.

t._xJ " U 1m,O .t.O -"

Ifthefollowingdefinitionismade,

p:m.£ U
#

thentheleft-handsideofEquation12-165)becomes
!

p-O m=O

n
Thus,

'7
where t!

(n-k,_,.t)! /__..._ ' "

Mp,= (-1 (n-k .l)!(,p-m)! m! 12-167b1 "
m,O [i

t
1

I
')...tJ , _ ,

U '! ,

-- III I l ....... r
L.
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The expansion of the product

1.1'
is obtained by substituting -k for k, -_ for _, and x -1 for x in Equation (2-166).

The result Is

L

L.; _,o

!,, i
_--, where

N_ = _ _t2-16$b}(n.,,.m �àm'

s

_J The product of Equations 12-167a1 and 12-167b) yields the result I

I

H (2-1691
ao _

p,_ _,O

[_ If the following definitions are m._de
_-- 9-_ t

g _., p,_, '
then -¢__ t _ oo.

U 2-45
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Since

t �ˆ�IP--E-

_'-t I0 -- "--'---

Iitfollowsthatr+t must be even and r>_Itl• Hence, r isdefinedas follows:

r= ai�Itl ]

3
the rlght-handsideof Equation(2-169)takesthe form ;:

t::o_ _=0

a •Multiplying this result by x s-k-1 yields the expansion of the integrand in Equa-

: tton (2--159). _'quatton (2-159) then takes the form _ t

(2-171) i \U
x _ M;,.Clu+t)/=.N,,.C_._.t_I_"/_i _t"'k'_ d_

:1 °
! Evaluating [his integral reduces to evaluating the Integral

r ,
+.+s-k-l. _

x _x (2-172) _

t [j
' 2-46 :
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'1

Clearly,

_, t+_-k-£ I _Trj fox" t+s-k-l=-I
x d_ - (2-173)

t 0 for t+s-k-l¢-I

, ti
from the theory of integration in complex variables or, equivalently, from Cauchy's

(, _ Residue Theorem (Reference 30).

i / i In view of Equation (2-1731, the expression for the Hansen coefficient in Equation

.! _ (2-171) reduces to

U ®

/_ X_, : (l._._a.)n,t Ni_.([k-_l.,k-s)/&Ni.,[lk.sl.(.l_.:=)]l,z_ (2-174)i '

S
I •

, where the ecefficients M and N are defined by Equations (2-167b) and (2-168b),

respectively, f$
!

.-_ Hansen obtained another expression for the Hansen coefficients by substituting I

_! Equation (2-151} into Equation (2-149) and using the relations

I"
. -g : _I-_ (_-,,_) L- (2-1:s)

/

a : _ ('l"_J'J') (at-176)

(i#u)
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11_J __ i . :_ .....I , __ _ = ........... ' : ...... i : ..............._ I m_ _ ,

U
Itisinterestingto notethat

GO = _ (2-182a) "

U
1)

H0 = _ (2-182b) ..

.U

w _ Hansen providedother representationforthe Hansen coefficientswhich c,_qbe ":
.i

" foundin Reference 27.
r

- ntS

2.2.1.3.3 The Newcomb-Poincare Formulation of _xt

'i t Newcomb (Re;erence 34) applied an operator approach to the problem of the ex-

pansion of the classical disturbing function• This operator development relies
>

j on certain differential operators to produce an expansion in the eccentricity.

_I The resulting development is analagous to that obtained by using analytical ex-U pressions for the Hansen coefficients and, consequently, provides another repre-

sentation for the Hansen coefficients. ,

In essence, the Newcomb operator method produces a power series in the square , ,

of the eccentricity, where the Newcomb operators are the coefficients. Evalua-

[J ttonof the Newcomb operatorsyieldspure rationalnambers. Inadditlon,these 1

coefficientscan be evaluatedrecursivelyusingthe ree, ,t,cerelationsthatexist \.

for the Newcomb operators•

_" II_ A complete discussion of the Newcomb operators would require an in-depth dis- _'
cussion ,,f the operator approach to the expansion of the classical disturbing

] U function; thisdiscussionisbeyondthescopeofthtssection. However, tnaddi-

tion to Newcomb's original work, the method is discussed and simplified by

• _ Poincare (Reference 35). Other treatments of the subject can be found in Refer-

i ences I, 2, 29, and 36.

[]
2-49
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1_i i'i _fi_ ''_ _ " !i!!
.j

[l

t_ For the purpose of describing the Hansen coefficients in terms of the Newcomb

: operators the following result given by Poincare (Reference 35) is considered: _"l

=t1 _'"° [3
ison of Poincare's result to a variation of the series of Hansen in Equation (2-132),

i.e., _

oo

: % X%_s (2-184) LJ

yields the relation --

, : L "TT'c_ (,hiS) (2-185) #J
msO

g
' . thus relating the Hansen coefficients to the Newcomb operators.

' The remainder of this discussion follows closely that of Iszak, et al. (Refezence 36).

Inspection of Equation (2-183) indicates that it can be expressed as I

• t,2-- - Xp, a. • (2-186) B
p.0 o'.0

where

/0 = m'_-_ (2-187) _"

t..i _2-50 [J
4
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U

Xp,_.- TT'_ (nI_') (2.-189)

, and x and z are defined by Equations (2-1471.
It follows from the definitions of p and a that

J
U x_,_..Tr_,._.(,,t,) _-190) 8 :

and

L_

•lm_l_l n,s (2-191), "/TQ (n{s): X

s

ii
__j According to Iszak, the change in the indexes from q, m to p,a simplifies the t

I

development of Von Zeipel's recurrence relations (Reference 37) for the Newcomb
i

i operators. These recurrence relations follow from the partial differential equa-L:

\tion of Von Zelpel which is derived in Appendix A and ts _iven by

L_
bXn,k bX'_,_

(_.- e a) e _ �(t-e_)_/a'_.

(2-192)

e.Q" ea ,,I.1U .1 _'_""] _")T

6
where t

= (2-193)

I
2-51
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,t g _
I Eliminating the explicit appearance of x in Equation (2-192) through the substi-

tution .-

t_

and developing the resulting equation into a power series in e yields the partial it

i differential equation

+ (k-n) e_ _-;X"'k'_" _ a _ ,k• e (4k-.')+ ae _-_ �5_._ (2-195)

g
' Substituting Equation (2-186) into Equation (2-195) and comparing similar terms

yields the recurrence relation

42Xp,o.- x_.l, _. _- ( k-vl)X P.,l,o-

, I]
vl,k

�(5'_- _'- 4 _-4 k -n) X,p.L o..1 (2-196)

., The subscripts in this relation are restricted to nonnegattve integers. I !

2-52
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>

Another recurrence relation can be obtained from Equation (2-196) by interchang-

Ing the subscripts, changing k to -k, and using the symmetry relation

U n,-k n,+k "
XN,_. = Xo__ (2-197) :-

C

which follows from the symmetry relation for the Hansen coefficients (Equation

j (2-134)), The result is -.;
:=

n,k : __..(_k+nJXn, k-1 n,k-2xe, : -:1

- (p-ff_'+41-4k1-m) n,k -:Xp.l,¢..i (2-198) ..

.

+ _(p-¢'+ k) (-x)_: X#._:,a-.-_
¢ ,

Finally, a third recurrence relation can be obtained by summing Equations (2-196) / "I :

and (2-198) to yield ,

4(p_-_'jx = a(ak-njx#.:.,¢- i(Zk_.,JXp,_., i

. n,k-_ :.

(__'i _. (k-lgJX_;.k;,_- Ck+m);(p_¢.a. (2-199) i:

�i(;Ip+;_-4-n)X_'kp-l, o'-i ,.,

| ,'
thus eliminating the summation over r '

5:

I 2-53 "
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'1

L

'
.'l . Initialization for the recurrence relation is provided by

i _,k B

'i XO,0 -- t (2-200)

i' and the fact that quantities with negative subscripts are treated as identically zero.
Consequently,

-_ (2-2ol)

Xo, _. -- - k - "_ (2-202) ,

i etc., are easily obtained. L

f Although the Newcomb operators are rational numbers, the problem of generating If"

them can be reduced to integer arithmetic by using the polynomials (Reference 36)

•
' _'_a,G -- ! o" ! XlO,_ (2-203) ,

1

and the corresponding recurrence relations

\
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i

o-

:13
, where

(p-I"}! (o'-i')_ C.r. (2-206)

I CO'_'c = (p-.v)! (o.-.v)!

1 and where

/--\
#

i: .o :I I ,S

( J 2.2.1.3.4 The Hansen Coefficient A Special Case
n_S

"'I: The Hansen coefficient X0 is of major importance in the development of the

' _l averaged equations of motion (in the absence of resonance phenomena), which

'i' I} arepresentedinSections3and4ofthisdocument. Be cause of this importance

tJ and because it possesses a characteristic distinct from all other Hansen coeffi-

}t etents ,n,s (k _ 0), it is singled out fora special discussion.

This particular Hansen coefficient is the constant term in the Fourier expansion,

it _ in the mean anomaly, of the product*" _ ]_,c l

• It possesses a finite hypergeometrtc series representation in either of the argu-

ij meats B 2 or e 2 , contrary to the general Hansen coefficients which have infinite

series representations. These finite representations can be obtained through a

brute-force expansion of the integrand of the expression

Xo - ,2"n' g C_. (2-208)

| -"
t

I the special case of Equation (2-133) where k = 0. However, this developmentis unnecessary since almost .ill of the work has already been performed in

I
am 2-55
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i'b

Sections 2.2.1. 1 and 2.2.1.2. More specifically, since

i

and L(
r

dg ffi - da,
o, _ i :

itthenfollowsthatchangingthe integrationvariablein Equation(2-208)yields _ :_ ;

,s £ -.i

X0 = a 7;'ct)_¢ _'_ / _ a_c (2-209) t!' 1

and •
2

X_ - _Iv: e d_ (2-21o) ,.

I

which, inview of Equations(2.-66)and (2-I07),yieldsthe relations _ '

,.d |

×o = % _-212) I '

A FiniteHypergeometrlc SeriesRepresentationin _2 t •,

"_n Wtn,sR has a/readybeen shown thatthe coefficientsV s , admit finiterepre-

sentationsin _2 and, therefore, they yield finite representation of the Hsnseu i

2-56 _ I
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('

coefficients .x0''n' s through Equations (2-211) and (2-212). Replacing n by. -(n* 1)

i i in Equation (2-211} yields

-(_.1),_ Vs

t, _ Xo - COa_ (2-213,

"I Substitutingn-I for n in Equation(2-I01b)and dividingby cos _ yieldsthe ex- :
pression _

where Isl_n-l-

The expressionforthe coefficientX O' s is obtainedby replacingn by n �1in

Equation(2-130b)and restrictingthe valueof thesubscriptt to be identically

zero. The resultobtainedis

(2-215)

_! . F _- .-t.T n-t.l,l.t; )

L_ This expressioncan be simplifiedin view ofthe factthatinterchangingthe first

,_I _ two arguments in thehypergeometric serieshas no effecton Itsvalue. Sincetheonlyeffectof a change Inthe signof s on thehypergeometrlc seriesin Equa-

tion(2-215) is a permutation of the first two arguments, it follows thatB

I
2-57
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t'

L!
't. Similarly, a change in the sign of s also causes a permutation in the binomial! !

1 coefficients in Equation (2-215._. Clearly, [ '
i

I

: r2

In view of Equations (2-2161 and (2-2171, Equation (2-2151 simplifies to 1

x0 " (s,_ _-_) _ _ _ l-.-_,-,-_, _
t

A Finite H:'pergeometrtc Series Representation tn e" I

I A hypergeometrtc series representation in e- can be obtained through aquad- ,._ ,

ratic transformation of the hypergeom_.trtc series in Equatton_ 12-214) and !_12-218). (nspectton of the transformed hypergeometrlc series in e 2 indicates

that they terminate after a finite number of terms.

13'
It is well known that any hypergeometrtc series Fla, b, c ; x) admits a quadra-

tic transformation ff and only ff the quantities U

- : _a.-b')_C_.h-c)

Jl i i

1This expression is more e,qslly obtained using the relation in Equation (2-2111 _i t
and the closed-form expression for the coefficients _s_ (see Equation (2-101b) t _,.
and the accompanying footnote). However, It is also of value to pursue the

simplifications which arise for the coefficients W_n . , "

i
2-_8
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J

'U

U are such that -lay taro of them are equal or or.e of them is equal to 1/2 (Refer-

l ence 26). Inspection of the hypergeometric series in Equations (2-214) and

?II t. (2-218) show that they satisfy the condition

,ii
)

Consequently, they are _f the form
,1
'1

' i

at. F( _, b, a-b,x; _) (z-2o.o)
"t

1 ,
t

t _j The quadratic transformation which yields the e 2 representation Is 1 (Refer-
ence :26)

tJ
!

i _(,,.,b,_.-b+_._/_")(:,_S _ ( .\
L.

U
| i

1There are two other quadratic transformations which c-in be applied in thiscase. They yield representations in terms of the arguments

t -- cind --

I Lt _ £" (la" m

!
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since

"_'-- °°"_ (_-"_) 8 :l,,_ a
¢

au,: B t
I "

= e (2-226) 1 '

!
An As sociated I..ogendre, Polynomial Representation

Any hypes geometric series v'htch admits a quadratic transformation can be ex- 1

pressed as an associated Legendre Polynomial of the first kind (Reference 38).The hypergeometric series in Equations _2-214) and (2-2]8), which are of the

• ° I '_

m ,(

?
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.-\ppllc'Rlolt of l'+qu:Itlol_(2-'+'-27)to l+qu,'_ttoi_s'_ "i.-. 14) :rod (2-21S) the t'ollowh_

rel:ttlo1_ for tlt+ hire+Pierx',,thw8 of I_ ,tml tn il_eferottct) _16i
<

+,

vv_(,+.m)i
t i+t+m)+ ,,

++

+ I
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I

5

I

_ _ -
These relations are particularly useful in view of the many recurrence relations

available for the associated Legendre polynomials. The above expressions were L_

also obtained by Cook (Reference 12), with the exception that a discrepancy of t

(-1) s appears between Equation (2-230) and the corresponding result of Cook.
r

A review of Cook's work and the results he cites from Whitaker and Watson ':
(

(Reference 30) indicate that the missing factor does, in fact, belong In CooMs L., ,

expression if Hobson's definition of the associated Legendre polynomials is used.

Evaluation of Equations (2-229) and (2-230) for a few values of n and s yields .

the following Hansen coefficients: _1 "
LJ

Xo • ._

-'.° - ",' • ov''=Xo = (l'e=)_l= ×o • _(t"

-4,o 3 " ,t a'=/& -,I.J. • -4,,1 _. r -sla. ]Xo -E(_.-_')"/*-._(_.-_) xo - --/:.0.-¢=)"_/= Xo ',,_"L(_..¢h . (_.==_,o= ,,

,, t
"

and I

0,0

Xo " 1.

I
!i "° "' "' '•_ X_ - _._--£-- Xo • -_e I

'_ ;I,0 3 & :,1. i eS =,;L 5" ;L

Xo - J..,--£e Xo -_e-.. E Xo ,,,--_e _]

2-62
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I t

. 2.2.1.4 Recurrence Relations for the Fourier Series Coefficients

't

_._ Recurrence relations prove very useful for the efficient evaluation of the coeffi-

cients of the Fourier series expansions developed in the previous sections,

,: : provided the recurrence relations are sufficiently stable. 1 Hansen gives several

, recurrence relations for the coefficients of the Fourier series expansions in the

_: _! true, eccentric, and mean anomalies. More recently, Vinh (Reference 391 has
i

_" t. 1 discussed recurrence relations for the coefficients w:'s and X:'S . Cook
-J (Reference 12) and Cefola (Reference 11) have discussed recurrence relations

for functions related to the special case of the Hansen coefficients XO'st "Giacaglia (References 15 and 40) also developed recurrence formulas for the

Hansen coefficients, and Cefola (Reference 41) has developed a new recurrence

relation for the coefficients Wt' s.
±n _ s _ -+n, s

f l Previously, the coefficients V Wt n' and were shown to be expressed
x0lj S ' '

simply in terms of the hypergeometric series. It follows that Gauss' contiguousI
p

,I relations (Reference 26) for the hypergeometrtc series could serve as the basis
t for constructing recurrence relations for these functions. However, recurrence

relations that index often the most desirable. Sincepermit only one var_'tng are

! the parameters of the hypergeometric series (a, b, c) (Equation (2.-28) are linear

ccmbinations of the indexes n, s, and sometimes t, the form of Gauss' contig-

uous relations is not well suited for developing recurrence relations with a single

L varying index.

Orthogonal polynomials are suited for single-varying-parameter recurrence rela-tions. Furthermore, it was shown in the previous section that the coefficients

_ x:n,s are simply related to the associated Legendre polynomials. Consequently,

lStnce truncation and rounding errors are introduced into the evaluation of therecurrence relations, it is important to know how these errors are propagated
through the recurrence process. II the errors do not grow relative to the mag-

I nitude of the function being evaluated, the recurrence relation t_ said to bestable; otherwise, the recurrence relation is unstable.

2-63
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U
I

'J '' E

the recurrence relations for this set of orthog,, nl polynomials provide the foun-

dation for the recurrence relations for the coefficients X_ n' s and for the coeffi- [i

ctents V? and W0 n, s , in view of Equations (2-211) and {2-212).

,' _ S ..+ S I
RecurrencerelationsforthecoefficientsW_n' andxtn°- are obtained through _:

t a more classical approach used by Hansen. !

x? 22.2.1.4.1 Recurrence Relations for the Coefficients ,s, V W -'n's

Recurrence relations for these coefficients are obtained from the following re-

currence relations for the associated Legendre polynomials obtained from Refer-

ences 26 and 42. The fixed-order recurrence relation is given by 1

, the fixed-degree recurrence relation is (1 :

L1
and the varying-order-and-degree relation is

i," _!i

t
Equations (2-232) and (2-235) can be combined to yield the recurrence relation

2-64
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i U
' i It is easily demonstrated from the results in Reference 26 that

, n,1 vl

i'
' In addition, it is easily shown from the definition of the associated Legendre

i't _' polynomial that

¢

_! t
Combining Equations (2-237) and (2-238) yields , :

, , e,£(×) s _- x v,.,,.i,(x') (2-239)

L.

_ and itfollows from Equatlons (2-23S) and (2-239)that

•m I

,, InvertingEquation _' ._oa_and substitutingthe result into Equations m o_,_

I through (2-235)yields the following recurrence relations: _ •'

XO = (n,S-k')f_V,-_,-J.') ('3'e'5) X(_rl - (rl-a'), (2-241)

]I
I
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1
i [l
1

t

i Xo(_l,l-'), s'l'l. 1. - &__s_x0 + (n-S) X_ (2-242) |-I

, -(n,l.),s (n.t)(l.ca)"t .-n,_-t (_.t),s

I L

(,',,._-a')
[
[ "In the above equations, the superscript s is restrictedto nonnegative values, . -

t. e., s >_0. This restriction Is quite satisfactory tn view of the symmetry re-

lation (Equation (2-134)) _')

Yt_$ tl,-¢

X_, = X.k _ ,
I

In _,tew of Equations (2-229) and (2-236), it follows that 1! t

_ ( e/a _"'_" !'

and itfollows from Equations (2-229) and (2-239)that U

X0 (n_l.),n-t £ e -(_ ˜�@'x�”�_.
- tqol. _ XO (2-246)

Also, Equations (2-237) and (2-229) can be combined to yield i

, i

, Xo(n,1),n-t _ e , .-.,n-.,,t, ;;l(t- e=) xO (2-247) ' '
{

ti t
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In addition, inspection of the definition given by Equation (2-229) indicates that
i

- 0 (2-248)
!: Xo -

and, more generally,

' =-- 0 (2-249)

i W forall s such that lsl>_n.

'_ The recurrence relations for X:' are obtained bv substituting Equations (2-230)
S

'i into Equations (2-232), which yields

[ IXo - n._. (_n,_.)Xo - ,_ o

U

Xo - n-_._. _ x° "_(n's*_')X° (2-251)

• _
h o - (t-e _)xo - eXo (2-233)

n,1.

I
The superscript s i5 again restrict'd to nonnegattve values.

!
!
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.i
,t

, Applying Equations (2-236) and (2-238) to Equation (2-230) yields the result for
•

thc spccial casc :.1

i
.,,_ (:.+l.J! t i

X0 = . (. _a (2-254)C_+_._a.
1

1
I Also, inverting Equation {2-230) and substituting the result into Equation (2-240);

yields the recurrence relation

t
X 0 = e X (2-255) '-

and two successive applications of Equation (2-240) with Equaticn (2-230) yield
}

I : rl (_+:l.J a _"X 0 (2-256)
#

1
Clearly,

X_ =- 0 (2-257a) _.

follows from Equation (2-230) and, generally, ,'_ i,

X 0 = 0 (2-257b) '
,.t

for s such that Isl>-n+l. iJ I
I I

t Inspection of the recurrence relations in Equations (2-242) and (2-251) indicate J

I the appearance of e as a divisor. Consequently, these recurrence relations

, appear to be of little value for cases with small eccentricities. This difficulty

2-68
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i

:I is easilyavoidedby usingtheexpressions

' Xo = cA.
• @.S S

1 where the definitionsofthe functionsA s and B s followfrom Equations(2-224)I n n+l

_ and (2-223),respectively.The resultingrecurrence relationsforthe functionsi
s B s

e'! A n and n+l are free ofthe eccentricitydivisor.

J The recurrence reiatlons for the coefficients V and W n, s are easily ob-

tained by substitutingEquations(2-211),(2-212),and (2-213)intothe recurrence

vn, s x;(n*l), s0 relationsforthe specialcase of the Hansen coefficients"'0 and .

i_ 2. 1.4.2 Recurrence Relationsforthe General Hansen Coefficients

Sincethe generalHansen coefficientsXkn's do not apparentlyadmit a simple

U orthogonalpolynomialrepresentation,the classicalapproach of Hansen willbe

used to developtherecurrence relationsforthese coefficients.

U For convenience,thefollowingdefinitionsare made:

Xs 6

Then,

U d
ffi d_ xS" _ _i (2-258)

I
I Using the relat!ons

,, d dx d

', !1' I _ dR_ = _ ----tit --dX (2-259a)

I I'l
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Equation(2-257)can be simplifiedtoyield

,i

51ncel _ "

&

or, equivalently,

D .
_i__ (x.,-_'_)- a_o_,a_f": , • =0 (2-262) t

U'Ii '

1 then the products of Equation (2-262) with the factors i \

fl.t •
n-._ _ s_ X I11- ___0 X and '

:_ ;tcos¢ 2 co_¢

' H
lln classical elements, this equation takes on the more familiar form

r (t-ea)i

,, Or. i._ • ¢o'_{: ,
'I

,if

' f 2-70
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a.d a" n s d fnxi [ rl-4 s

[ ].-_, !- ,_(ln-5)+ is(n-i) p x (2-2';oi 1
t
[

,_-;i, s pn.:_ _,l,-. n(_-q,o x - :_(.-i) s;n¢ x
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L
• ,_ The recurrence relations are obtained by substituting the series re,_re_ntation

I for pax _ and the first and secund derh'athes, i.e.,

•! L, :l

, .'_ jO X = _"
1 t ,

:0

, _ _.n,s t _-27 lb)
_i z. tXt t

.i L]
, into the above dtfferenttal equations to yield i

, • . , ' ,_._,,$ n-l,,$ n,b

;, n--,=', _&¢ _- n X - t Ct_S_ Xi " 0 (2-273)
L_



SettingEquations(2-260)and (2-263)equaland substitutingEquation(2-271a)into El ,

theresultyieldstherecurrence relation
L[

sin_ Xt ,,-_;,_@ X_. i-&X_. - Q,:o_,a_X_ (2-2so) [l I
I

!,

Also, replacingn wtth n-2 in Equation (2-272)and settingtheresultequalto _ IIEquation(2-277)yieldstherecurrence relation H
L/

_._$_,_ -,

_-_._$ ¢I_

This recurrence relation is particularly attractive since the st, perscript s is U

fLxedand sincethe eccentricitye = sin@ does notappear, i

n'
ri

2-74 _'_" I
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Several more recurrence relations can be obtained by combining the above recur-

[ I rence relations or, equivalently, the differential equations. All of the above
U

recurrence relations are valid for positive and negative values of n.

2.2.1.4.3 Recurrence Relations for the Coefficients Wn'
S

' i _ The procedureforgeneratingtherecurrencerelationsforthiscaseisidentical

to the procedure used above. Since

"_ L/ 0

and

_ I-_a

d_ (1-_LJb& (2-283)

where

itfollows that
I

n _-i

i 'j dg ¢0_ /0 X "_ _" S p a (2-284)i

• whichcanbe expressedas

,i

[J* _ s

I Substitutingtheseriesrepresentations

t '-_

.!
2-75
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"¢_ _ ..... _" ""_ ..7 -:,- I f ' " *.', ._ f _ _ .....

t
This recurrence relation is a generali_'atlon of the recurrence formula given by

[I Vlnh in Equation (3.81 of P.eference 39. ,:
i

Cefola's recurrence relat'.ou is reminiscent of recurrence relations for orthog-

U : 'onal polynomials and thus leads to the conjecture that the coefficients W ' s• may ,
7

have an orthogonal polynomial representation. This conjecture is shown to be

ta.ue in AppendLx B of this docmneut.
I

_ I!' 2.2.2 Fourier Expansions in the Longitudes

The results obtained in Section 2.2.1 can now be used to construct the Fourier
I,_

_t series expansions tn the true, eccentric, and mean longitudes of the product ",

(Equation (2-54)), :_

L ,, y

i where X is any of the three longitudes. It was previously shown that the coefft-

• I1, S

clet_ts At of the expansion in a particular longitude are related to the coeffi-
"i a, s
[2 clouts a t of the expansion in the corresponding at_omaly by the expression .*

f

.': A a':'{: = e'lt's[ (ko]_h)l_'t} cLn,$_¢ (2-2931 '

where rl = sign (t- s). Equation _" '_'_'__.- ..... is equivalent to Equations 12-62a) and

!1 C2-62bl. The form of Equation C2-293) is used to avoid reciprocals of the complex .,i,

polynomial Ik +jh) m by replacing it with its conjugate l_lynomt'_10 i.e.,

e. = -'_ (2-294)

i ,
i

i It ,appears that the form el' Equation 12-293) admits a "comput'_tional singularity" t :
for vanishing eccentricity; however, the coefficients ._,s contain a factor that '_,i.

I absorbs the eccentricity divisor, as will be demonstrated. :_

2-77

!
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_:--_--_ .....4 ;. + I+_,___+L+ ......... - = _. J' ' l+tl _ I _L' "I
I +- - • ..... .._l I t

J

'2.2, 2.1 F_xpallsion in the 2"rue Longitude
II

Since only the expansion of the parallax factor, r/a, is required, it is considered _ 4

first. In view of Equations (2-100), (2-292), and (2-293), it follows that U

T-"'
":

whe:,e -(:I:)<t<co for +11and -n<_.t<_11 for -tit and where 1_,= sight.

" Inspection of the expressions for the coefftctellt, s v: n (Equations (2-100b) a11d [ :

" f2-101b)) show that they are proportional to t[ or, equivalelltly, e Itl (Equa- ,4

tion (.-,3)). Hence, ff the coefficient u: n is defined as ,

V:n ttl l:ne _)_: (2-296) '

il ', then Equations (2-295) take the form

U_ £ (2-297) =

Multiplying both sides of Equation (2-295) by £JsL yields the final result _

/

I\
iL = (k- "d_ (2-298)

'I where -co < t < co for +11 and -n<_. t < n for -n.

2.2.2.2 Expansion in the Eccen_'ic Longitude _ 1
In view of Equations (2-130), (2-131), and _.-._..p,_°,_,_.,_ it follows that

- (k- i W_ m-299) I'

2-78
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,, /

where r/= sign(t-s), -n_<t_<n for _-n and -co<t<co for -n. Inspection of :

Equations (2-130b) and (2-131b) show that the coefficients W: n' s are proportional

to 3 It-sl or elt-sl ; hence, ff w: n's is defined by

b
= ¢. W e (2-3001 {

i_1 I;_ then Equation12-299)takesthe form

.2
where the definition of r/ and the ranges of t are the same as tn Equation {2-2991.

2.2.2.3 Expansion Inthe Mean Longitude

The expansionInthemean longitudefollowsfrom Equations(2-132)and (2.-293)toyield C-

- e (k-]_h) X_ (2-302)

Also, In_pectionof Equation(2-174),(2-180),or (2-185)shows thatthe Hansen

tJ coefficientisdefined byX?'s is proportional to el t-sl ; hence, if the coefficient K; n's I

X t = e K,k. (2-303) --
<

,_ .-"

.--_ then Equation 12-242) takes the form

oa

TM T" K i_ (2-304)

where 17= sign (t-s).

!
2-79
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i
,_ o ,_.4 Recurrence Relations I :mO -#a _ 1

follow immediately from the recurrence relations for the coefficients of the ex-

pansions in the anomalies presented in Section 2.2.1.4. For example, substt- []
!

tuting Equation (2-303) into the recurrence relations for the general Hansen

coefficients yields the recurrence relations for the functions K: n's. Combin- _] =

tag these recurrence relations with the simple recurrence properties of the jj_h)lcomplex polynomial (k - s-tl yields the recurrence relation of the product

V_ = (k- __ h) _ t (2-3o5)a

i resultASan example, substituting Equation (2-3031 into Equation (2.-281) yields the
I

n-4,$ n*_, !k I )

(2-306)
• n_S

H

!
L

_j f.'

t 2-80' Ii
£

w

i
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SECTION :3 - EXPLICIT TIIEORY FOR THE NONSPHERICALf', GRA\ 1FA'I It NA L PERTI.'I1BATION

IL

' _ This section presents the explicit development of the first-order averaged equa-
k_

tions of motion for the nonspherical gravitational perturbation. Section 3.1

I _ presents a general discussion of the development in spherical coordinates of the '
| c...

nonspherlcal gravitational disturbing function. In Section 3.2. the disturbing

' function is developed explicitly in terms of the equinoctial elements. Specifically, .
Section 3.2.1 presents the rotation of the disturbing to the equinoctial frame and

Section 3.2.2 Introduces the Fourier series expansions. _:
necessary

In Section 3.3, the averaged disturbing function is obtained. The concepts of
I !

__] time-dependent and time-independent averaging are introduced and compared.
1

It is shown that time-dependent averaging does not always remove all short-period

: terms in the disturbing functions and that time-independent averaging may exag-

gerate the amplitudes of the remaining medium- and long-period terms in the

k]I averaged disturbing function for the cases of nonresonant and resonant tesseral ,

I t harmonic terms, respectively. In addition, the zonal harmonic, combined zonal f
(-_ and nonresonant tes_er-d harmonic, and reson-mt tesseral harmonic disturbing i

functions are isolated. ._Section 3.4 develops the partial derivatives necessary for the averaged equations

of motion. The equations of motion are developed separately for the zonal har-
monic, the combined zonal and nonresonant tesseral harmonic, and the resonant

tesseral harmonic models.
i •

| ,:

!
:3-.1 ,

!
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t 3.1 THE NONSPHERICAL GRAVITATIONAL DISTURBING FUNCTION

_ It is well known that the gravitational force, F, can be represented as the gra-

dient of"a potential function V, i.e., }

F -- - VV (x, t,j, _.) (8-1)

where the gradient operator W is defined in Cartesian coordinates as i' i
/ !

It

i v- --_" _ "_ a ;. ¢3-2) ;!+ Nj • ,I
' 1
7

where (t, j, k) is the orthogonal triad of the Cartesian reference system.

The particular form of the potential function associated with the gravitational

force exerted by the attracting body depends on the mass distribution of that

body. The potential function must satisfy Poisson's equation

e

" & , ) l

' !l)

' where the divergence operator is deRnedby

_

*I J

and where G is the universal gravitational constant and _o(x, y, z) is the density

pet" unit volume at the point (x, y, z). At all points where the density vanishes,

i.e., outside the attracting body, Poisson's equation reduces to Laplace's equa- { !

tion, i, e.,

3-2

t-
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,t The generalsolutionofLaplace_sequationyieldsthepotentialfunctionforthe
i

•I E gravitationalforceexertedby a bodyofarbitrarymass configurationon anex-

teriorparticlelocatedattheposition(x,y,z). The potentialfunctionfora given

_ mass configurationisspecifiedbytheappropriateboundaryconditionsinaddition
I tothegeneralsolutionofLaplace'sequation.Ingeneral,theseboundarycondi-

l

U tionsareunknown,and,inpractice,thepotentialfunctionisultimatelydeter-[
mined by a semiempiricalmethod. Thismethod assumesknowledgeoftheform

•{ r:_ ofthegeneralsolutionofLaplace'sequationwhichisobtainedbelow.

variablestechniqueandisusuallydevelopedinsphericalcoordinates(r,_ ,_ )

_1, _ where r >_O, 0 _<__< 2_', and -7r/2_<_ _<_r/2. In spherical coordinates, Laplace's
equation takes the form

i
!

I J!. The solutionisassumedtobe oftheformt.J
L

SubstitutingEquation(3-7)intoEquation(3-6)anddividingtheresultby Equa-

tion(3-7)yieldsthedifferentialequation

11
_'--_ ____ +--------_

1

(s-s)

+ =_¢_f_i d_--T" = 0i

, L,
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b

I ,4

L *..ti'
Since only the first term ts dependent on r, tt must be (most generally) a con- t.

[, tstantto satisfytheabove differentialequation. Itisconvenienttochoose the i

constantto be ofthe form .L11+ I), hence _

: a__(,._.dA(r__-;)dr" T) = "_(_""_') (3-'.,
L

I

which can be expressed inthe form il ; :

dQA(r)
r olr_" _-ir dA(d -_.(£  �L0 13-1oidr ! ,

i 8L.

The agreement between thepower of r and the order ofthe derivativeineach

term of thisequationsuggestsa solutionofthe form :i r

i
I

A.(,-),, ,-" 13-:11 _ii

Substituting this form Into Equation {3-101 yields the equation '" t
1

'

which admits the solutions

fl I

_. 13-13a1 LJ

Therefore,the generalsolutionof Equations(3-10)isof the form i :

li
A(,_- c_rL • ¢_,-"1"_ 13-:.t) I L ',

3-4
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where c 1 and c 2 are arbitrary constants° For the gravitational potential,
L

Ct -_ 0 (3-151

, I

t since the gravitational potential is assumed to vanish at infinity, i.e.,
, _ -i

t

• The remainder of the potential function ts then determined. Substituting Equa- 1

, tion (3-9) into Equation (3-8) and multiplying the result by cos2_ yields the dlf-

:I ferential equation

'd

,t, l_l
t ;t #

The last term ts clearly constant since it alonc depends on _b. If this constant :/

is denoted by -m-, then }

+ ma'&o(to) - 0 (3-1S)

If (_ which is the equation for a harmonic oscillator and which admits the solution 1

.t

_ = CeOlrn_ �$_in_nt_ (3-19t

where C and S designate arbitr-lry constants of intcg_:ntlnn.

11 '
B l

3-5 i0 ,
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I, f' I '
, The final function _(_) is determined by substituting the constant -m 2 into f

• " ' ") tEquation (3-17) and multiplying the result by _, cos-$ which yields the differ- ( ! !

i ential equation "" ]

.t ] :_t _os¢ a¢ _ • Iz¢i.q m

(,
, Transforming the independentvariablein Equation13-201throughthe relation

},

_: X = _in¢ (3-21) i

°I

i
yields the resulting differential equation a_

a-_ _ ¢ - zlt,O t- _ _ . o (3-2:) ,
i

i .
For m = O, this equation reduces to the classical equation named after Legendre [

r i

(Reference 30) and which admits as solutions the Legendre polynomials PL (x), t.e.

t(0) " ¢sP_.(t) " CSP_(tmO) (form=0) (3-23) { _'

j 1

• _ where c3 is an arbitrary constant. The Legendre polynomial is defined on the

t interval -1 ¢_x _ 0 by Rodri#ms' formula lReferenoe 30)

$
I

3-6

{

!

•

II
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, _ The solution to the more general differential equation given in Equation (3-22) is
.

_! U denoted by

and is called the associated Legendre polynomial of degree £ and order m. The

_ associated Legendre polynomial is defined on the ipterval -1_<x _<1 by Ferrer

(Reference 30) to be 1

_- a"PLC )

(] A complete discussion of the general differential equation is given in Reference 30.
L3

However, one fu" ther point is of interest for this discussion. The general differen-

tial equatiu- _iven in Equation (3-22) can be obtained from Legendre's dtfferent'.al
equation [or which m = 0 by differentiating the latter m times. However, since

Legendre's differential equation admits a polynomial solution of degree _, m
must be restricted to the range 0_< m_<£ in order to obtain a nontrivial result.

I
I] In view of Equation (3-14), (3-15), (3-19), and (3-25), the potential V depending !

on the constants ._ and m and denoted by V_,m can be expressed as I.

1Some authora include the factor (-1) m in the definition of the associated Legendre

polynomial given by Equation {3-26) (Reference 42). These differing definitionshave contributed to a certain amount of unnecessary confusion. The effects of

this definition difference will be observed in the sign of the spherical harmonic

coefficients of odd order m. Reference 30 adopts the notation of P.L,m (x) forFerrerfsdefinitionand the notation I

I P2
for the alternate definition. This convention is observed in this report,

l
I
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where I ' " "

C_,m " C ._£ (3-28a) "J1.C-_ i ii '_ :,,

It

S_,m • c te.5,S (3-28b) ; _ :

-¢

are dimensional spherical harmonic coefficients. Since the dimensions of a gray=

itattonal potential function are (length/time) 2 , a set of dimensionless spherical i! ! 'I

harmonic coefficients (C_, m' S&, m ) .Ire obtained through the definitions t _:_

U'
I C.* _ i ::_1,mffi/u,o.e CI,m C,',--,'a) ,:_

* t. S_,,nSt, m = jt£ 0.e, (3-29b) ,"

where/u. Is the gravitational parameter of the attracting body, defined in terms

tl <of the mass of the attracting body, M, and the universal gravitationql constant,

G,b:-1 i 1 ,':,
/it- 6M (3-30) ,

!1 '

and Cte designqtes the mean equatorial radius of the central body.A complete account of the method is given by Ftt.'tr,_trlck (lteferenee 43} and a

The complete general solution is obtained by summing over .ill admissible values

of J_ and m, which obtains the followi_kg final result: H

V ffi - --;- ,-.. V).,_ ,

Iv,dues for the gr-witational parameter are better obtained through observqtioll of :,

the sqtellite mean motion, n, and the semim,tJor :txis of the satellite orbit ,rod I
through the use of Kepler's Third Law expressed as n2 a3 = _. , _
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where

i ,
J

and where _. = the gravitational parameter = GM

r = the distance of the satellite from the origin of the

_.j coordinate system reference frame

_e = the mean equatorial radius of the attracting body ir
¢ = the latitude of the satellite .'_'

%

!.t _0 = tile body-fLxed longitude of the satellite

_Ji1 C£, m' S£, m = the spherical harmonic coefficients which are deter-
mined empirically for a given body

ti P£, Ill(X)= the assoct.ited Legendre poh-nomlal of degree .L, Z.
order m, and argument x

L) Tile term of zero degree and zero order, i.e., ,

t
I t tk_ i

t_ %,o" - - (3._) ,I"

corresponds to tile potential function of tile point mass of classical two-body theory.

U Inspection of the expression in Equation (3-32) indicates that the values for the

spherical harmonic coefficients S_,0 are completeb" arbitrary and can be taken

I to he identically zero, i,e.,

I Sl,o _ 0 (3-34)

I ',

}
] 3-9
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, - _ .......... BIll I1----

1 lJ

': Furthermore, it can be shown that the spherical harmonic coefficients C -_
-' 1,0' i.

C1, 1' and S1.1 vanish identically if the origin of the coordinate system is placed _ :

at the center of mass of the attracting body Oleference 431. Consequently. under

this condition,

V_, o =-0 ('3-35a1

I

,i_ Vt, t _1 0 ('3-35b) 4d

_1 and the nonspherical gx'avitational potential function take,c the form 0 '"
i

It, ,l m,O

The disturbing fuhetioo R is obtained by taking the negative of the l_tenti'd fuue-

tion and deleting the point-mass term to yield
t,

gi

I I

i The partial derivatives with respect to the equinoctial elements of the disturbing

fm_ettou are required by the equations of motion. It is desirable to express the 0

, disturbing function directly in terms of the _Xlulnoetlal elements° rather than

relying on the application of the chain rule. A complex variable representation
L$?

t of the disturbing function will facilitate the transformation to equinoctial ele-

• ments, The disturbil_g function is given by the real part of the expression 1

. _ _ is,,,,,)I,,,,___(_-o_
. ._ I, _. m,O ).)

' _ 1Reference to the re:d part of the complex variable representation will be dropped

until the ftn,d form of the potential and its parti,d derivatives are obtained. } "

,i 3-_0
l I• t .

I
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[!
u. 3. o TRANSFOR_L_TION TO THE EQUINOCTL4L ELEMENTS

,_ All quantities tn the disturbing function which are dependent on the satellite pos-

ition must be expressed in terms of tile equinoctial elements. This transforms- !

t
_t tie mplicitly or ex'pltcttly requires a rotation of the coordinate reference frame

1

I

associated with the coordinates (_, ¢) to one of the equinoctial reference frames l

t (direct or retrograde). A general discussion of rotations is presented in Sec-

•"i, tion 2.1. 1 and the specific rotation required is discussed in AppendLx A of Refer- |
{ence S.

il '
"i Inspection of Equation (3-38)indicates that the only quantities dependent on the .i -
,{ satellite position .ire the spherical harmonic functions ':

The general theory of the rotation of the spherical harmonic functions is dis- ,,"

,I cussed in Section 2. I. '2. [
t

• /

In addition, the radial distance of the satellite, which is tnvariant under a rots- } I
)

'_ tion, must be expressed in terms of the equinoctial elements. This is accom-
t

plished through a Fourier series representation in the true, eccentric, or mean I |

longitude. Since sines and cosines of multiples of the true longitude, L, are "-'

introduced by the rotation of the coordinate reference system, it is really neces- U [
sary to develop Fourier series expansions of functions of the form r

( @�//°n 'r _

The development of these Fota'ier series exp-msions is discussed ta Section 2.2.

ii

. ! _
I, C

3-12
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• _,,

4
,i where k is the integer part of (_.- m)/2, the summation index, t, varies through

• t

t the range 0_< t < rain(p, k), and c is summed over all values for which the btnom- [

tal coefficients are defined.

[szak (Reference 45) and Allan (Reference 46) simplified the expression for the L

r

inclinationfunctionby usingthe inclinationhalfangleto obtaln1

[
I Ft,m,p(:la'_= a't p:(.t-pl! [ .t-_-k

5_._-ap. m-l.ap.ak( ]x cos ak('_/a) _i_ il;t)

where kI = max(O, £-m-2p)

B

k2 = min(2£-2p, £-m)

j = vC:T

To facilitate the development of a simple recurstve scheme for evaluating the
U

inclination functions, Cefola (Reference 13) suggested the alternate approach

based on thetheoryof therotationof thesphericalharmonic functionspresented fl
u

in Section.2°. The rotationof thesphericalharmonic functionstothe equinoctial

I reference frame takes the form (Reference 25)

m,_. gist.
. Pt,m/,si.¢)p.jm_ = Z_. (l-ml!tJt'_t"P'I,s(O) S't'L (p,o','t') (3-43)

I'-L l

n
i iThis particularexpressic:,w:_ _,b:aL_odby lszak;Allan'scxpresslonincorpor-
" ares the factor j.l-m in the above definition•

1, !t

I 3-14
rt
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since the latitude of the satellite in the o.lutnoettal reference frame, _', is Iden-

tically zero. The p.n'an_eters /0, q', "rod "_ for this ease will _, defined shortly.

It should be noted that the function Pl.0s(O)is a constant depending only on theI

L} indexe_ _ and s.

t It follows from Equation (8.6. l) of Reference 26 and from the footnote on page 3-7 ,
_-: that

' [
;J

t.I (Hlis expression is valid for all integers s. )

It is obvious that for odd values of ._ • s °

J
P_,_(o)= o (3-43)

,J

!

' Pt 'I• _a,,-n,_ /
k

I"

i '

J it is easily shown that

U (I._,)la. (1., _-l.)_l_, (0) - (-i) ' (3-47i
,I,, il-_)!!

! '
!

3-15
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'i provided the definition ',

[i': is made. An alternate definition which avoids the double factorial notation is

.! E
-i ,, (3-4s)
-Iil _ ;

iI Sinceonlyterms which satisfythe condition._+ s = 2p contributetothe summa-
I

tlonin Equation(3-43),the range -.__<s_<._can be replacedby the range _l

0 < p_<£ toyield

• ---- S_t(p,_,z) P_,s(o)(l-re') I.

' _"_ (3-49) I

= (£-m')!--Sat. (p,G/z:) P_,,l.ap(O)e,i(_';1P)L fl

I

pO _'1 \

This modificationis ofno significanceformachine processingand willnotbe U

adoptedin thisreport. However, itdoes demonstrate the relationshipbetween
Uthe presentformulationand the standardKnula approachgiven by Equation (3-40).

m_s3.2.I.1 Determinationofthe Function $2_ (p,Q',"G)

mjs.

To obtaintheappropriateform of thefunction$2£ (f,o','C),itis necessary n

to determinethe parameters/0, 0% and "17in terms ofthe Euler angles (_',i',_f),

which describetheorientationof the equatorialreferencesystem relativeto the _

equinoctialreferencesystems. The rotationfrom the equatorialto theequinoc- - ,

tialreferencesystems, which was derivedinAppendLx A of Reference5, isgiven i|

by Equation (3-.13). if_

3-16
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For the purpose of this discussion, the inverse t'rat_sformation is required, i.e.,

' 7_ _:c_R_(_"_= R_(-Ift) (3-50)
Q

i [( Since the constituent rotation matrices, RI(0) and R3(@ ), are orthogonal, itfollows th.lt

i g, (o1,. (a) - R(.o) (3-5Z)
i

".1 Consequently,

T"_- R_C-.t'z)R_(-_)R_,(I;)..) ¢-52)

, _,_i Comparison of this result with Equation (2-5) indicates that, for this c.lse, the @

• I£uler angles are

!i
_" ¢0'= - -Q. (3-53a) _ -

{.j , = -i (3-53b)

' D.' - ICL (3-53c)

I i'

°I _] The primed symbols denote the general Euler .ingles and the unprtmed symbols
I denote the familiar Keplerian orbital elements. The par:m_eters/0, _', and T

1 _ are thus obtained from Equ-,tions (2-16), i.e..

!
!

3-17
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•, _j i

1= = _. = _ (3-54c)

[l ,

These expressions can be substituted into Equations (2-44) to obtain the function L_ '
_2_-m's;however, itis just as easy.to substitutethe above Euler angles directly. =_

into Equation (2-45),which yields the result _ '

-m-$ m-$ m-sD-_1_-b _ :

C'qa $'ti& P._+s (_;) (-£<s _<-m) (3-55a) I

x (_,m)l(l-m)!_,s _-s _.,,._,s
dil:. Sil;. Pl-m (_.ib (-m<s_<m) • (3-55b1 ,"

• . _
$

$-m t m,_S f

(-t? ''n C_l_, S _i_, -

n
The substitutions :.

[3 "C.,. C._

S._ = - S_ t_ :

were used to obtainthe above results. _(
(

-_ _

I

iJ
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The collapsed form of the inclination function is obtained by substituting the Euler

It angles (Equations (3-54)) into Equation (2-501 to yield

L,

"-_ (J.,s)_ (t-_)! C_l_- S"I_" P_-,n (_C_) (0NsN m) (3-56a)

(-t) C..,I_._a P._._,(_.i') (m_<s<_..t_(3-56b)

b

where G assumes the v_lues E -: -_1.

t'

_ The inclination functions can be expressed in terms of either the equtnoctl:d

elements p and q or the direction cosines, with respect to the equinoctial ref- ,

erence system, of the z axis of the equatorial system. The relationship L_':ccn

the direction cosines let, _, _f), the elements p and q, and the Keplerian ele-

L meats _ and t are

,I.

U

^ ,_ (t.p=,(_a)IZ

U ';= w.,,- t,_=,_,_ - ci (3-_;c_

! .
!

3-19
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These expressionsare easilyobtatncd from the transformationmatrix in }
l

_I AppendLxA ofReference5,

mrs

z 3,2,1.1,1 The Function S2p-_, in Terms of the Direction Cosines ¢t, _ _" i_

R follows from the definition of the direction cosines that _i -
U 7"

.il _ . _-58) !i
;t P'_'t

_d
By direct substitution and some algebraic manipulation, it can be shown tl,at

i!

!

Cil_, = 13-60a1 !_.

• v%
|

SU& ,= (3-60b)
"1

-J • ' (3-60c1

\ t
t

,

3-20
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" I '"
t ,

.l

f,_m,s

Simllarly,.the collapsed form of the function _2_. takes the form -i

w,m,_#_ & m |*,m

. _m.s,m,$ _._

i.l_m.r, $.'_ (hm_!(jN_)!¢l.,q'(_._)_.(=, il:_)m-(Is (_,Zir)_Zs _-,_ (¢;) (0 < S <:m) (3-64a)
x

3.2.i.i.2 The Function S_' s inTerms ofthe EquinoctialElements p and q _ ._
It follows from Equations (3-57) that

.J

[l I

Suhstitutlng these expressions into Equations (3-63) and (3-64), respectively, [_ \
and simplifying yields the expressions \

"

, p_** (_) (-&<_s<-m) (3-66a)

" PJ-m ' (¥) < <-m) (3-66b)

_._, (_f) (m< s S _.) (3-66c) .::

L!
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,,¢
*f

1 _ -

3.2.2.1 Choice ofthe Expansion Variable .)

Any one of themean, eccentric,and true longitudescan be chosen as the expan-

! sionvariable. Inmost applications,the mean longitudeischosen sinceLtis a

II '_i simple linearfunctionofthetime which Isthe naturalIndependentvariable. The

mean longitudeisthereforewell suitedforgeneratingephemerides or any applt- U "cationwhere thetime historyof the elements is closelymonitored. .:

, Use of eitherthetrueor theeccentriclongitudein thedisturbingfunctionwith

time as theIndependentvariableinthe equationsof motion requiresthatmore

,0. complicatedexpressionsrelatingthechosen longitudeto thetime be evaluated '-_
atevery step. Ifthe eccentrLclongitudeischosen, thenKepler'sequation -_

'i A ,-F - k _i,_F.,-hc,,_F (3-711 •

• ,.

must be evaluated. If the true longitude Is chosen, then the expression

E ] I ] :
t .

must be evaluatedin additionto theevaluationof Kepler'sequation,

Transformtn_ theindependentvariableinthe equationsof motion tothe desired @ _'longitude will remove the necessity of evaluating these expressions, but the rela.-

, tion to time is no longer apparent. If the explicit time dependence is required, l "
one or bothofthe above expressionsmust be inverted,dependingon the longt-.

tude. Th_ tversions of Kepler's equation requires an tterattve procedure, e.g., _
the Newton-Raphson method, and is considerablymore expensivethan simply

evaluatir.gtheexpression. Consequently,the eccentricand true longitudesas U I "!independentvariablesare bestsuitedforthose applicationswhere knowledge of

the time Isnot requiredor, atleast,is requiredInfrequently. _ .I_.:i
!

3-24 t
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z

U
In ._ddition to the above considerations° the particular characteristics of the

Fourier expansion must be considered. In Section 2.2, Fourier expansions for

the function

L!
were developed in terms of the mean, eccentric, and true longitudes, For the

• nonspherical gravitational disturbing function, n is a negative integer, t..e., _.,

_:I n = - (z,t) ..:

_i For negative values of n, the expansion in the mean Longitude introduces the

I infinite series

• /

where'the modified Hansen coefficients, yq_.-1,, (defined in Section . tn Equa- ,

_ tion (2-30511 are infinite power series in either _" or e , both of which are func-!t

(-_ tions of h and k. The expansion in the eccentric longitude also introduces a :

similar infinite series•

In contrast, for negative n, the expansion in the true longitude introduces the
¢

finite expression
k

I Consequently, when choosing the expansion variable, the simple time-mean ::
longitude relatlon and the infinite Fourier series representation must be weighed :"

-'|
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"!_ series of the _ }

• _ _ _,

'_',i .! against the more complicated time-true longitude relation and a closed-form -

I Fourier representation. Expansion nonspherical gravitational

i !1
i _ disturbing function in the eccentric longitude offers the worst of both of the other

alternatives, thus introducing Kepler's equation as well as an infinite Fourier

series in the development. If the complete nonspherical gravitational disturbing

functionisrequired,thetruelongitudeappearstobe thebetterchoiceforrood- !]
crate to large eccentricity satellites and the mean longitude is the better choice

for small eccentricity satellites, iI¢!

I
•I However,intheaverageddisturbingfunction,allshort-periodcontributionsare !

; to be eliminated, regardless of the particular formulation used. In the absence

. ofresonance,onlytheconstantterm oftheFourierseriesshouldsurvivethe _

averaging process. 1 Hence, any advantage in one expansion over the others [

dependsultimately0:iwhethertheconstantterm inoneoftheexpansionshas a [
t

computational advantage over the const:,,nt terms in either of the other two expan-' sions. This discussion in Section 2.2 _ves simple relations between the constant
t

terms in the three Fourier expansions (see Equations (2-211) and (2-212)), L e.,8 *

t

and.therefore,nooneconstantterm possessesa significantcomputationalad-

v_.:*_ overtheothertwo. Thus, intheabsenceofresonance,insofaras the

averagednonsphericalgravitationaldisturbingfunctionisconcerned,itmakes 1

nodifferencewhetherthetrueor mean longitudeischosenfortheexpansion.2
I

!
IThis,however,requirescertainassumptionsabouttheperturbationmodel.

Thisisdiscussedinmore detailinSection3.3.

2However,fortheformulationofthefirst-ordershort-perlodvariationsinthe

osculatingelements(Reference5, Section4),whichrequirestheshort-periodic

: part of the disturbing function, the finite formulation afforded by the true longi- [J

::i rudeexpansionisveryimportantinallbutthevery-nearcircularcases. ,,

U

, I!
' 12
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U
If the possiblity of resonance pimnomena ls considered, tile choice of the exp-m-

;I ston v'u'iahle ts no longer arbitrary, The mean lon._itude (anomaly) must be

selected for the Fourier aeries expansion tf the reson-mt contributions are to

£ { be isolated, This is because a resonance occurs when tile ratio of tile mean :

nmtton of the satellite, n, to the central body rotation rate, _, ts very nearly

i I the ratio of taro small integers, t.e.,

N

This causes the term

- No -- ,L(t) (3-r_)
/

j referred to as tile critical term, to vary quite slowly, thus introducing a very :

long-period, ,_-dependent component to tile motion instead of the usual short-

_i period produced resonance, ts apparently ;
contribution ill tile absence of There

no corresponding fornmlatlon of tile critical argument in tile true or eccentric ,

'j longitudes (anomalies). t

3.2.2, 2 Introduction of tile Fourier Expansion in tile Mean Longitude

Since tile averaged equations of motion are to be developed for tile resonant

tesseral harmonics in addition to the zonal and nonresonant tesseral harnlonics,

the Fourier expansion in tile me,m longitude is required. Substitutitxg Equa-

i tion (3-73) into Equation {3-68) yields the following complete expansion of the
.- disturbing function:

-" /. (e,,.- i
J .I-_, m,0 t,-L ([,-_ (3-78) _ :

! ,
_," yil't, $ eit_-m_)JtPl,,(o)-_l

3-27
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The corresponding collapsed expression for the disturbing function, where 0 <_s <_.._.

and 0 <q <co, follows immediately by replacing s by {is and q by "gq in the above

expression, where the parameters e and 1) are mutually independent and assume

the values

{i = t "1 (s<0) (3-79a)

( .,,.t (s>_O)
t

(3-79b)

I +t (q>-O), [J
a_d the quantities s and q are restricted to be nonnegattve integers, In view of L:

._ Equation (2-52), the resulting expression for the collapsed disturbing function is

® " _ = tl

L .t='s e,,*.._:1 (3-80) _

(_"_--_"5,(o) s:_ % _ .I.'

where 5 s and _q are defined by 3

= (3"8I)
I I. (k>O) n

The above expression is simplified by substituting the values of G and 1) in the

factors _ :
!

S_z Y,_ e_C_;' (_-s2)

I
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l and using the definition (Equation (2-305))i
I

i
• i! '

Ti
il }: where _.= sgn(Vq- es) and

• '_ -.LI¢s -_-l,_

., ['j k._ - K% (3-84)

| [}

'!i U which follows from Equations (2-134)and (2-303). The final result can be

U expressed in terms of _ and _ as

S_ Yv_ _ ej toO)S (3-85)

:_] tf
t

L_ where _ = sgn[_ (IJq-s)]. t ¢

Substituting the right-hand side of Equation (3-85) into Equation (3-80) yields the

final expression for the collapsed nonspherical gravitational disturbing function,

\t i.e.,

[._ e tvcn_ (3-86)

U (l-m)!
, where _ = _isgn(Vq - s).

: | '

4
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:I L(
3.3 THE AVERAGED DISTURBING FUNCTION

|)

This section discusses the application of the averaging operation to the nonspher- _

ical graritational disturbing function. The concepts of time-independent and |i i

time-dependent averaging are discussed and related to the classical assumptions [j :-

of a stationarycentralbody and of exactresonance. The discussionof resonance [-!
/J

is extendedto includethephenomenon of near resonance.

Also presentedare thetime independentlyaveraged disturbingfunctionsfor the _

zonalharmonic, the combined zonaland tesseralharmonic, and the reduced

tesseralharmonic fields. [j
resonant

3.3.1 Applicationofthe Averaging Operation )

The first-orderaveraged equationsofmotion requirethatthe disturbingfunction,

expressed interms of themean elements (_, _), be averaged over an appropri- Ii

ateintervalto remove allshort-perlodcomponents. The development ofthese

equationswas discussedin Section3.2 of Reference 4. Inthe absence of reso- If
¢...."

nance phenomena, the appropriateform ofthe averagingoperationis

qr ,

o.,A) = -- (3-s=)

!

However, in the case of resonance, this averaging operation is strictly valid [) t
U \only for properly reduced force models consLsting of quasi-isolated resonant

1
terms in the disturbing function. If the force model is not properb reduced, II
the averaging operation should be defined as

i _4_" .

where N Ls the number of s:ltellite revolutions performed during the sm-lllest

to both fast variables (in this case, the satellite mean-me.m Ii _ "period common
1.2

1Sep. Section 3.4 of Reference 4 for a detailed discu_sLon, ! (
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!longitude and the Greenwich Hour Angle or its equivalent describing the central

[1. body rotation). For example, for the ease of '2.1 resonance (I.e., n/_O = 2/1),

N= 2 and for the case of 7 :4 resonance, N=7.

Ia practice, the averaging interval will not generally be centered around the origin

of longitudes, i.e., _ =0, as implied by Equations (3-87) and (3-88), but will, in

_' fact, be centered about the value of the mean-mean longitude associated with the

time of the numerical integration step, A0. Consequently, Equation (3-87) is more

_ correctly expressed as

} / _°'Tr
t R

The same modification is also appropriate for Equation (3-88).

This dependence on the value of the mean-mean longitude at the integration step

time has important implications, particularly for the ntm_erieal averaging method.

This is discussed in Section 3.3.1.2.

I: One form of the averaged dtstm'bing function is obtained by applying Equation (3-89)
l: f

to Equation (3-78), which yields /
J

C'4t$ e,:e,nJ (3-90)

I
I

i

I
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i

Clearly, only the imaginary expone_t'al function is dependent on the mean-mean

Iongitude,'_, and, therefore, [_

D

£J _,o

, _P*s(°_S Yq i " d_
ao-r

|

3.3.1.1 Evaluation of the Averaging Integral I{

The evaluation of the above definite integral is straightforward. The classical

approach has been to assume that either e is completely independent of A,

Ib t

which tacitly requires a constant Greenwich Hour Angle for Earth satellites,

or that the ratio of the central body rotation rate to the mean-mean motion of
I

t
the satellite Is tt_ the ratio of taro Integers, i.e., exact resonance.

ti '
The first approach of holding 0 constant over the averaging interval during the /

averaging operation will be referred to as time-independent averaging. How- _ \
I./

ever, since the value of 0 Is to be evaluated at each integ'ratton step, the effects

of the rotation of the central bocly are introduced in the long-term satellite me- [I
O

tton.

The second classical assumption of exact resonance is a special case of time-

dependent averaging. Specifically, the Greenwich Hour Angle. O, (or its equiv-

alent for some central body other than the Earth) Is permitted to vary during

the averaging operation according to the constraint

-- . --- 13-92)

[

L_
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J

or, equivalently,

e

where the integers j and m are multlple_ of the integers Nt and N, respec-

_ lively, i.e.,
I

m• k_ (3-94b) ' :

L .:

L) In practice, neither of the classical assumptions may be strictly valid for a par- |

ticular satellite. In the following discussion, the more general time-dependent

_.j averaging approach is used in evaluating the definite integral in Equation (3-91). :

Each of the special cases corresponding to the classical assumptions ts then
(

._ deduced from the general result. Viewing the special cases against the back-

6n'ouad for the general result provides additional insight into the application of

!t '
the method of averaging. /

( ' The method of averaging requires the disturbing function to be average,_ over :

_a some time interval, in this application, the mean revolution period of the satel- |
lite. Because of the simple relation bet_veen the mean-mean longitude, _, and \

t: the time, this requirement is easily translated to averaging over _ on the inter- \

Ii val [0, 2re]. However, the time dependence of other parameters, i.e., the

Greenwich Hour Angle (or its equivalent) should not be discounted simply because

U the :weragtng operation is defined in terms of A instead of time.

The Greenwich Hour Angle (or its equivalent} is easily expressed in terms of

I to accommodate the _-form of the averaging operation. First, 0 can be ex-

pressed as a function of time through the relation t

O • • 00 13-95)

!
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where _/ is the rotation rate of the central body, considered to be constant ore.

the averaging interval, and 00 is the apparent Greenwich Hm - Angle at the i!

integration step time. Equation (3-95) ignores the effects of precession and

nutatton on the value of 0, over the averaging interval, t.¢eept at _.he center of L

the interval

[iFor the purposes of the following discussion, it is assumed that the ratio _/'_

is constant with respect to the t_me. Tbls assumption is not inconsistent with |!
LL

the basic assumption of the method of averaging, i.e., that the slowly varying

elements remain constant over the _veragtng interval. It
t-'

The mean-mean longitude of the satellite is expressed explicitb" in the time by

!i •
.i • _t �à� �_-9o)

h_

!I
where g is the mean-mean motion of the satellite defined by

: _ ,L ¥ _. (3-97) ,

i i] ,|
I

mean semimajor axis. Hence, the mean motion. _, is either co_nt or ,
/

slowly varying, depending on the exact perturbations, fi • \
%

Eliminating the time betnveen Equation (3-95) and (3-96). i.e.,

-- _-O_ _- Xo
----- _ _; • -"-- (3-98}

yields the relation ( "

I
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i

,.. The special cases of a constant Greenwich Hour Angle and exact resonance cor-
!:
tJ respond, respectively, to the conditions :_

_ ,.!.
= 0 (3- lOOa)

n

[_ and
1 _ "_

_ = _ (3-100b)
N ._

where N and N' are integers. '_

I( Substituting Equation (3-99) into the definite integral in Equation (3-91) yields the ?
expression

av e a1 = _*

(3-1ol) /,

_.rr

Ao-_T

Evaluationoftheright-handsideofEquation(3-101)yieldsthegeneralresult ._

-_°_'_ j((_'-_O) q = m(o/_) • _

I _o-_r , ¢ (otherwise) (3-I02b) ) _
i

h

• f"
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(nspectton of this result indicates that the time-de_enc!ent averaging operation

does not gene.l:allv remove.all satellite-dependent (_-dependent) sh0rt-per_od _ i

terms in the disturbing function. Nor does it remove the O-dependent medium- ,:

and short-period contributions except in the case of resonance. (This last [_ , :

observation is, or course, to be expected.) The residual short-period terms

shown in Equation (3-102b) possess the periods
.

t _' - m_ (s-Io3) .

where _7 is the mean period of the satellite, i.e., '

B
27 - -'-- (3-I04)

Their contributions at the integration step time, t.e., _ -- _0' may survive the :_

averaging operation. The sine factor in Equation (3-102b), referred to as the ,;

averaging factor, determines whether in fact the residual simrt-pertod effects _ ."_

really persist after the averaging operation and, if so, their degree of signift- __ :

cance, _ },

3.3.1.2 The Averaging Factor _ __l\It is apparent that the averaging factor acts to suppress both the amplitudes of

the residual satellite-dependent short-period terms and the amplitudes of the B
_-dependent medium- and short-period terms, since

I

to

is always satisfied. The degree to which the averaging factor actualb, suppresses

3-36
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the resldua! periodic terms depends, among other things° on the period of the

i term,

i Inspection of the right-hand sides of Equations (3-I011 and (3-I0.1 shows that

frequency of a given term is proportional to the denominator of the averaging
factor• Hence, the averaging factor is more effective in suppressing shorter

' I _ period terms in general. The effect of the averaging factor is discussed sep-

I _ arately for the zonal and tesseral harmonic terms•

: { 3.3• 1• 2.1 The Averaging Factor for the Zonal Harmonic Terms

i 1_J The zonal harmonic terms in the disturbing h:nctton are those for which m = 0

! it

' ._ 0 (for q _' 0) (3-106b1

t J The case where q = 0 corresponds to those terms which contribute onh" to the

long-period and secular motion of the satellite• The case q J 0 corresponds to

t the A-dependent short-period terms which are completely suppressed by the ,

averaging factor.

3.3.1.2• 2 The Averaging F,nctor for the Tesseral ttarmonic Terms

- U The tesseral harmonic terms (lncludia_ the sectoral terms} in the disturbing
function are those for which m _ 0. The discussion for the tesseral harmonic

I terms is presented separately for the m-da|ly nonresonant terms (q --0}, tile
general nonresonant terms, and the resonant terms for which

i m°
i

i is satls fled.
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3.3.1.2.'2. i The Averaging Factor for the m-Daily Terms

. Tlm m-daily terms in the tesseral harmonic field are those terms for which q = 0. [_

The periods of the m-daily terms are given by i)
U

' 'i "gJ

-- (3-107)

where "v' is the rotation period of the central body. Hence, the m-daily terms [_
produce effects in the satellite motion with a frequency of m cycles per day

(rotation period).

Substituting q = 0 in the expression for the averaging factor in Equation (3-102b)

yields the averaging factor for the m-dally terms, which is

(3-10s)
_" ¢VlTr

Clearly, U ,

] t g "sin mrr :: 1 (for _ =0) (3-109a) ,

< 1 (for ¢ O) C3-109b) \
iT \

Equation (3-109a1 is easily obtained by using the theory of limits on Equation ('3-108)

or substituting the values q = 0 and _,/ff _ 0 directb" into the right-hand side of [.i

Equation (3-101) before evaluating the definite integTal. Equation (3-109b) follows

from the properties of the sine function.

Equation (3-109a)corresponds to the classical assumption of a stationary central i!: '
body. In view of Equations (3-109b}, the significance of the m-daily terms in the

averaged dlsttwbing function is inversely proportional to the rotation rate of the i
i'
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I central body and directly proportional to the mean-mean nmttoa of the satellite.

' [_ It is not surprising that the m-daily effects become less stgnU'icant as the central

body rotation period approaches the satellite mean revolution period. Further-

I more, for supersynchronous satellites, the m-dally effects become much less

significant than the _ -dependent short-period terms.

In addition, for a fLxed ratio to/W, inspection of Equation (3-109) indicates that

the m-daily terms become less significant for increasing order, i.e., increasing

LJ m. This is expected, since the higher order m-daily terms are of shorter per-

iods.

Q
For close-Earth satellites, the difference in the t_vo averaging factors (Equa-

i tion 3-109) is negligible for the low-order m-daily effects, i.e., m = 1,2,3.

However, the discrepancy grows dramaticaUy, percentage-wise, as the order m

_ increases. Fortunately, the amplitudes of these high-order m-daily terms

decrease rapidly, Thus, although the large percentage errors contribute much

" ' smaller absolute errors, the effects of each high-order m-dally term is signifi-

cantly corrupted by using the averaging factor for the time-independent averag2ng

theory.

More importantly, there exists a cutoff value of m where the two averaging fac-}

tots produce a discrepancy in the sign _f the term, thus introducing a phase \

\error of 7r radtans. This is easily demonstrated as follows, ff it is assumed

t! that _he ratio co/iT is bounded by the reciprocals of the integers k and k_l, t.e.,

i 1. to 1.

k_l. _ k

then

I -1 for m> k
5tin

! ,
!
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3.3.1.2.2.2 Nonresonant Tesseral Harmonic Terms Excluding the m-Daily

Terms U

Excluding the m-daily terms, the remaining nonresonant tesseral harmonic
n

terms are those for which q # 0 and m # 0. The corresponding averaging factor [J

takes the general _orm given in Equation (3-102b). This can also be expressed

as _

'
' (3-110)

[lm n

For the classical assumption _/_ = 0, the averaging factor reduces to

m 0 (3-111)

Thus, it suppresses all residual nonresonant, h-dependent, short-period terms in U

the averaged disturbing function analogous to the case of the zonal harmonic terms. U .
In the general case for which _/_ _0, the averaging factor in Equation (3-110) is t

appropriate and can be ex'pressed in the form _ ,'

= (./_jo, �1 (3-112)

3.3.1.2.2.3 Resonant Tesseral Harmonic Terms _ [
t.

Exact Resonance I]

For the case of exact resonance, i.e., where

n N

I

3-40
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, [1
-!, the averaging factor given in Equation (3-110) takes the form

(3-113)

"I i Those terms inthe disturbingfunctionforwhich

(, _ " kN (3-I14b) t
L}

i ,

produce the resonance phenomena. Tl.eaveragingfactorfor thislimitingcase is :

unit__.=m. :
'I 2, +The discussion for the avera_ng factor in the case of exact resonance is broad- ,

ened to include not only the pure ,esonant terms, but also the quasi-isolated and

embedded resonant terms discussed in Section 3.4 of Reference 5.

_i The entirenonspherlcalgravitationaldisturbingfunctioncan be consideredto be I

%

I\an embedded resonantterrain a general sense. The expansionofthe disturb-

LI lag functionintheorbitalelements resultsin a proliferationofterms as shown
e

Li in Section3.2. More particularly,the imaginary exponentialfunctionwhich ,containsallthe periodicinformationdepends generallyon two indexes q and m,

U The index q is introducedby the expansioninthe mean longitude,and the index
m is theorder of a given sphericalharmonic term in the nonspherlcalgravita-

i tlonaldisturbingfunction.These indexescan assume any valueinthe range
-co< q < co and 0 S m _<.L, where £ is thedegree ofthegiven sphericalhar- ._

I monic term.

| "
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'i'

i A quasi-isolated resonant term is any term or group of terms in the disturbing :
I

I
r

function for which Equation (3-I14b) alone is satisfied. The range of the indexes [!,

in the tma_nary exponential function is then -oo < q < oo and m = kN (where ,.

subset of the embedded resonant term. The pure resonant terms are those ,i_.

"i quasi-isolated resonant terms for which Equation (3-114a)is also satisfied and [!

• are therefore a subset of the quasi-isolated resonant terms.
!1

For quasi-isolated resonant terms, the averaging factor assumes the form and

values !t _;

1,

= } (3-115) .-

This result ts obtained by substituting Equation (3-114b) Into Equation (3-113).

the pure resonant terms for which q = kN' are completely trans- }iConsequently,

parent to the averaging operation and the averaging operation completely sup-

,} presses all other quasi-isolated resonant terms for which q ¢ kN'. [j
!
,k

t For the remaining terms in the embedded resonant term, t.e., the disturbing :

; Uli function, the averaging factor retains the form given in Equation (3-113). It

i! will tend to reduce the effects of the corresponding residual short-period terms

butwillnever completelysuppress these contributions.

However, if the averaging operation defined in Equation (3-88) and centered at

_0 is used, it is easily verified that the corresponding averaging factor takes

the form

(3-116)

?

ti
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k

I i
I !

Clearly, this averaging factor vanishes for all cases where the argument of the

Ui sine function assumes a nonzero integral multiple of rr, i.e., if

_N o _ ffi k (for k _ 01 (3-117)

4 _ This condition is satisfied by all possible values for the indexes q and m, with

_ _ the exception of those that yield k = O, which specify the pure resonant terms.
"_ ! LJ

Consequently, the averaging operation based on Equation (3-88) completely sup-

! presses all nonresonant terms In a general embedded resonant "term."

This fact is of little significance for analytical theories In which the pure reso-

._ [[_ nance terms are easily isolated. However, the significance cannot be over-

I

stat)d for numerical averaging applications. Failure to properly reduce the

force model to only the quasi-isolated terms requires an increase by a factor

: of N in the cost of the averaging operation, if all residual short-period terms

are to be completely suppressed.
J

Nca r Resonance
Exactresonanceisa limitingcasewhich isseldom,it"ever,encountered.

I} defined by the constT.dnt
Itowever, near resonance,

U '= -- �_(3-1181n N

U
,.i is of considerable practical importance, Substituting the condition of near rese-

t U nance into the expression for the averaging factor tn Equation (3-113) yields the
expression

m N _;m'n"
(3-H9)

I,

!
,p

"n 3-43
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li

!! The pure near-resonant terms are still specified by Equations (3-I14) and the

I ::veraging factor rectuces to iL

_,;__kN_r U ,
ekN_ (3-z2o)

1.1 ,
LI

ii!', The periods of these near-resonant terms are given by the expression _ !:,.

ekN'n' (3-12I) 4

U
Clearly, as _ approaches zero, i.e., as the resonance becomes deeper, the

fl:weraglng factor approaches unit)- and the periods of the near-resonant terms '

become longer. Conversely, as E grows larger, the resonance becomes

'1 shallower; the periods of the near-resonant terms grow shorter; and the -wet- [! "t " l

the .unplttudos of the near-resonant terms°

:' The quasi-isolated near-resonant terms are restricted to those terms which

satisfy the constraint given by Equation t3-114b) as in the case for exact rose-

!! nance. Substitution of this constraint into Equation (3-U9) yields the averaging

factor for the quasi-isolated near-resonant terms, which simplifies to

_in_.kN'n' " I |
_in(_-kN -_kN)Tr ,.(,_.)(_-kN

For q ---kN, this exs_res_lon reduces to the expression given in Equation (3-120)

for the pure near-resonant terms. !._ -'

i
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Generally. Equation t3-122) indicates that the residual short-period contrtbu-

I ! tions from the .tveraged quasi-Isolated near-reson'mt term will be quite small
J

L..d

sittce the numerator is quite small for small _ and small values of kN. For

i larger values of kN• the denominator grows larger, which helps to suppress

the residual short-period contributions. (

' In summary• the analysts of the averaging operation and, particular the aver-L._J * * •

, aging factor shows that time-dependent averal_ingmeth_x_.?.,!an fail to eliminate

L all short-period contributions In the averaged resonant :,ad nonresenant tesseral +'

harmonic disturbing functions. In contrast, the class'eel assumptions eit,mr of

a stationary central body during the averaging interval ttlme-independent aver- f

aging1 or of an exact resonance do permit the complete elim!nation of all short-

period terms. However° these assumptions can also produce an overestimate

_i of the actual amplitudes of the long-period tresonance cases) "rod medium-periodm-daily terms which survive the averaging operation.

This circumstance presents something of a dilemma. For the analytical aver-

:vgiag method, the residual short-period effects can be suppressed by simply I •

[! deleting them from the force model, tiowever, this is, in essence• equivalent ,t
to inserting the averaging factor for the general time-dependent averaging oper- +

ation into the time independently averaged tesseral Nu'monles models tresonant

and nonresonant_. The n)ethod of numerical averaging is, however, not amen-

i able to such an accommod._tion• since the averaging factor differs for each term

in the fullS" expanded disturbing function and since numerical averaging methods

in general avoid this full)- expanded disturbing function representation.

iI |:i Generally, the choice for both analytical and nttmerical averaging methods seams
quite clear. The nonresonant tesseral harmer:its terms should be deleted front

I the perturbation model, both to avoid the present dilemma :tad, more importantly, _ ,to maximize the numerical integration step size as discussed in Section 3.4 of

I Reference 3 or alternatively, to minimize the averaging interval. These contrllm- ..
tions can be evaluated from analytical formulas d{efereace 49_ and superimposed

I on the integcated mean elements when necessary.

i 3-45
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b

u
, If, however, these averaged nonresonant tesseral harmonic terms are retained

itin the perturbation model in numerical averaging applications, tbe error (usually
J

small} in the amplitudes of the m-daily effects introduced by the time-independent i+

averaging operation is definitely preferable to the noise generated by the residual

short-period terms 1 introduced by the time-dependent averaging operation or to

the. small step size required to accurately numerically Integrate these residual

t

! short-period contributions.
"_ For the case of tesseral resonance, time-dependent averaging ts necessary.

•1 i The residual short-period contributions are easily eliminated by restricting the )l

'1 !l'I ! force model to quasi-isolated resonant terms alone or by averaging full force

"! _._ models over the appropriate number of satellite revolutions. LI
i l

.:, _ 3.3.2 The Averaged Zonal Harmonic Dtsturbtn_ Function

- !i )

! _ The aver'aged zonal ha]I-rno.ic disturbing function consists of tho_e ter,_s In the t

, averaged nonspherical gravitational disturbing function for which m = 0. Re- ,

mg

m

p strictingthe valueof m accordinglyin Equation(3-91}yieldsone form forthe
t

-C.&,
._ zonal harmonic disturbing function. It" J£ = O' then

'i,_ - " - -i" _ _ . (3-r-,m

', _o.,-.+.._,,( e.i°';td_

•I = Clearly,

11

._ I i for q= O (3-124a)ei_ di - 8t'° " } 0 forq/o (3-.-._}
'_0"w' U

m

., 1Short-period contributions which are propagated with large step sizes appear as

+ spurious noise in the Integrated results.

,_ :3-46
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,i, IJ *
, which agrees with Equ,_tions13-I021and (3-10ill.111us,theaveraged zonal

) [i h,.,rmonic disturbing function sin_plffies to
1

_ •R't - " - "-E . /.._. _"EI"775.-. -:,t "_o (3-1zs)
I_ [ j , a _,, .,t

: [ In view of the discussion in Section 2.1.2.4, the summation over the index s for
I _ _ the range - £ _s < IL is easily collapsed to a summation over the range 0 _<s _,

i _ _ , to givet

" --z s,eJ,/_)"_ _,.._°_s, _o _-,.,,,
I ,It,,l I-O

i

,g

t '
' whe).'e

q S,, _t/a _,,,._.o,, (3-127 )

_" / 1. rt.._rs_,O

' l]1 '

The inclination function is defined by Equation ('3-64t or (3-67). Evaluation of

Equations (3-64)for m--0 yields

i

*I
t U Several simplifications e-m be made in Equations (3-1261 and 13-1281. First, ,

t from Equation 12-305K

:-I I -,-t,,s ._.t ._)

'.. _o ,, (k- itch) l_'sl K0 13-129), !

, I 3-47
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where

• _." _ ('_)--_ (3-13o__.il

r7

Also, it follows from Equations (2-134) and (2-303) that _i
/

-I-%__.$ -._-.t.$

Ko "I _0 (for 6 =:1) (3-131) (_
_J

Therefore, I

Yo = (k,._(h)K_ (3-132), '
• {,
,|

t

'I Inaddition,itfollowsfrom Equations(2-303)that _| L

-_-t,$ -LLs i
K0 = •"_'X0 (3-z33) ,.

, £
ThUS '

f-

L. l

,,-_-_.,s (k. _a) _ e" ..X'._'_'_
I

" ' 0 (3-134) '

Second, the Jacobipolynomialrepresentationofthe inclinationfunctiovforthe [_

zonalharmonics case givenin Equation (3-128)can be simplifiedsince

, Uo

and since it is easlh" shc_vn (Reference 26) that f!
,_,_, _ I_A_._ "_/_"

d
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Therefore,the inclinationfunctionfor the zonalharmonic terms takestheform

Substituting Equations (3-134) and (3-137) into Equation (3-126) yields the expres-

sion

0 Z,, %.,',
[_ J_,& s-O e-±t_£_s_] (3-138) "

$

Since

F'
LI

(where Re(z) designates the real part of z), then

U

I
I
!
i 3-49
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[i "
and Equation 13-138) is further simplified to the form

,t. & +,0

+l:_, ,,_'j (3-141) [+

.'J-t,S

1

U '++2
sinceonlythe realpartof thisexpressionisof importance. Furthermore, the ._

possibilityof vanishingdivisorsiseliminatedthroughEquation(3-133)and the :+

foUmvtngdefinition !+i I :-..
- +1.1, ":,

Q.Q,,(V)" (t-W") P,,_(_') m-142) If. :

The function Q_,s(_(_ is :l polynomial in _ and is simply tile sth derivative of ! +

the Legendre polynomial P$. ('If) (Refer'once 26), i.e.,

-- Pa(_'1 (3-143) lQ L_(Y)" dy_

I * Q'I
S"bstituttng Equations {3-133) :_nd (3-142) into Equation (3-11.) and defining

\(i-,')t U
vj - -- P+,+(o) (+-1+i),t, (.l,_')t

yields tile following expression for the zontll harmonic disturbing function:

, U

t

This form of the averaged zonal harmonic disturbing function will be used in the !.+ _\_

development of tile ,werag'ed equations of moti+_n presented in Section 3.4.1. '"

3-50 ,+
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3.3.3 The Averaged Zonal and Nonresonant Tesseral Harmonic Disturbing

Functlonl

The combined averaged zonalaud nonresonanttesseralharmonic disturbingfunc-

tionconsists of all nonresonant terms in the averaged nonsphertcal gravitational

disturbing function given in Equation (3-91). For the purpose of this discussion,

L it is assumed that no resonance exists. 2 The disturbing function is

(:

(_! _--_m.O s,-J._,-®CJ._ ev¢_ _ (3-146)

f : m,s -,t4,,,f j(_'- toO/
,o x P_,.(0)$:_ Y_ e d?

,_o..;r
To avoid residual short-period terms in the averaged disturbing function, ttme-

l': independent averaging is used. Therefore,

!}

Li, /_° È�{6_,o (_orm : 01 /

L.. _](_om_) dX " g-jrnS{_ (forq=O) :

Ao-_ o (,orq_0,_ _0) (3-14') k

Lt . 81,rmle-:_,_Oo
U

1The averaged zonal and nouresonant tesseral harmonic disturbing functions arecombined to facilitate computational efficiency when both models are requested,

"The combination of resonant and nonresonant spherical harmonic terms in the

I equations of motion is not generally warranted because of the relative insignifi-
cance of the nonresonant terms and the unacceptably small step sizes they

i impose on the numerical integration procedure, _

i 3-51
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• i

• Consequently, the time independently averaged zonal and nonresonant tesseral - Ii'I harmonic disturbing function takes the form L

•. (.Q-m)!

._,,Z m,O _,-2..
_I' ! ['"p'_s _ve.] (3-148)

m,s 4-i,s .im_o U

h

The averaging factor is unity for all nonvanishing terms and ls an over estimate

of the more realistic averaging factor obtained from the time-dependent averag- [ 1 ,
ing operation and which is given in Equation (3-109), This time-dependent aver-

aging factor is used to obtain the correct amplitudes of the m-daih'_ terms, lJ ""I

, In view of Equations (3-86), (3-147), and (3-149), the collapsed expre,,_sion for II "

' eluding the correct averaging factor for the m-daLly terms, takes the form

•
._,_ m,O s.O _._J. (3-150)

_m

t £
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_J
Ii '

.! ," I _L.;

I where the sum over V has been performed and where the inclination function is

,_ defined by Equation (3-64) to be I

:l l
-- m -_.T,$ e:I,_ m-$,m,_ iL '_'_-m(hmV.(2-,_)!(_,il:_) ({.,I_} _.m(:_) (O_<s<m-l).1 i +

, _._,_ m hm (3-151)

. Sal . I _ I PI._ i

' _ '-.'; ._, _-,;'5'. ¢_Im ,;-,_,-.+m

", (! +

l,i {
Substituting this expression into Equation (3-150) yields the expression +

iJ i

l '_.: " "x _,_., /___., (%,,-__._.,)t%"_;,,[_-,,,] e +
.h;. m.o _.,,,t _ m_ i '

L] ° ""t

1._ '_-_.m (1+m)......__',

$,0

(3-152)

U 3.

.,. _ _, %+(.0)('_'l_#)(_,,l_h)
U 5,_

@ -,.,,, ,Zm ,-m,,,m "{
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Since £-+s Is restricted to take on only even values, the factor t: is always

unity and can be deleted from the above expression, This form of the averaged

disturbing function will be used in the development of the averaged equations of tl

motion presented in Section 3; 4.2,

3.3.4 The Averaged Resonant Tesseral Harmonic Disturbing Function

The averaged resonant tesseral harmonic disturbing function is Isolated from

the averaged nonspherical gravitational disturbing function given tn Equation (3-91)

using the near-resouance constraint

-
I :

t.d (_ (3-153) _- N !i ,

N'_ - ]_t_ --_ (3-154) L}

i.. o

In order to avoid confusion with the notation G = 21, the symbol S is used in the /

above equations instead of the _. used in Section 3, 3.1, 2, _i '
U !

Since 1: " H _

° Lt
and

t i •
•"/¢D dt 4- O0 /3-156) "

tt then follows that

N'A - NO • _(_:) 13-i57) ,

E

t
¢

t ,
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a

_j ,,,,o,.o.,,,os,_no,._,,,.
¢

,I t! I
If(

.i 0

, I ¢
; and is referred to as the critical argument.

' t_, Consequent|v,. tile resonant harmonic terms in the averaged uouspheric:ll gravi-

_.i tational disturbitlg futlction ltl Equation (3-91)tu'e those for which ,_

i

q - k N cJ-I_9-o

'+ t::t _ I

_ LL

_ ! are satisfied. Thus, tile averaged resonant tesseral harmonic disturbitN i'ut_ctiou

is glvetl by

_ .L k'

. J _...o rrr,., _
_ J-& s,-L k,t C_-160)
L_

kN,s -i.t,s ]k(N'_O.t_Oo)

.i k_ , P,,<o)S:Iz Y_..,e.

,i fl
l _ where k' is tile it_teger part of £,'N,

}

• ! I Tile argxmumt of tile imaginary exponential functiou is coustant for exact reso-
l I' I nance. For near resom'nce, it asatul_es the role of tile critical ar_xlmeut in

I Equation i3-1571. Tile aver:lgirtg factor for exact resotlance, which has a value
Il'

;i

"' I

?
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of unity, is assumed above. If the resonance is not a very deep resonance, the ..

, appropriate averaging factor _ .,_

gkNv1' (3-161) _ >

(where _ ts defined by Equation (3-153)) should be used. The inclination func-

tion isdefinedexactlyas In Equation(3-63)or (3-66),with m replacedby kN. _

In order to accommodate the user's desire to specify the particular terms of

degree ._and order m to be includedinthe nonsphericalgravitationaldisturb-

ing function,itisconvenientto express the averaged resonantdisturbingfunc- _l

tlonfor a specificdegree and order as follows

)
_ ._. -

s,-£ (3-162) _ '

-bl., s sin (SkN',') i(kkt'Ao" mOo)

XYkN, - 6 _ '. _kN'rr

where m satisfiesEquation(3-159b). The averagingfactorin Equations(3-161)

(ffused)assumes theform _

(3-163) ,-

l ,

t

%

3-56
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! Substituting tile expressions for the function m2£ (Equation (3-(;3)), tile modi- •-J.-1, s
- fled ltansen coefficients, Ykx' , and tlle appropriate averaging factor given

i In Eqdatio'_ 1'3-161} into Equation _3-162) yields the result

"v

_,_. . -£ _cj,.,-i sj,,,,) s.,_" _. _-

-m-t _

• ¢

X (-I.) & (l.m)4

h)ls-kN'l -e-l,s -_:m ,_-L',_-s .:,,(k-jR K_,N, (t,-tr)P_._Or)

rn '

_, ., , (_+s)! ' t :

I '

, x (k j'qh) Is'kN'[ "_'_'_ x, ,_.,,_**
L

I; .L :-

L_ T -* (,I-s')!,.,(0) . s-lm _s-kN'_ "_(Lm'}!

U ¢,m_t

I ,

! •I

I v:here _ -- sgnlkN' - s) . "'
L

I 3-57
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Expressing the first summation and the first half of the second summation In

o,'er positive values of the index s (using Equation (2-51)) yields 1.1
the form

. ,,_ -s tj.._'u m*_:s ,

r"

L_:

)]-5- khl'l -*-l,'S "Ira mrs, s-m
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g

l This equation can be simplified by defining E = -1 for s <_0 and 6 = +1 for s_> 0,

U! which yields the result

i 1_ s.0

t

•{ (' , (k-i_,hJles" aa._, (,I,_) (,:Y) (3-_), L, PJ.-m

1

{" -l-_.,_s e:s:m ,.,_,._,m ] ,
X _ kbt' .

.

This result Is identical in form to that of the nonresoaant tesseral harmonic ease

Equation {3-152), exception of the factors
given in with the

.t I] (k. ] _h)[_s-kN'! -l-t.,es

.1

I xvhich are a generalization of the equivalent factors in the nonresonaat case.

I Equation (3-165) is used in the development of the averaged equations of motionfor the case of resonant tesseral harmonics presented in Section 3.4.3.

I
3-59
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i.'i
; ;_ 3.4 THE FIRST-ORDER AVERAGED EQUATIONS OF MOTION

!

- g
i ,;, The first-order _veraged equations of motion for the nonspherical gravitational

ol

i perturbation are based on a modified version of Lagrang_ _ Planetary Equations: (discussed in Sections 2 and 3 of Reference 51. These equations expressed in

'_ I terms of the mean equinoctial elements take the form

" de _.a 5R

t i -- " (3-167a, [j

41

i i ,,, ,,at " _ _ �(3-167c_

' ' [}
L _
! .

i_, a_" aaB oh TC+g 4_B_ (_-167e_g
C.

, @
• i d_. A c_a, _-'_B)_ _n + k_-_ + _'_'_'_p_ e (_ (3-1670

i

F

! where

., j_ B • _/.t-ha-k_'
:I I;t

t_ L . -
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•
and the elements (a, h, k, p, q, h) are understood to be mean elements, a is

the mean-mean motion, Ft is the at'eraged disturbing function.
and

_ The disturbing functions developed in the previous sections of this report have

--
been expressed in terms of the mean direction cosines (_, _, _') of the equatorial^ g, w), rather than inz axis with respect to the equinoctial reference frame (_, ^ ^

' _ terms of the equinoctial elements p and q. Consequently, expressions of the

_,t ! i form

ap a_ aB a_ ap aT ap

•_! I_ aR aR no( aR a,_ a_,ar

ii ,"I
L_

• are required to modify Equations (3-167) in order to accommodate the particular
i form of the disturbing functions. The following results are demonstrated in

Appendix C of this document:
F •
i '

'_ (_(:x = - _._ C_ _ ]: .t. _'_ (3-168a)

,j
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where C is defined as before. Substituting these expressions into Equations {3-16;) f_..

yields the final form or"the averaged Variation of Parameters (X'OP) equations of

motion uaed in the current investigation, i.e.
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i .-m .# _ _ D _ " _

fl
[

for the zonal and nonresonant tesseral (m-daily) harmonic pertta'bations. In |-
taddition, lr is demonstrated that the zonal harmonics model admits the simpli-

fication

_h,k - _%_ _ 0 (3-174)

The averaged equationsof motion for the zonalharmonic model pr_.,sented II

JtT

are
F

,'ll in Section 3.4.1; the averaged equations of motion for the combined zonal and
;I

nonresonant tesseral harmonics model are presented in Section 3.4.2; _nd the

, averaged equations of motion for the resonant tesseral harmonic model are "

-,I presented in Section 3.4.3. The final form of the averaged equations of motion

as given were implemented into the Research and Development (R&D) version

of the Goddard Trajectory Determination System (GTDS). [_

ii 3.4.1 The Averaged Equations of Motion for the Zonal Harmonic Model _
LJ

Inspection of Equations (3-171) and (3-172) indicates that the averaged equations

1 of motion require partial derivatives of the zonal harmonic disturbing function ti /! L,'
t with respect to the elements (a, h, k, ¢x, _, Y, A ) (the direction cosines c_, ,
i

_, _l" area redundant set of parameters). The a_'craged zonal harmonic dis- i! ._A,,4

\turbtng function obtained in Section 3.3.2 (Equation (3-145}) is given by the real

part of the expression _I

C_"* ,"v¢._:] (,'
The averaged disturbing function is rearranged into a more optimal form for

i

evaluation purposes before the required partial derivatives are obtained. I ! 1 ',

_'" ! _t

t '
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, u iI lh'aetieal eon_Ido¢'itlons t'equiro that the _unullatlon over _ be trune:Ited ,it

'_ some t'Inito valuo, i.e., 2 < J_ S L. In :ahlltion. a closer inspeetlon of the t'unc-

i tlons in Equation C_-175) indicates that,for s : _,

t ,

'f _'o • o
,t L1 since (Equation (2-24911

• I I/ -_-I,11_ Xo ,, o

i L Also, t'ors-_ £-1,

"I 4P',.b_(O)m0't i,
{ 'thus, the index s can be restricted to the rzmg'e 0 £ s S._-2, along with the

.I i _ condition flint ._.. s must be even,

1

It is often desirable to truncate on powers of e sin L for certain eases, Si,ace

' I(_,-j,s)'(k,3tl)' ! • (e,i,_L)' (,_-_v6) ,
,l li

U t

t _ the raK_'e of the index s is trunt"lted to 0 _<,s <S<__-2, where S is the maximum '

_-) power of e sini ret:lined, 1 i\

.! The exact order in which the two sumnu_',lons ,n-e perfomned depends on the re-
currence relations tlsetl to ev'dtmte the various quantities iu the disturbil_g ftme-

i, tion. It is desirable that the rect|rreuee relations be free of computational small
L.

divisors amt that the3' use simple st,u'ting va|ues. Clear|y, the complex polyno-

" _ mials lot - ,}#)s and (k ' ,Ih)s should be evahlated in order of ,tst'enditlg twwers

_ s in order to avoid ;t divide ope_.,,,ltlonwhh'h eotl|d lntrtxhlee a stuall divisor

U
1

llligher powers of the eccentricity will usualh' be retained since the function

I K_.£-i,s Is,_ " " I'" ",
polytIomi:d ill (1 - ¢'-_- _-, lPuneathlg on tht, eomph, x poly-

nonllal (k _ Jh) s is equlva|ent to trtuxcating on the D'A|embt, rt eh;n':tetet'istie
el sl in classical elements.

I
i 3-6g

_t
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to_"small eccentricitiesor inclinations.Similarly,the parallaxfactor (O.e/&)£ f|

should be evaluated in ascending powers of _.. The real polynomial Q£, s(_) _1"

possesses recurrence rclations based on the recurrence relations for the asso- II

ciated Legendre polynomial, P.i,,s (x)" These recurrence relations are obtained

by substituting the relations

(iE_- _ eXp i $. (3-177C)

!it---o-p through (2-240) (Reference 26). The resulting fixed-order(s) .;! into Equations ''_ o,,,_,

l1 recurrence relations _ '

i! t
I

\
can proceed in ascending values of ._ without any small di_ , difficult),, the _

fixed-degree recurrence

'3
£

must proceed Ln descending values of the index s in order to avoid the possLbly '!J

small divisor 1 - ,g2. This direction is, however, not well suited for the comt_lex

polynomial recurrence formulas. This also applies to the recurrence relations

for the function KO "L'I' s 0 since they, are also govecned by, the associated _

I

. o I
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1 U

:t Ui
i I_egendrc polynomial rect,,rrence rel,_tions (in view of Equ-_tions (2-229) :rod

, (2-303)) and thus are better evaluated using the recurrence on :lscending values

! _ of ,. Infact, itisshownbelowth.atthesefunctionsc:mbeexpressedinterms

_1 of the polynomials Q f,s(_) and, thus, Equations (3-178) :_nd (3-179) directlyapply.

' L
"l Consequently, the fixed-order (s) recurrence relations appear to be the best

" L choice and require that the summation over 2. must be performed before the
_ summation of s It is easih, verified that

q " '

:1

li _ The averaged disturbing function is then expressed ._s

_ - -7" (__]_ _'_ v_,_q_,_(_)_o (3-1_o)
#

!

For the purpose or"soft, rare implementation, tlle following definitions arc made:G • i _ " (_-]_) (k*ih)_ (:_-_s_

and

which is strictly a real function.

!
I
I 3-67
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] !
i

The real part of the averaged zonal harmonic disturbing function (Equation (3-180))

: then takes the form I

, !
I R - -T S,G, _.,.H,.
' _*0 ITS*&

"" r.l*_ e,,,.a] ,

: |
1

_ Before the necessary partial derivatives for the averaged equations of motXon

II =are presented, It is necessary to elaborate further on the function Ko_-x's .
,' As shown In the discussion in Section 2.2.1.3.4, the special Hansen coefficient

, x:,Si . can be expressed as (Equation (2-223})
.!
4 -l-_,,s I$| -._-I,_$

'i nFurthermore, from Equation _,__._.,n_

'i Xo - (£.t,It?*x _._,)
* e • # p

where l

!

L .

Since only positive values of s are of interest, the absolute value notation Is
dropped. Clearly,

Ko " (t**-t)!e x PzCx_
[J ,

(3-184) -- ,,

(I._! (-e_'* x_" y,a)sla

i'3-68 [_ii ,

l---T----:-"- ] ", : t l , _ _ I ' _ .
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!
! in view of Equation(3-142). Since

itfollowsthat

L

-bi, s (.b_.l! h.sKo " (£+s.1){ x Q L(x) (3-185)

Thus, the partialderivativewith respectto h and k willbe obtainedthrough

the chainrule,i.e.,

bKo b_o _x
=1

_)h 6x _h

etc. Since

-_.1_. . h_,. k_,)- J.la- l
x-" (t-e a) = (£ ,

then

5-'_ = X h (3-186a)

and

5x _ t
x _ (3-186b)

The followingpartialderivativesof the realpartof thedisturbingfunctiongiven

I in Equation(3-183)are easilyverified:

A

I
i 3-69
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II I (3-188d)- Re -j_(_-i,_) (_,,-i_?I

$

; _."'_ - V,_,sKo ax ' (3-188f)

The summations are performed over the ranges 0 _<s _<S N L-2 and s+2 < £ _ L. 0

t _ The following recurrence relations are used to evaluate the above quantities:, l• l

,, Recurrence Relations,,for the G and H Polynomials and Their Partial Derivatives ,!,

i \fi'

I

!t"
_! ") l"I$'_ (_xiq - _k) G_...t �(ak,ph')i"_,.2. (3-189b)

---- = a/9 Gs._.- _¢x _s.1 (3-189c)

_Gs
I ---" • $_(_,_. 4,. _ (3-189d) ,Ok _. _'_'

!
i 3-71
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t

ffi _C..-_.£- s_._. L (3-189e)

G o = _. (3-189g) ,i

g ,
140 ffi 0 (3-189h)|

Recurrence Relations for the Quantity v£, s

(_-s- L)

,, V Q,_ffi ._,_ V_._,I, (3-190a)
I

1 t -
I V$,. = _ Vc,.j.,s. t (3-190b) _, ,i

t

g ,!

•! V°'_ ffi L _-ZgOc) U

,' Recurrence Rel._tionsforthe Polynomials Q jrIs(t')and dQ_1 s(_)/d_'

, [1
" Q_,_')" J.'-S_"[l_1._.-,-q._.,.,c,.)- ¢_._-_.)_._,,c_]_3-_9_+_)
, [!

] , ;

I
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i z • I _.

, !

f

, dD.t4,Cx)
i dD_._.(_ . (1-.1.'} dx" ax = C_.+s-_?(l-_.J.) (_;.-3) "T_x
1 (3-193f) 1'./
l

i _' 1t
i + --x_)jCxl

, Since the averaged disturbing function is independent of A, it follows that ([:qua-

tion (3-17 la))

"i tit: ffi ---- "--- _ 0 (3-194) ,A bX "_

Also, it can now be demonstrated that

.i " " ,2"
,"I Rt_,k- R_,_ _ 0 (Equatto_ (3-174))

i -
From Equation (3-172),

' )I '

MultiplyingEquations13-187c)and (3-187b)by h and k, respectirely,and taking

the difference yields
$tL-& L

Similarly,multiplyingEquations(3-187e)and 13-187d)by ot and /_, respectively,

_':', Id

L"

1
,t

,1
2
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[i
'i
L_ •

where Rz is the averaged disturbing function, the elements ar, interpreted to be
I

mean elements, and n designates the mean-mean motion, t '
I. !

All of the requisite partial derivatives have been obtained and are given in Equa- \

{ tions(2-I$7)and (3-IS8). L :\+

3.4.2 The Averaged Equationsof .Motionforthe Combined Zonal and Nonresonant [+
Tesseral Harmonic ModelI

The averaged disturbingfunctionfor the comblr.edzonaland nonrasonanttesseral _

harmonic model given in Equation{3-152)must be rearranged tomax!mlze com-

putationalefficiency.First,the summation over J. istruncatedat L, i.e., _ ,

2 • .L_:L; thesummation over m isallowedtovary throughth,range

0 _:m < M s L _ and thet_vosummations over s are ..llmvedto vary throughthe iI t

IThls assumes time-independenta:'eraging,i.e.,a stationarycentralbody dur-
lag the averaging opecatlon, and, thus, this model contains only the m-dally

contributionof the tessernlharmonic model.

3-76 p!
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I " 'J

_I

-I

1

ranges O<_s<__[m, s <_L-2[ (where [ ] denotes the minimum valuel and M+I _s

< S <_.L-2 (where S < L-2 is themaximum of sini retained the
power e in expan-

sion). The summation over s isbounded above by L-2 for the same reasons

presented discussion for the averaged equations of motion of the zonal
in the

harmonic model. The averaged disturbing function for the combi .ed zonal and

nonresonant tesseral harmonic field is given by (Equation (3-152)) J

_ "

| $10

bmrCl

b (ItSe.ven) :-

) •
I x _k+i_h)Ko (_.,,.T.Y)P_., (,Y)(

I where [ ] derotestheminimum value. The averagingfactors 1 and u)
are appropriate for the ca:_es m = 0 aud m > O, respectively. _-- m_r

|
i 3-77
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order of ascendingpowers to avoid a divideoperationand, hence, possible I
small divisors. The one exception is the evaluation of the real polynomials

(1 * I¥) els and (1 + I_') TM, since the order of increasing powers is dependent
on the sign of the factor _I. However, since the quantity Ill is always non-

negative, i.e., I= lfor TzO and I=-I for 5"<0, then (1 + I_')_1 is always
7 satisfied and there is no possibltty of a small divisor. The required computa-

"i tional sequence for the functions KO £'1' s is the same as in the zonal harmonics
case, i.e., the recurrence uses ascending ralues of .g and a fixed value of s.

The final consideration is that of the computational sequence of the Jacobi poly- i i

nomials.

Recurrence relations for the Jacobi polyuomials can be found in References 26,

47, and 48. The particular recurrence relation ,-_

¢4b t

} P }\
: where

/o : _+b+l t
,11,

is well suited in that only a single parameter, i.e., the de_ree of the polynomial,

n, varies. In addition, the starting values for the recurrence relatior_ are quite

simple, i.e., , ,

a,h

, :
i

3-78
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li, if ? i_] } i. 1 : ,
,J _!

. !

i

-n
I

-.) g

_ and are easily verified from the definition of the Jacobi polynomial given in
Equation (2-33). The requirement that the Jacobi polyuomial recurrence be

!

performed for increasing degree in Equation (3-205) requires that the index

_: be varied in ascending order while holding m constant in the first sum over s,

0 < s < min(m-1, S), and that _ be varied in ascending order for fixed s in the

"_ second _um over s where m<s <[L-2, S]. The net result of all of these con-

t siderations requires that the averaged disturbing function be expressed with the

"" summation over L as the innermost summation.

L
The order of the summations over m and s depends on the range of s. The

order of the summation ° is rearranged as follows. First, if the following

:j :summations are considered:

',I it is easily.verified that \

L J. r4sL L

= (3-209) I

3-79 ,
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Next, if the following summations are considered:

y (3-212)

!

then it is straightfot_vard to show ,,

I

r_

,i i

3-80 r
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[l
Thus, the net result of the t_bove considerntions on the ordering of the averaged

disturbing function is

1978020205-185



I 'b :

[I '

While the above ordering appears to satisfy the requirements of the various

recurrence relations, it also imposes the recomputatton of certain functions

! "or, alternately, sufficient storage requirements to store these quantities. For

the purpose ofthisinvestigation,itis assumed thatauxiliarycore storage [

t resources are limited. In addition, the unnecessary recomputation of quantities L: _ will be avoided. _
t

l Inspection of the second series of summations in Equation (3-214) indicates that

the functions K# _-l's will have to be reevaluated each time the outer sum

t over m is increased by one. The alternative is to store all possible values I i :
for this function, which number (L-1)xS _ (L-1)(L-2). The storage require-

I

meat can be minimized by rearranging the outer t_vo summations, i.e., II !

! II
M_t. $4L._, $--t.-__._-i,S] "I '

I'

!
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] B

° i _. Equations (3-214) then take the form
m

' U
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.i

[ ,:
t

, !
@

'1 As a result, the computation of the function KO_-1' s is not affected by the m
' summation and, hence, they are evaluated only once as they are needed. How-

ever, the complex polynomial (_ j_)s-_Im

= no longer proceeds in ascending ll powers for _.I = +1. Consequently, the recurrence relation requires that they
4

) must be evaluated and stored prior to entering the second series of summations. U
! The maximum number of quantitiesthus storedis 2S _ 2(I-2), which isgener-

allysignificantlyfewer in number thanthe totalnumber ofpolynomials,K; _"-i,s" D
i Close inspection of the summations in Equation (2-215) indicates that

' IS,M] M_-L S [,-_,M] S M B ,

_*0 mzS S'i, msO '_0 w_=O

and the expression for the real part of the disturbing function in Equation (2-215)

can be simplified to U

I

_)_0 m=O (=it \
l!'

x Z 0._.,_E t, (a.,x)IR,A,,_,)(()�8_ H,.._, {,¢(){5)h,k,(}') (3-217) (

.It,, _ '
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where

C_ (_-j_)( (_£cos%-j_z_i.eo)_ (m s) (3-2ZSa)

L _: el: . _I

[:

t ,

I $- _.Zm (m< s) (3-219a)

, t = / m-e[s (m>_.s) (3-219b)
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[!
The following partial derivatives are required for the averaged equations of

motion due to the combined zonal and nonresonant tesseral harmoni_ terms: L_

Clearly,

, _<R>
T - 0 '_-=_' §i

uJ
In order to obtain the partial derivatives with respect to h and k, it is necessary l

'" il t:to take the part.aL derivative with respect to x. Thus, the complete partial de-

= rivatives with respect to h and k, respectively, are designated by

J
_R C)R ! bE _x (3-224a)

-- = -- -- (3-224b)

u /
where thenotation

_h

denotes the partial derivative with respect to h while k and x are held constant.
M

In view of Equations (3-186), then _J

--- = _ (:_-::Sa) - ,,

1

3-86 [
l
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s ; , i

!__ i"_I;__I;___'ili'__*_"_ i_ ' '
i •

' I 6.S

T G_-o*"_,m (re<s) (3-230a) _!

• t. - _.5 (m_> s) (3-230b) : )

t

i .OG_,,,m _, ,...

E " = t (m< s) (3-231a)

_ G_..j,,s,m
,i
t,

E

;1
b_, "= t _ _._.j$, m (m>_.s) (3-231b) ;_

' t

-. _)Gt Gt Ir[ f.-_,,.%m (m < s) (3-232",) ,

,-T.__t._,,_,,m (m _>s) (3-232b)

r _-d

(m < s) (3-233a) _f|

ZtG_._,$. m (mZs) (3-233b) i
J

It L, ,U_t _s pr_tLc_|L to __om,ute the p_rt,a| derL,_'_ti,*es of the fL_nction_ K; _-l.s !!

and Re (y) dlrecth" via recurre:_ce relations than to express these w rtial
_.,m,s " i

derivatives in terms of the functions themseh'es. !
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In view of Equations (3°:?.26) through (3-2;3)o the partial derivatives take the form
I

, _-Z-: m _.{_ .} s,

l t_ Z : R'

Ca,mE ,taCit,x) l,m, Clf) ('J-234a)

t L /-ma_(m,l,a)
,!

i

.i li _
+ Ss t4_,_,,,_ (l,t) $1,mE_ ' "

,I
l:

'i U

'_ I 3-$9
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C
[i "

$,0 m=o --'_"_ (,,_%

._ _ aKo_'_,' _.
_-mo,K,.,o.a)

* _,N_.,.m S_.,V_.,_(_)a_ R,..,.,<(:, l i
._,mo=(m,_,,_) T

I ,

3-9C

)
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i

2
t

[I. _,,

U
1

x Cj_,mE_m (.a, x_ (3-234g) ;.

U
• y , j

Two linear combinations of the indexes s and m appear in braces "in Equations

(3-g34b), (3-234c), and C3-234e), The top quantity appearing inside the braces I'
is valid for m < s and the bottom quantity is valid for m _>s. In addittou, the

iJaveraging faetor is unity for m = 0 or _/'ff _, 0 and is

"
-i

for m/O or _/E _ O.

t •

[i
3-92 ,.
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The following recurrence relations are used to evaluate the functions in the partial

derivatives.

Recurrence Relations for the Polynomials Or. s.m and Ht. s. m

E The general recurrence relations take the form

g.

Iq't:,a, s,h_m,e. = G'l;,t,m _ct,b,c �Mt.,s,mGo,,b,c. (3-235b) "-;-

L
These recurrence relations will be represented by the notation

e
P

for a.>O, b>O, and c>O. . I[l
-- "The recurrence relations used when m < s, for which t : s - EIm are ,

t

($-E]:m,S,m) (------ ($-Grm-£, _-£, m) x,(1, J.,O) (3-237a)

D
(_-_:m-_,_,m)<----(_-Glo_-_,_-_,._)_(o,_,0) (_-_b)

(_-_:_,_._,m) _-- (_-_I_._, _-_,_) _ (_,o,o) (3-_3_c)

U
I where

I Go,o, 0 = L (3-238a) 'i

I H 0,0,0 = 0 (3-238b)

I 3-93
- .
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_,d _1 . .1 I __] __ _ 1 _ _1, .___ .... ..r _ _ _ '! ._ _ r _A ........ _, -, .... r ! ,,l.. I ._.._.] ¢
i .

! •

i

Tl_e following recurrence relations are used for the ease m_> s > 0 :

[l '
(m-_, s,m) 4----- (m-e[_-_,s-t,m-_)_(t,t,t) (3-251a)

• (m- E[$-l,s,m) (----- (m-EIS-t, s-l., m.l.) • (O,t,l.) 13-251b)

(m- _IS, s-t,m) (---- (m-E_s-l, $-1., m-l.) _ (1,1.,0) (3-251e) '

(_-_i[S,_,_) 4"-"-- ($-1.- _I(S-1.), $-1., $-1) . (L-EI, I.,I.) (3-252a) -;
o,

"t

-:

{S-EIS-t,s,s) _ (S-I-E]:(s-I.b,S-£,$-I) . (-E1, t,L) (3-252b)

4'

1

($-EI¢,s-1.,s) 4----- (5..t-EI($-tlss-L,s-t) _ (t-6_,O,_.) (3-252e)

Clearly, _ "/.

! (L-£1, i,_ = I (O,_,L_ (for61 = 1) (3-253n) _ :

;

• ;
(°[,l.,J,') a 0 (fox" eI" 11 (3-254a}

l.!
I (°, o,j.) (_orel =_) (3-"_Sa) _ ,

(_.,0,_.) (for {!I=-1) (3-255b) " ',"
tt

3-96 H "_
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, 4__ _ .... _,........ ...L___l ...++.+ .......... _ .: ._Yk' _+ ........ _ - n Ill _ {1_

ii

, II
I

' ' These qu:mtitios ,u'e easll,v ctmstructed frmu I0, l. 0_. _l, O. 1_, and (0. O, 1_,

i _ The qu:mtltle_ (i, 0, l_ and t0, 0, l_ :n'e ._iven by Equatioxl_ f-+-249_ -rod

lJ

The qu',ultLty (0, l, 0_ use_ the hlitLall_:ation x'-duo_

g +
i Go,t,o •]] - - k (3-'-'56a1

I [
" _{ L _ 0.I.,0 " " ¢=h _3-aSOb}
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I.I

forKo£'I'_(._i-D_(._I._nditsc1erlv_ti,'es_e

(for _. = s+l) (3-258n)

D_Cx_ = C_,t)_ (for _ = s+2)(3-258b)

L
(t.t)__ s (L._.ID:.a, ] (for£>s+2)(3-258c)

L

(_t_*t)_ (forJ_= s+l)(3-259n) g
lJ

d_ C_,t)_a(is,3)_ (for_ = s+2)(3-259b) ,

1'
ax dx _ O_t(for £ > s+2) (3-259c)

• _
I

For each valueof £, theproducts

$

ax = VI,_(&3 _1,

3-98 t Ii
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(

dR_.s,m,*('I) _.(,._,m.£)(L-m-L)-- d_'
x dY
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a
, :I. 4. :I The Averaged Equations of Motion for the Resonant Tessernl Harmonics

Modem[ I _-

The averaged equations of motion for the resonant tesseral harmonics model
I_

were implemented in the R&D version of GTDS in such a manner as to provide _:
C

_ the flexibility for the user to specify any set of spherical harmonic terms of
I"

' degree and order (£, m) desired up to a maximum of 10 such terms. {This _j

: limit is reflected in the specific dimension statements and is easily modified.)

! No particular relationship is assumed among any of the_e terms, This can _I

i result in the recomputation of certain quantities common to two or more terms

"_ or Inan i_creaseInthecostofe_,'aluatingsome ofthe necessary functions. ,,

-' The form of the averaged disturbing function for the resonant tesseral harmonics _]
_1 lJ
_ model given it, Equation (3-165} is used for the development of the averaged equa-

tions of motion. The expression for the averaged disturbing function for :, single
t3

term of degree and order {g, m) takes the form
,t

' where 1

, _, t.2

I

.I .!

'_ -$ ¢_I "I:,_+_, hll.s-W.N'l

"J-I_-S *;m m_S_m-$

,: I:(:1 -

:_ 3-102
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-::I '!_: ";_ _ _ _ _ i" L't _, _ t, • ,i

,}

' --i

. C-tScl'_')l_" (g-,- 1) !! (gt)!!()..m)_. (m+l< s < _.) (3-268a) [; _2

•_1 CI)
C_-_)!.

Cal.t)_.t --
"L (_,m)_ ' (s : _.) (3-268b)

2:

C_,$ - (h.'_ PI,J "0) " (-l.) (I.5)!' (_.-:_)" (s :_ m) (3-269) li -o 11 }

2

1I '
5

g .In some cases, Ltmay be desirable to truncate on the eccentricity. Therefore, ;,
| , ,

I if all powers of the eeeentrieLty through the nth power are retained, then the _ I "exponentsof the (k,h) poh,nomials must satisfythe conditions ','r:• ;o

°* IJI
-n-kN' <= _ <- n°kN' (_=271) I :

I ;

in sums R I and R2, and !

I '

or ,

kN'- n .a _ f_ kN' �n(3=273) -. _

3=104
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in sums R3 and R4 . Tile summation limits for tlle four sums are then

1w,4

U
C,,-_N,_l

R_." _ (3-274b,
IT L

l _= i t;

_ R_"_ /,_, (3-274c)
s • may, (0, kt_'-n)

¢

p..k_',,,a

[. R,~ _-_ (3-'.,7._d, ,'| ,'

1 wlmre [x, y] denotes the minimum value of x and y.

] lj The fotu sums are arranged in order of increasing powers of the (c_, (5) poly-

!

! (

nomial. Since this exponent depends on the retrograde factor, t, the ordecing

U of the sums is also dependent on the retrograde factor. For I = 1, the order

chosen is

l
R = Ro(R_._4*-R_.,-Rz*R_.) (3-275) _::

| ',

m ..
\

m 3-105 "

m i o _

,m,
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and for I = -1, the order is that given in Equation (3-266), i.e., .

In each case, the placement of the underlined sum in the ordering scheme is _

arbitrary because of the appearance of the complex conjugate of the (¢¢, _) poly- '

nomLals which appear in the other three sums. These conjugate polynomials ,(
4

are computed independently of the other polynomials in order to avoid the possi-

bility of a small divisor.

Although the four sums are arranged in order of increasing powers of the (¢x,/9) _, "
polynomial, Inspection of Equations (3-267) indicates that the (c¢,_) polynomials

are not ordered similarly inside all summations. Specifically, for I = 1, the _
exponent of the (c[,/3) polynomial progresses in decreasing order in the summa-

tton R3. Similarly, for the retrograde case I = -1, the exponents of the (o¢,_) _ ,
polynomial decrease in the summation R2 . Thus, these polynomials (the real t

and imaginary parts) are evaluated and stored prior toperforming either of _ ,'
these particular summations. /

(k, h) polynomials were noc arranged in order of ascending powers because _ , \
The

of a conflict with the order of the (cx,_) polynomials and because their expo-
\

heats are not necessarily monotonic functions of the index s. These polynomials _ :

are evaluated and stored prior to the summation in which they appear. ..

The partial derivatives required for the equations of motion are developed next.

Inspection of Equations (3-267} shows that _ . '_

_¢ ; _¢_(_.,A') (3-277) _ V:
and ',,,

R._ - R i (_,_,_', h,k) (t = 1,2,3,4) (3-278)

3-106 ,,
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,_ J

.-£- 1, s ,_ : " :-;

Tile functions I,,kN , are ltffinite power series ill e" or, equivalently, inh2-1, 2. No ftnitc form in x = l/(1-e2_ exists and, thus, it is not introduced

la this model° The partial derivatives take the form

qgo. _o..

Ii tP"-

4 d

• _R 6R° Z :_-'
"--- = --'--" R "_

4 J .

,u. (_._)J- si_(_m,) gi(k._',_'m0)i_ Z

4

1 . -jaN'a_ E R:L

, t
t

1

k _

{ areTheofP'lrttalthegeneraldertvattveSformof tlle disturbing function with respect to _, i_, lr, h, k

ij 4

_R Z clR...._
U _"_ " R° _Lj. (a-.,.so)

The b._r notation designating mean elements is dropped in the above and following

i equations° The elements are to be interpreted as mean elements and the disturb- _ ,trig function or its constituent sums are understood to be "averaged." _ _

%

i 3-i07 •
t

'J _ i i i -,- _ ..... Ill IL I I I l m :I J _J. : ---- I e i _$
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[ [_-_',_]

lJ _-m,_ .',

W.N: (3-284e) ,

0

t..._
-14,,s _ :

dKk.N'

,J

The partial derivatives of the other three sums are similar in form and can be

obtained In a straightforward manner°

Ftmilly, the real parts of the partial derh'ath'es are obtained as follows° If

4

[l _,.iv. _,,_ ,___,,,

| .!

I 3-111 ,
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li

a u

Z bR;
iml.

where _ is arw of the pqrameters (a, _, "_, h, k), and, similarly, if _ '

X 4- _Y ,L _0 (3-286a)

and

bRo

I] i

where _ is either a. or ,_, then tile real part of tile partial derivatives of the

disturbing function take the gmmral form

I] t
|

_ , XRU - YrlV (3-287a) U \

_ . XUt- yv _ (3-287b) U

The recurrence relations used fox' ev,duatlng the functions in the partial deriva- _! { I

tires are determined next. St'ace this tht.,ory was implemet_ted separately from ! t '_ '"the nonrosonant theory In Section 3..t. 2, some of the recurrence relqttons used

may differ slightly. _ ; ,
J

3-ii'-' ii

,6
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The rec,,rrence relations for the (k, h) polynomial are identical in form; i.e.,
I1

I (k*_h)r in R 1 and R2 (3-292a)

Gr _ i_r = t(k.t._Y[h) r In R3 and R4 (3-292b) I]

then _ _.
,,.

G r ffi Grot. G'l." _r-J._t (3-2933) _

where I]
I

G 0 "- L (3-2943) B

0 = 0 (3-294b) B ",/
J

I
I GL " _ (3-2953) I ' /I
I

I _1 in R1 and R2 (3-295b)

t "¢_1 in R3 and R4 (3-295c) I

B

I
3-114 I
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Recurrence Relation for the Jacobi Polynomial and Its Derivative

i The recurrence relation for the Jacobt polynomial given in Equation {3-204) is

g used. The recurrence relation for the derivative of the Jacobt polynomial is
II

obtained by differentiating Equation (3-204L The factors (1 _-I_) "Izn and

fl (1 _-Ill) "Is and their derivatives are computed explicitly.
1 U

-I-I,-+s -_-I, -*s -L-l,
_, Evaluation of the Functions KkN, , dKkN, /dh, and dKkN, -*S/dk

"_, These functions ore evaluated using the Newcomb operator method d_scussed in
t

r II Section2.2.I.3.3. From Equation(2-303},
-i U

'!, _ _ kN' = • X kW (3-296)

I _i In view of Equation (2-185),
I =o I

' • /'/_k_';,_ e (3-297)

L m=O _.,/
l

Therefore, through the nth power of the eccentricity,

,j nl;L

K ' " f/_kN'=_" _" (3-298)
into

!

,.I I]
i In view of Equation 12-191), this can be expressed as

_/;L

" L X • (3-299)II K _.N' _o,¢r
II m=O

I

,i J

: i
t

3-115 L
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1
_g

b

where i

(3-300a)

o" ,, m.,. !kN':=='l" (i,,N'=_,) (3-300b)
z !] =

Also, since

ha k_
= .t- (3-301)

it follows that (n,_)/_. " "=

b ""t"s _ 4"t"' am'a" g----Kk. W = am Xp, a. h e. 13-3021
m=0

and I(n, t)/Z.

m,.O l

! ,
lit should be noted that the integer k in the product kN" should not be confused

with the equinoctial element k, ) ,,.R /
The upper limit of the summation o,'er m in Equations {3-302} and {3-303) is

.i increased from n/2 to (n_-l)/2 to guarantee that the partial derivatives with
n

respect to h and k contain all terms through order e .

The Newcomb operators are computed with the recurrence relations gh'cn in

Equations12-1961and {2-1981. They are storedlaa slngly-dlmensionedarray I}

inthe order inwhich theyappear inthe disturbingfunction. 1J

I

3-116
I.i
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SECTION 4 - EXPLICIT I'|tEORY FOR Till-: I)ISI'VIIlHNG ,_

TttlRD-BODY t'I-;IVFI'I:,BA FION

This section presents the explicit development of the third-body disturbing func-
tion in terms of the txlulnoettal elements of the satellite. Also. the first-order

I i averaged equations of motion for the special ease of the nonresonant near-EartlaU
t.Xloon_ satellite :are presented.

[,i Section 4.1 discusses the development of the third-body disturbing function from

t i the equations of motion for three mutually gravitating l-_qnt masses. Section 4.2

i t describes the representation of tile disturbing tunction in terms of :_-e equttloetlal

: r elements of tile satellite :rod the classical elements of tile third body. In Sections

"-{ 4.2.1 and 4, 2.2, the rotation of the satellite-dependent and third-body-del_endent

'.I spherical harmonic functions are presented. Generally, thi.-" formulation lntro-
_ duces taro inclination functions, one for tile satellite position :tail one for the

, third-body position. In _,ction 4.2.3. it is shown that ;Wprol_ri-lte selection of

'_ tile coordinate reference system elimitlates one of these inclination tttnt, t|ons. '

t
., The Fotll'tc," eXpzltasiotxs in tile n'te;In longitude of the satellite -intt tilt, me:m atlOnl-

sly of tile third body are introduced in ,he disturbing function in &,ction 4.2.4.

! Section 4.3 focuses on a special case which is -H_plicablo to, nonreson:mt neat'- \

k

L"
I \Earth satellites. In Section4.3.1, tile third-body disturbing function I8 developed | "
|

L, in terms of the equinoctial elements of the satellite and tile direction cosittes of ]

the third body. Tile relationship bet_veen tilts $peci-tl case and the general case

Ii is explored. In Section 4.3.2, the Fourier se:'ies exl_ansion in the mean longi-

tude of the satellite is Introduced in the disturbing function.
{
[2 _,ction 4.4 d|seusses the aver:iged disturbing functions for tile general and spe-

U cial cases On _,cttons 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. respectivelv_ and tile ;|ver:lge, t equations
of motion for the special ease are |)resented ill _,ction 4.3. In addition, tile

algorithms which were implemented in tile Research and Development ill& D}
ersion of the Goddard Trajectory Deterr ,nation S_ stem _G'I'DS) are descrtl_mt.

B
_I 4-1

I
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4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE THIRD-BODY DISTgTIBING FUNCTION " ' "

l , ;

Generally,a Variationof Parameters (VOP) formulationofthe third-bodyeffects U '_

on themotion of a satelliteassumes thatthe distanceof thedisturbingthirdbody -_

from the ;atelliteisgreatrelativetothe satellitedistancefrom thecentralbody.I i -"
J

At such distances, the effects of the nonspherical gravitational field of the third " :

I] ' 'body can be neglectedand, thus,a pointmass is assumed. The equationsof ' ._

motion describingthemutual gravitationalattractionofthreepointmasses in _ _ ....an arbitrary inertial reference system (see Figure 4-1) follows, from the universal , :

law of gravitation and Newton's Second Law of Motion. These equations of motion l :_"
take the form ._

t_

°=_ -- -.

r_ = -_m c IFs_Fe.I_ Sin.r IF,__NI _ (4-1b) ,

11
l :

•.

where r designates the position vector in an arbitrary inertial reference system _ • -_and the subscripts c, s, and T designate the central body, satellite, and third

body, respectively. _ ._.

t '
1For the case of a close third body, a restricted three-body problem treatment ._ • ,

t! ,"
(Reference 49) is more appropriate. _.:1 '.,_

[:i
4-2 _

r .._ _.-4_
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I

L +i
!t Is desll',llqo to tl':ulst'er tilt, origin of tilt, l't'|'Ol'Oilt'O systt'lll to tile t'Oiltt'l" Of III,'ISS

U!' the centt':tl bod_ tsee Figure 4-11, l'hi_ is ;wcomt,ll_hed throu,_h tho tv,tnsl,ttiou

s|:eelfled by the oluatlons

IJ ,
"_ " _,-'_¢. t-l-2a)

I1 '
t" tt PT _ r_ t-t-2b)

It follows that U

l

.' I]
The cNuatlolls of motiou for the s:gellite .,uld third body t'elatlve to the t'elltt'l" of

m:lss of the central body al'e ol)tained by subtl'aeting Eqtmtlon 14-1:11 t'pom Equ:l- I1

tlons (4-1hi and (4-1el, respeetixely, which yields
11

H
r., -(.(m._O 171_ Gm_.15t_ i_,1_ t4-4:l) _ ,t

I

H
Since tile s:ttt, llite m:lss, m s , is negligible, tilt, second tel'm ill Eqlmtion i4-4b_

e:ll/ bo olnitted. Thus, the nlotion of tilt, dlsttlt'bing third body Is th:g of tilt, e|assl-

t,:ll t_vo-hody pvobh,nl, which is known, 1 Const,qttolltly, this deeouplilL_' pt't'llllts []

Equations (.tl4] could have been fomuuhged to :weount for tilt, nonsphovic:tl ._r;w- t t

it:gional :_ttr,wtion of tilt, central body on both tilt, s:m, llitt, :llld tilt, thit'd I_ody,

IIoxx'ox'ep, this is not llt't'eSS,ll'y siIxee these effects :tppe:n' Ollly Ill the lit'st rOt'Ill I
oil the I'lght-h:uld .,,ide of I';ql|ttttolxS (4-4) :uld sire,t, tilt, put'pOst' of tilts discussion +

Is to obt:lhl tilt' tltstttrbillg fullettoll fOP tile thll'tl-hody tlisttlri_in._ :|ecoloP:Itloll

represented by the seeoml temn ill l,kluatton (-l--la),

l

4-4
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tile solution of Equation (4-4a) without solving Equation (4-4b} simultaneously.

Genernlly, an independently generated ephemeris for tile third body is used in

the evaluation of the disturbing acceleration in Equation (4-4a).

U Since the disturbing acceleration is tile result of a conservative force, it can be

expressed as the gradient of a potential function. It is e'lsily verified that

u - - ( )I_I"--i i_,1_ . - v !_1 I_'1_ (4-s)

U
,;I where the gradient operator V is defined in Equation (3-2). Thus, Equation (4-4a)

: _j can be expressed as

tJ

where thedisturbingfunction,R3 , isgiven by

I ',
'_ The first term in the dlstttrblng potential, 1/[XI, is called the direct term and

• :_ reflects the direct gravitational effects of the disturbing body on tile satellite.
The second term, referred to as the indirect term, reflects the indirect effects

K caused by the third body on the sa+elllte through the perturbing effects of the
third body on the central body. Specifically, the indirect term accounts for tlle

I effects on the satellite motion due to the motion of tlle central body about tile
barvcenter of the central-body/third-body srstem caused by tile gravitational

I attraction of the third body.

!
4-5

!
ti
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The oxp,msion of Fgu:ltion (4-71 is considered next. To obt,lln the exp:u_slon of tl
tile tlisit|l'l)ln_" function ill either' the getlel':d t'gse of the speel:d e,lSe which is [J

considered later in tills seetloll, it is neeessm',v to expand tile dh'eet part of the II
._ dlstut'bil_ function in powers of tile v:glo of tile satellite :rod third-body dist:mees, lJ
i

(r,vh. 1 Tile vector ecluiv:lleut of tile L_m' of Cosines gives I1
I.I

I_1 i_-_'1 FI_ Ia• - + ]_' - ;1_._' (4-s)
( ',

(

1t'the m:_gnltude of a vector ._ is denoted by U

U

t _ " _o_, (4-1o) [J
J

t

U .
t

8 [IICP I1 *

U !

r,r - rr ¢o_ (4-11) ]I

where _ is tilt, elol\gation :m,_le betweell tilt, k'et'to"s r aud r'. Thus. U

t": 5rot 5 mT !1
-- • ----- t4-12) II

" "q (+)""
n
It'IThe d|St'th'.lS|Olt Ill tills section hlls llSSl,lllll._d th'_t 1',. I't : however, this flOOr{ not

.

be tilt, e,,tse, "t'he following theory ts equnlly x',dtd for very dtst,mt s:itetlttes +

bt',VOtld the in'hit of tilt, tltstttt'htilg third hotly, t.e,, t'> td , ln'ovitled th:it the t
exp;mston is performed in powers of tr', t'). t,+

.l-t; i +
[)

, + ...+ ++ .__. + ..... + [ , i +
+

t,
i
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The second factoristilewell-known generatingfunctionforthe Legendre poly-

nomials {Reference 42) defined in Equation {3-24), i.e.,

and, therefore, the direct part of the disturbing function takes the form

Gmv G m.r '_+. - r. _(_)"P,.(oo_+_ ,.,-,.+,
ii lj '+*'°
] 0 Tile first few Legendre polynomials aret

U P°(x')= t (4-15a1

U PI'(x)= x (4-15b)

3 a t

and so forth. Consequently,

7 " -7- t,- -_ oo_+,. _°_+"i)+"" (_-_>

U
I C learly,

Gmv r _._'

! --,-' -r' ca+* - GmTi_,i+ (4-iv)

I
4-7

I
I
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' v

Thus, the Pl(COs_) term in the cxp,msion of tile direct par" of the disturbing

, i_otential function c:mcels the indirect part of tilL, disturbing" potential function. I1 7

and the expansion of tile disturbing potentl.d function in powers of (r,'r t) takes

IL theform

t "" [J
el

The object in performing tile expansion Ix to facilitate the development of the E '_I ••:, p.u'tial deriv,utives with respect to the satellite elements which are required
I

C,! for the L_grange Planetary Equations. llowever, tile point-mass term is , ,

it completely ludependent of tile sntellite position. Thus° it does not contril ute
to the equations of motion for tile s:_telllte because the requisite partt.iI dertv- [_ :

:1tires are identically zero. Consequently, tile above expression, with tile

point-mass term. G m T r'. deleted° will Ix, used in tile development e" the ,

disturbing functions for both the general .rod special e:_scs.

I] "
t_

!

1

2.

It ':
I

4-8 :=:
t

t ,
[

I
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4.2 A GENERAL EXPANSION OF THE DISTURBING FUNCTION IN

i EQUINOCTL_L E LEMENTS

The expansion of the disturbing function in terms of the equinoctial elements of

the satellite and the classical elements of the third body requires that their dis-

tances from the central body and the cosine of the elongation angle, _, between

them be expressed directh, in the elements. The elongation angle ts considered '

first.

I It is assumed that the positions of the satellite and third body are given respec-
tively by the spherical coordinates (r, 8, _b) and (r' 0', @'), where r >_0,

0 <_e <_2rr and (-rr/2) < ¢<(77-/2), etc., and are measured relative to some right-

" [j handed coordinate reference system with the orion located at the center of mass

il I ofthecentralbody, Forthepurposesofdiscusston, theequatortalreference

• system is assumed. It follows from spherical trigonometry that

LI l
Application of tim Addition Theorem (Reference 30) for the Legendre polynomials

!

U == /

I

IL

U - _ [ {_vn (_'_')'(,J.,rn'_---"_.PJL,_(5'_1+') _, m('in+') "'_ ¢¢t(8-8')

I _uO

I
4-9

!
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where i

_m = -_ (for m = 0) (4-21a)

I 1 (form 0) (4-21b) U -_

Since

R_ . t j,. (_-o') I _I ¢ I " co_m(_-e') (4-22)

Equation (4-20) can be expressed as

i
T_mi_-m_ 6ira (_-8')

|
L

+o i U '

' . The complex variable notation will be used throughout the discuasioa. The real

part of the expressions will be obtained as the final result. In additlo,,L m' will U
denote the third-body mass in the remainder of this section.

t

Following Kaula (Reference 17), the following definition is made: U I =
4

1

• | \

*f The functions C t., m and S_, m depend only on the disturbing third body since
, o , I _Gm _ = nV"a t3 where n' and a' are the mean motion and semimaJor axis,
I +

respectively, of the third body. The disturbing function in Equation (4-18)

minus the point-mass term can be expressed as

:-, R5 " _. rJl (_'Jl,m" i 5jl,m_ 9jl,m(i'vl_) ii (4-25)

!I "'"0
.I

- i I , i j _ , I _ I. . _ ,. + ' i _ _ i +

- " L I
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4.2.1 Rotation of the Satellite-Dependent Spherical lt:u'monic Functions
II
M The surfaee harmonic functions P_,m_Sin_) gjme must be expressed in the

equinoctial elements. In view of the discussion presented in Section 2.1.2
(Equation (2-_4_), the appropriate transformation from the original reference

system to the equinoctial reference system takes the form
£

I im'" _ (lb._! m,_ gi_'.-

"i
since the latitude of the satellite is identically zero in the equinoctial reference

system. The longitude, L, is the true longitude of the satellite, measured from

the origin of the longitudes in the equinoctial reference system.

U The inclination function is given generally by Equations (2-45), where (_/.*, i*, tO*)

are the Euler angles describing the orientation of the original coordinate system

h (equatorial) with respect to the equinoctial reference system. (The symbol * in
b

the above expression is used to distinguish Euler angles from the classical ele-

U meats 1"1, i, cO. 1J

R"the original coordinate system is the t_luatorial system, the Euler angles are /the same as those given in the discussion of the nonspheric.d gravitational per-

terbation which is given in Equations G-53). Any of the definitions for the
S m, s given in Equations (3-55), (3-63), or (3-66) areinclination function 2g

U appropriate. Substituting Equation (4-26) into Equation (4-25) yields the ex-
pression:

I
,1. Lit-m)| S_L ¢ {4-27)!

I
I

• i

.... - t
I
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4.2.2 Rotationofthe Third-Body Dependent SphericalH,,nrmonics I

Itmay be desirableto express the functionsCI, m and S£, m interms of some

setof orbitalelements (e.g.,classical,equinoctial,etc.). This isparticularly I
trueforcases invoh,ingresonance phenomena. There is no compellint-reason

to requirea "nonsingular"setofelements forthethirdbody sincetheyare only I '
par._metersinthe equationsof motion for thesatelliteand do not introduceany

singularities.Consequently,classicalelements and the associatednodalrefer- I
ence frame willbe used forthe representationof thethirdbody. "

The nodal referenceframe isdefinedby the rlght-handedorthogonaltriad ;
^ ^ ^ 3
(XN'YN' ZN)' where xN pointsfrom thecenterofthe centralbody tothe ascend- _ :

ingnode ofthe third-bodyorbit,/I',relativeto the equatorialreferencesystem. I
A

The unitvector zN is theunitangularmomentum vectorofthethird-bodyorbi-

talmotion, i.e., I

#

J

The unitvector YN' which completes the orthogonaltriad,liesin thethird-body

orbitalplane,90 degrees ahead (inthe directionofthethird-bodymotion)of the I

unitvector xN. The relationshipbet_veentheequatorialreferencesystem \
(x,y, _) and thethlrd-bndynodalreferencesystem (xN, _N ZN) is shown in :,

Figure 4-2. ,:

Applyingthe transformationin Equation{2-24)to the surfaceharmonics in I

Equation{4-24),i.e.,rotatingthe surfaceharmonic functionstothe nodal

referenceframe forthethirdbody, yields I

A t

ira0' [ (L-pt m,p I "

4-12 I

• ¢,
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where <o* and f* are the argument of pericenter and the true anomaly of the U
third body, respectively. Hence, it fol!ows that

CJ_,m_" J S4,m " r' 1,¢ _ (L,m3! eJld_(0_ -3.1. g (4-29)
_ pI-A. ,

=

: Assuming the equatorial reference system as the original coordinate system, 0 "the Euler angles specifying the orientation of the equatorial system with respect
t

to the nodal reference system are obtained from the transformation I "ni

_'N " R-_(O) R L(i'} _5(_1.'1 _'E (4-30) U '

U
where ^ ^ _ 'r,, and r E are the positions of the satellite in the nodal reference frame

and the equatorial reference frame, respectively, and i' and CL' are the inclin-

ation and longitudeofthe ascendingnode ofthe thlrd-bodyorbitreferredtothe U '!

equatorialreferencesystem. The Euler anglescorrespondingto theinverseof \
the above transformation are required and are as follows: _ \

CL* - 0 (4-31a) 0

i* - i' (4-31b)

_t • .._' (4-31e)

" H '
1Clearly, the rotation R3(0) is an iclentity transformation. ,:

,
I

I

4-14 _ ,

lJ

",,- " _ -- I I I'!'.___7:..: '- .... ' _'--"-" T *" I t _ ,
il, ...... _ ..................... _.t, _ ..... . ..

|,
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! .
"f

where the definition of 12_' p follows from Equation (4-32), then Equation (4-29) :'
?

| "takes the form

Gin' (_.-m)! -ime'

JL (4-34) _ :

_' C_-p_P_,_o)i er' Jl. "(,.,m)! UQjL

Comparison of this result with the result ebtained by substituting Kaula's expres- _

IT *sion (given in Equation (3-10)) Into Equation (4-23) yields the relation

_._.,,._,_-t._,_,)"'_J£_"_._:_,_._o)ua_ =
I '

where
h

This completes the rotation of the third-body-dependent spherical harmonic func-
tions to the nodal reference system of the third body. _i

Substituting the complex conjugate of Equation (4-34) and Equation (4-26) Into

" Equations (4-25) yields the following expression for the disturbing function: _

_G-' R'_ S'_ I-_ _ (JZ-_! (.O.-p)! , ,_ -

"'" LL LL ----R = , , , P (0) P (0)"7 (l.,m'). ll-m'), .l.,s l,p _ :
._,I m,O I.*-.t. p,-_ _ "

m,'i .p-m _,p '_f SL" [ P(_' 'i'_:')'1'm,[l,'],] '!
x S=& _ Ua.l." ¢

4-16 _-,

,(

I L./: .... = _.,,,_m., --- _,
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4.2.3 Elimination of One Spherical Harmonic R,otation

IJ
A judicious choice of the system of reference used for the decomposition of

the elongation angle (Equation (4-19)) in the application of the Addition Theorem

• permits the eliminationofthe rotationofone setof sphericalharmonic func-

tionsin Equation (4-20). The selection of the equinoctial reference
system as

i the system of reference eliminates the rotation of the set of satellite-dependent

i sphericalharmonic functions.,Selectionof the nodalreferenceframe, associ-

• rotationof thethlrd-body-dependentsphericalharmonic functions.Inessence, _

the argument of the singleremaining inclinationfunctionis themutual incllna-

tL r

- _ tton bet_veen the instantaneous planes of the satellite and third-body orbits,
:l

i , respectiveh'.

L_ Classically, the plane of the disturbing body has been adopted as the reference

t _ plane for those formulations invoh,ing expansions in the mutual inclination.

. t_ This choice possesses the advantage of obviating the necessity of referring the ,

"i orbital elements (position) of the third body (usually obtained from an independ-
1

ently generated ephemeris) to another reference system. Because of this con- ,

,_i stderation, the plane of the third body is adopted as the reference plane in the

\following discussion. The reference system, referred to as the nodal refer-

ence system, is shown in Ftg_are 4-2. For the purposes of this discussion,
the dynamical system of reference is assumed to be the equatorial reference

system and is analogoustothe originalreferencesystem inthe precedingde-
velopment involvingtwo sphericalharmonic rotations.

Clearly,*',ecosineofthe elongationangleisindependentof theparticular

referencesystem used to measure the latitudeand Idngitudeof thesatellite,

I (_b, e) and the latitude and longitude of the third body, (_b', 8') In the nodal, . • |

I '
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i U
1

t°t
i reference system, the angles _', 0', describing the position of the third body

oil a unit sphere, :_re Ii
i i,

i (
@'u 0 (4-3sa) II.'l

q e ° , _'
, u al ,. (4-38b)l

IL
t

! where a)' and f' are the classical argument of perieenter and true anomah" of
the third body, respectively. Thus, the general expression in Equation (4-191 ,,

t
'1 reduces to _ '.1 t
"l

II
where the satellite latitude and longitude are measured with respect to the nodal

system. The Addition Theorem given by Equation (4-23) assumes the f]reference

fO 1'111

t

.L )

P,_o,,,,).R. a_,..os,.a.._,.(t''_!P_,.,_o_P_,.ai.¢_,i,.[_-_,,,'-'_11_<.,-.,o, _
rL.I..,,e,,_,_] _}

JmO
• The spherical harmonic functions P_, re{sin 0) _ must be rotated to the nodal [1

reference frame. "l'l_eEuler angles required for the specification of the function _]
,Ill)8 ^ A A

s2/. are obtained from the rotation of the txlulnoctlal reference frame (f, g, w

(defined with respect to the equatorial reference frame) into the nodal refert ace [J ,

['rlllllOt i, e, ,

I :

" ..R_ (-_')R_,C-ai) R_(,x_.'r)"r N r Q (4-41) . ,....
I 4
i

(
4-18

" _..2J L -- --- _-_:_--_--- ':' -- " -- ........
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lH,'_, .; .._ -_ _ _ _ _., ._ ..,, _. _ q : , .,: _

.:f

6.

The expression for the disturbing function takes the form
-t-

,_,_ i_t._) R_ ,- 3. _._. 5" (l'')!(Jbmb!P'I,'(0) CC-_,m" _Sa,m') _ 5=L _ (4-44) "
_-& m,O 5--_-

where _;

Ii' C..m' (_-m)| p&,m(O)e (4-451 '_,_

I

i "' ,2

I i I Substituting the explicit ex3_ress'.Jns for the functions C£, m and $£0m into -_.b Equations (4-44) yields _

'! f; ?

L.: = .t J_

F 7")-:. ,(o,(')'"" ':_:" ::"_..__A.'%(0)e_ 7; s e (4-_)
_.,_. m,O $,-._.

Thus, a comparison with Equation (4-371 shows that one summation has been

eliminated, ltowever, this is accompanied by an increase in the complexity of ':
.., I11 o S

I _ evaluating the remaining _2& function. "/:,_.

Since the equations of motion are still referred to the equatorial system, the

quantities _', AI, and T, appearing In Equation (4-43), must be related to the ..,.
equinoctial elements of the satellite and the classical elements of the third body : "

g (both of which are assumed to be referred to the equatorial reference system), t (
The relationship be_veen the classical elements of both the satellite and third _

I body and the quantities "g', Ai, and _" _re easily obtained. The relationship :'
in terms of the txtuinoctlal elements can then be constructed using the results .\_

U given In Appendix A of Reference 5. ?:

4-21
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The relatLonshLpbet_veen(_',A!, _) :rod(i,D., i',D.')ean be obt_linedh'om

the formulas of spherical trigonometry or as follows. In addition to the trans-
|

• form:ltion given in Equation (4-41), it is clear from the inspection of Figure 4-3

-I that

" %c,') %(n:-_) _L¢-_)%(z_)_¢ [_ ,

A

U (4-47) :

Therefore, a comparison of Equations (4-41) and (4-47) yields the relation

[!
R_(i') R_(D.'-I2) Rl.C-i) R_(I_) " RsC-v') R_C-AI) RaCID..z) (4-48) '

Clearly,

(l

#

Substituting this result into Equation (4-48) -rod posmmltlplying each side of the d

resulting equation by l_;l(i_) yields i} '\

Performing the matrix multiplications In the above expression and comparing the

respective elements of the two resultLng matrices yields the relations 0
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E
, U

I

wherel

¢.DI. = ¢.D-_ (4-53)

is the argument of pericenter referred to the nodal reference system and co is
¢1

the argument of pericenter referred to the equatorial reference system.
A A A _}

The ectuinoctial refe_euce frame described b v the ortho_onal triad (flLgl, Wl)_ _,

is based on the orientation of the satellite orbital plane relative to the nodal sys-

tem. (This is in contrast to the previous case where the equations of motion
^ A A ||

were referred to the equatorial system through the orthogonal trtad (f, g, w) des-

* eribing the orientation of the satellite orbit relative to the equatorial reference

system. ) _!

The rotattou from the nodal reference system to the new equinoctial reference [! q

tsystem is (see Figure 4-4)

Y"N (4-541%(z-') ^ I

|
where I is the retrograde factor. This rotation is identical to that expressed in

Equation (A-4) in Appendix A of Reference 5, tf the symbol D. is replaced by _' I

and i is replaced by Al.
II

1The onh' classical elements dependent ca the system of reference are i,fl, cO,

which describe the orientation of the osculating ellipse with respect to the system
of reference. The classical elements % e, and _. are invar!ant with respect to II

I a change in the reference system.

'1 4-24
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Satellite "CYrbit

Third-Body "Plane
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^ A

• Wi_ W

^ _ ;-

_J

_ '
.i ,Fl.' _ Celestial

^ ft.

i_! _ ^ ^, EquatorXM

t
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|
I Figure 4-4. Relationship Bet_veen the Equinoctial Referenc_ Frame

A A
Referred to the Equatorial Reference System (f, g, w)
and the Equinoctial Reference Frame Referred to the

I Third-Body Ncxlal Reference System (71, _ _v1)
gl'

I
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b

The Euler angles for the function S.?]' s correspond to the inverse of the above
-- ,,t.*

transformation anti are
, U_* = -_ (4-55a)

_t i _" = -Ai (4-55b)

;_ _q.* " 1;'_' (4-55c)
"ll

.nl, s

!, Substitutingthese intoEquation_-49) yieldsan expressionforthefunction_2_.

I which is identicalin form to thatgivenin Equation('3-55),with,of course, the fl
I conditions

:i .C/. ._.s
= (4-56a)

'It In addition, Equations (3-63) and (3-65) are also valid, provided that (or, _, if') fi

! ,_,,:,.,understood to be replaced by (ct1, h51, _'1 ) in Equation ('3-63) -rod that ,
t

! (p, q, I") -n'e replaced by (Pl' ql' 1"1) in Equ-ltion (,_-66), where _ l
I

!

[J II ^ ^ - a pt't
,' a_ ,, _£.ta = a = -ISA.LS.c, (4-57a)

il'

4-26
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For this case in which the equations of motion are referred to the nodal refer-w./
(J ence frame, the disturbing function is of the same form as that _dven in Equa-

tion (4-46). The _m,s function arguments (_1' _SI' l(1) or (Pl' ql' _1 ) are
_2J_

consistent with the integrated elements, dins av.)tdtng the transformations in

_| Equations (4-51). Since the integrated equinoctial elements are referred to

t I,j the nodal reference system, they must be transformed if equinoctial elements t

_ referred to the eqtmtorial system are desired. (However, this transformation
; is applied only at the output points rather than at every integration step. ) Equa-

i i tions (4-51) provide the basis for this transformation.
LJ

4.2.4 Introduction of the Fourier Series Expansions

, tt
_ The next step tn the expansion of the disturbing function is the introduction of

:!

i [, Fourier series expansions for the products

Lj

elsk. t

.¢

_i for the satellite :_nd third body, respectively. The third-body product need nott
U

1 n_cessartly be ex_amled. However, if a properly reduced force model for third-

body resonance cases is desired, the expansion must be performed. The con- "i

{ I skterations on wl_,ich the selection of the exp',nsion variable is based are similar i/
to those discussed In Section 3 for the nonspherical gravitational theory. A1- l\though the Fourier series expansion of the product r l' 6J sL is finite in the

[j eccentric longitude, it is of no significance for the averaged disturbing function .

_.! and is not suitable for cases of resonance. Hence, the mean longitude is chosen.
|

Also, the mean anomaly chosen is the expansion variable to facilitate the case

of resonance. Substituting the expansions

I .
- 14-581

(_,,-OQ

I
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i

• £, s is defined in Equation (2-304) andwhere $q
I1

® 'J

where ._' is the third-body mean anomaly, into Equation (4-37) yields the follmv-

lag expression for the disturbing function in Section 4.2.2:

.l-_. m,O $,-L p,-JL C[,-oo _.,-_ U
(_t:S ¢_. t l._p _) (4-60)

.,s p.,_ ,,_.p _,s-_.4.,p _[ook-_-L'-pu_"ml_.' 1 _]

x (_',)_S=l ' j U:,.L Y_ Xt 6

I
Substituting Equations (4-57) and (4-_5_) into Equation (4-46) yields the ex'pres- _ ,!
sion for the single-inclination-function form of the disturbing function obtained

t

in Section4. '.'.3, t.e., _ \

_':k m,O s,4. 0,-_ t,-m I

I

t

The expressions for the disrta'bing functions given in Equations (4-59) and (4-60) U
may be further improved; however° they su[fice for the purpose of outlining the

development of the disturbing function. [1

4-28 I!
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4.3 EX'PANSIONOF THE THIHI)-FODY DISTURBING FL_'_CTION - A SPECIALCASE 1

' a Expansion of the disturbing function in terms of the direction cosines of the third-body position vector, relative to the equinoctial reference frame, results in a

U s_riking simplification. However, the formulation does aot lend itself to obtain-

trig reduced force models for resonant cases. The following discussion assumes

the equatorial reference frame for the equati_ as of motion (t. e., the satellite
• equinoctial elements are referred to the equatorial reference system).

_ 4.3.1 Representation of the Elongation Angle in Terms of Direction Cosines

The definition of cos _ in terms of the dot product of the unit position vectors
A

i r and _', relative to the equinoctial reference frame, of the satellite and third-
i ; body, respectively, are cons!dered. Clearly, tor the satellite,
kJ

i . ¢ ! 0 (4-62a)
t't

U 0 " L (4-62b)

"I }} Therefore,
---" _

J

! 0.3

._ r , _s_osino ,, I ,in U (4-63)

si.O [ 0

and, for the third body,

U

i+ I
I ¥ :

I 1This development is given by Cefola in Reference 10.
+

I 4-29
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t

where el, _, and _" are the direction cosines of the third body and are definod by

!]
• t

= C0$¢ ¢2_0' (4-65a) ,

I _ - _5 0' _i.o' (4-65b) I

i I '
' _' = $iV1_' (4-65C) n 1 '

}

The quantities O' and _' are the longitude and latitude, respectively, of the !

third body relative to the equinoctial reference frame. !}

Since !]

1"-r - C_S_ (4-66)

i (3
it then follows that _

¢o2_ = _os[. (4-67) ,
I

It also follows that cos _0 can be expressed as

where

i0'

b _t.. •

4-30 !
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In view of Equations (.t-62), (4-65), and (.t-67), Equation (4-20) takes the t'orm

U R,& _-0

___ It follows from Equation (4-69) that

1978020205-251
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i then Equation (4-72) takes on the exact form given by Cefola and Broucke in

Equation 29 of Reference 11.

In view of Equation (4-72), the disturbing function in complex variables takes .'

the form

TR+,-. ,..--r- ,_,+,,..+,,._; P_,_o')Q,,2')(+<-j,8')"+.j,,,L(,_-,.,5)_ ,.J:_. m:O

[_._,m,¢.v_,."J -,

+8
This formulation contains only t_vo summations in contrast to Equations (4-37) ,,

and (4-46) which contain four and three summations, respectively. However, _ _ : .:
it is pointed out that the reduction in the number of summations from three to

two requires some preprocessing of the ephemeris data to obtain the direction
cosines of the third body (oc,/5, _') relative to the equinoctial reference frame.

This processing, however, is not very expensive, particularly if the ephemeris i !
is in the form of Cartesian position components, since

$

++: _,.-_ (+__°_)ii , ,'
I

I! .',

_, ^ ,-. \
# . .g (4-76b)

• _/ (4-76c)

4.3.2 Introduction of the Fourier Series Expansion 3
The Fourier series e.x_panston for the product r _"e JmL is required to complete

the expansion of the disturbing function. No similar expansion is performed _+

for the third body due to the specific formulation. I

i

4 -32
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\

Since this formulation ultimately assumes no resonance phenomena, there is no '
compelling need to adopt the mean longitude as the expansion variable. The

eccentric longitude provides a finite series representation which is useful for :
therepresentationofboththeshort-periodandthelong-periodandsecular

contributionsofthedisturbingfunction,However,tileeccentriclongituderep-
resentationpossesses no advantage over the mean longitude for the averaged

disturbing function. Thus, for the sake of consistency with the previous develop-
U

meats, the mean longitude expansion is adopted. The resulting form of the ',i"

! disturbing function is
1

t •
(_.tm e.,¢._ ) (4-77)

0

2
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4.4 TIIE AVEI1AGED DI_Tt]_BING FL._CTION

The averaged disturbing functiolm for both the general :rod special cases are

:t de,'eloped in this section. The a,'eraglng operation is defined in Equation (3-89) [i and is repeated below for convenience:

t [i _o,lr

• f
!! _°--
, 4.4.1 The General Case

Application of the averagtrig operation to the disturbing function given in Eqna-

i tion (4-fi9) yields the expression

i U
, r' / _. (l.m)_, tlt_m_ll

' !1i 1,_ m,O _--I p,-Jl._,-_ t--_

t, i
a._IS,_,_ p-,a .m,p l,s -l-t,p

' 1t

i Io,-_

•I j !i _ e-j(l_,'+,,_w_ t i(t x-tl')

I

¢

:' This expression considers the motion of the third body during the averagtn._ inter-
,i

i1 v'll, The followtrig development is analogous to the corresponding development

l
i 4-:14

'i
II,
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forthe nonsphericalgravitation,lldisturbingfunctiongivenin Section3.3.

Since

_, ,,nd !i "t0I a tt'ti-"_0 (4-80b)

• _ i-'

eliminatingtlletime inthe above expressionsyieldsthe relationt "

•{ ][' z n' ,

:l 8 -g ()'" Xo)• _o (4-s1_

£} which isanalogousto Equation(3-991inthe nonsphericalcase. Substituting

thisrelationintothedefiniteintegr,flin Equation(4-79)and evahmting the result

,[ _ yields

A0,_r I. (for q = t = 0 or q ---_-,(4-82a)

: _ _0 "Tt

U
which is the third body equivalent of Equation t3-102).

The discussion of the ,wer,igtng f,lctor and the residual short-period terms

given in Section 3.3 is also directly appllc,lble for the general third-body case.

I Briefly.'Illtheshort-periodcontributionsby the terms inthe disturbingfunc-

tionfor which q _ O, t = 0 in Equation (4-79) are completely elimin,ited in

! ,both time-dependently and time-independently :lver.lged third-body eases. The

I
I 4-35
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1

t-monthly 1 terms, i.e., q = 0 and t i_ 0 In Equation (4-79), ai"e partially sup-

: pressed in proportion to their frequency in the time-dependent case. For the B

. time-independent case, the t-monthly terms are transparent to the averaging
,I

operation. This can result in an over estimate of the amplitude of each term

and also in a phase error of _r radians, as discussed in Section 3.3.1.2.2.1.

For the ease of exact resonance, the pure resonant terms survive time averaging

operation, while the other quasi-isolated terms are completely suppressed. For

,_, cases of near resonance, the amplitudes of the "resonant terms" are reduced,

' depending on the shallowness of resonance. Also, the quasi-isolated short-

_i period terms are only partially suppressed for near resom, nce. A more detailed

_[ discussion is given in Section 3.3. Tlme analogy between the uonspherical gravl_

tational disturbing function and the third-body disturbing function is straightfor-
ward.

In addition, the foregoing discussion also applies to the five-sum disturbing func- _'

tion given in Equation (4-61). U

4.4.2 The Aver.lged Disturbing Function for the Speciql Case

ar
Application of the averagll_ operation given in Equation (4-77) to the disturbing I

function gi,'en in Equ.,tion (4-76} yields the expressionaaJ. a_ _ 11

< --7c ---(I h
_,_._m t_L_ (4-S3) B

' I
!!

i i iii :

lThe "t-nmonthly" terms in time lunar model .u'e .mnalogous to the nm-d._ilyterms !| ,
contributed by the nonsphcrical tesseral harmonic model° The effects contrib-

uted by the Sun would be "t-yearly," etc. t_
L, ;

4-36
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This result recognizes the'time dependence of the third-body direction cosines , _

and the third-body distance. However, this form is apparently not well suited , +

for evaluating the above integral anal_ttcally.

."
Kaufman (Reference 50) has developed series expansions for the direction co-

sines up through the fifth power in the ratio of the mean motions n'/n in
order to model the time dependence. The resulting disturbing function is then ,

analytically averaged. However, according to the discussion in Section 3.3
and its analogy to the third-body disturbing function, it is obvious that allowing ..

t

o ,oo a ora  ,orat,oo  ,ro ooe.
except in those cases of deep resonance. Thus, it seems that the utility of such

expansions is limited to those cases of deep resonance. However, due to the i , _.:
treatment of the third-body position in Equation (4-83), the disturbing function +

for the resonance case is, in essence, an embedded resonant term. This also _.,

appears to be true for Kaufman's series representation of the direction cosines. _

Hence, the avera_ng operation defined in Equation (3-88), centered at _0' must : ._
be used. +

¢

Of course, the direction cosine formulation could be used with the numerical {
averaging method for cases involving deep resonance, provided the averaging

operation (Equation (3-88)) for embedded resonant terms is used. However,

this is clearly an expensive procedure. In addition, for such applications, the

_ disturbingfunctionIn Equation(4-83)is more expensiveto evaluatethanthe

I " disturbing acceleration given by the left-hand side of Equation (4-5). 1 ..

I IThe disturbingaccelerationmust be used in a Gaussian VOP formulationof the _equationsof motion. ."

I ":
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i I

The time-independent -iveragtng assumption applied to Equation (4-83) requires

that the direction cosines and third-body distance are constant over the averag-7
N

t ing interval. Thus, Equation (4-83) can be expressed as

1-$. m,0 _,-o_ (4-84) :
t

'_0- TT

which simplifies to

Implicitly, the absolute value of the averaging factor has been set to unity and _
the disturbing function contains only the long-period and secular contributions

!

and the contributions from the "t-monthly" terms of the disturbing function _,dven U
by Equation (4-79). This is quite satisfactory for -atellttes with orbital periods \
that are much smaller than the third-body ot-bttal period. However, for satel-

lites with longer periods, the absolute value of the true averaging factor will

depart significantly from unity. For the "t-monthly" terms, the averaging factor

is given by

!

II'

4-38
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n
where t is the index in the Fourier expansion in the third-body mean anomaly

_] used for the general approach. Thus, the effects of this theory, when used on

_' satellites of longer periods, will be to exaggerate these "t-monthly" effects.

m

!
!

4-39
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i 4.3 THE FIRST-ORDER AVERAGED EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THEi SPECIAL CASE OF NEAR-EARTH NONRESONANT SATELLITES _

i Tlleflrst-orderaveraged equationsofmotion forthethird-bodyeffectsare given

by Equation(3-167),where theelements are interpretedas mean elements.

The disturbingfunctionistheaveraged disturbingfunctiongiven in Equati'on(4-85) _ :and, thus,the equationsof motion are validfornonresonantcases only. The

equinoctialelements p and q do notappear inthe averaged disturbingfunction. _ :
The equivalentinformationiscontainedinthedirectioncosinesofthethlrd-body

position^A vector,inview of Equations(4-7)and the definitionof the vectors _ :
(f,},w) givenin AppendLx A of Reference5, i.e.,

. (4-s7) '

etc. Thus, the equations of motion require the partial derivatives _ ,

OR &S aR BY |'_ +__aP" 6R:__a_+ +
_p = _o¢_p 0;3_p _Y 5p (4-s8) U ,.

and similarly for q. This exactly parallels the development in the nonsphertcal
A

gravitation theory, which uses the direction cosines of the inertial z axis with [1 t

respect to the equinoctial reference system. In fact, Equations (3-16S) apply _ \

\also to the third-body averaged equations, with the exception, of course, that f] •
/$the definition of the direction cosines differ. This result is demonstrated in

AppendLx C. Consequently,Equations(3-171)alsoapplyto the thlrd-bod/case.
,OInaddition,a simplificationof theequationsofmotion forthe nonspherlcalgrav-

itationalzonal hacmonic terms in Equations (3-73) and (3-74) also appears in [_
19

this formulation for the third-body perturbation. Specifically,

a o !! ,,
+) i ,

where R isdefinedin Equation(3-172).This simplificationisdemonstrated
X, V

below. _ + -

'i• J
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I1
Before the requisite partial derivatives for the equations of motion are obtained,

tile clistta'bing function is reordered as follows to accommodate the recurrence

relations for the functions KO_' m and Q.t, m ('I') :

MIL

m,,,O

_: (4-901 :
L

ut,,,,_, to) Ko Ql,_'1 ?L! ' '
l- moxt;,m3

/ L_t m e,_e.,_)

If the following definition is made,

L_

,_ G.,,.,.1_,,,. (,_-],a) Ck,,-_VO ('4-_1)

t

t
then the real part of the disturbing function is given by

!

1 M_;L t. "

m_O .il-maxlm,,1)

where

i:m • JL ._m

I and
!

Vj,,." (_,ml'--'_.

!

I

• eli
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m

._ _ ¢)_ • m_1_m, t _. mk_m,1, (4-97d)

L

¢_e"--'_ • Va,_Q_,m(_) 5ko (4-,_s)_)e a-

t

5'_ V_'m uo "' d_

L.

It follows from Equations 12-2301 and 12-30:I_ that

] _n___0_ 14-100)

U

i 4-43
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I
I

Since

(t- x=)_/_ I
(.-e.)'_'I= r*m (4-101)

' I
it follows that

I
._,m C.Q-_+ t.'_! _-n-t. -m/_ I '

(_-_. l.')i m-n-£ I
= (-£)

For the software implementation, the definition _:_

A._,,_,-u.,._._:" Q,,.._"_ (4-_o3) |

is made, 1 Thus, I ,I
I

K0 ; (-i) A (4-104)

,1,,,& I
and

,,4" " !
"-"-- don" (4-1o5)

]
This treatment of the function K0_' m is somewhat different from the treat-

ment given in Section 3. It is presented in this manner because it reflects the

1This notation is used by Cefola in Reference 11.

U
4-44
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it ' t
I a
! software implementation for the third-body model. For the software implemen-

,i tation, the factor (-1) m is included in the definition of _m ' t. e,,

,b l 1

_, (for m = 01 (4-106a)

_ m = (-1) m (for m > 0) (4-106b)

.l
:!

!I _ Because of the commonality of the special functions between this third-body model
and the nonspherical gravitational zonal harmonics model, the recurre.,ce rela-

I t ttons given in Equations (3-189) through (3-191) apply. The only exception is the

recurrence relations for Cefola's A_n+2 functions and their derivatives which

"'¢ _ are

" (Im-_!! (_. = m-l) (4-107a)

•

l _I+_, m+_. m+J. (9. =m) (4-107b)

a)., 1, m (_,m_ (,_-m) m., JL_I. A Jl+_" ._C_�I.) AJE (Jk >m) (4-107c)

U
!
!

I
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,_,i_jli , _I _, f t__ . , , ,_:,.,__..,_L_.,__' , __.,_.,, _,
ii i _ _..,Li {t

t'i

i'!, [J
o I I

f, and, thus, il

] Equation (4-109)follows immediatel.v from this identity.

J_ !1
L_i Ht ,

,I
b

'I n

•1 _

.!
i

i

:t
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APPENDIX A - DERIVATION OF VON ZEIPEL'S PARTIAL

DIFFERENTL_ L EQUATION 1

_J The derivationof Von Zelpel'spartialdifferentialequation(Equation(2-192))

given by

bXn'k ,)'M_. bX_'k
L( (_'#)_ %-7-" �(_*_** %Y-

(A-l)

j where

J = (A-2)

obviously requires that expressions for the partial deriv-ltives e bX"n' k/be and I
z _X"n' k/'_z be obtained.

Clearly, 1I] _,¢'_ _r_,.?l_"l -_._F,,.? _]
U
I since z = _J'_ is independent of the eccentricity, e. Then,

_-k b Fir\..] -k[ir\a']"k _ irk .1_\ n k-l,_.XX]

I
1This derivationis based inparton notes contributedby P. Cefola.

"I

i A-I

[ --
" ' I"-- ; ,_mU_im _i ''''_ _''-'-' ---_ }

. J
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_Xn,k
_i , The expression for the partial derivative z_ is now obtained. Clearly, from

t Equation (A-2),
L

bX = -k n :,,k- k :,• (A-tO)

u
Also, from Equation(2-265)

[_ (n-i,,)e. _'% W. �l�_

I
° |

!
A-3

!
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C_ ',
.| I_,

"t * !

_ Therciore, it follows that _ :

' I]

= r _ _ k (A-12)

" v_-,_,z,,z, -_(_)( `�II
i, II

In view of the identity given in Equation (A-8), Equation (A-12) can be expressed

(after some simplification) as

I]
I

�(_-k)T - (_-k? ¢ xa

Inspection of Equations (A-9) and (A-13) shows that the expressions for
I:

_X''_ a)_l_._X'_'k"
(t..,ea'_e, _e. and (£--e _ a_ I,

I,

containsimilarterms. Summing these expressionsvieldsVon Zeipel'spartial i) '

differentialequationgiven inEquation (A-l).

A-4 _

I
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k

. _ APPENDIX B - A JACOBI POLYNOMIAL REPRFSENTATION FOR THEFOURIER SERIES COEFFICIENTS Wren,s

The coefficients (Equation (2-130b)) given below are considered first:
.I

( )l tq -r% n-_ nl-s

_, _. (]3-1)

FL_ U _ F Q. -n.,-_, Q. -n-s,'_.-,I �l�'.l Applicationoftllelineal"transformations

U

F(cL,b,c_x) -

[
to thehypergeometricseriesin Equation(B-l)yields

L
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T

Usin_the relationshipbetween the hypergeometriL,seriesand theJacobi poly- Y

nomial {Reference26), i.e., _ .:

_(-m_ a,-'6+m_-k_ cX,.£_ x_ _ Pm (I.-_.X) (B-4)

itfollowsthatEquations(B-3)can be expressed as I

F It'"l n_ll_ -n-tb,b _:" "'

(lt-_l n-s-(It-_l /._."

"9

(i-pi)" 'tt's_]/_"i"*s'[le'sl"(I"_31_I! Pli"l"(_") (x) _-5b) _ '

_._-_t-_l-(_-_)]/,1,. _'

where t+s >_0in Equation(B-_a)and t+s < 0 in Equation(B-Sb),and _

_-_ . _ (s-6) .

}! ,
i'

B-2 i •
L
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L Similarly, Equation (B-fib) (where t -s <_0) simplifies to
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i l_
£._*,s expression is further simplified to

o

(,_,t_:tn-t_ "_.(l"_a)'t*l n-l._ (_) (Isl >_Iti) (B-11a)

I U Wt " "_
(t.pa)-t_:t plt-sl, lt_.il ix) (}sl<_Itl) (B-11b)

' 8 rl-lt:ll

tt ,
; This completes the derivation of the Jaeobl polynomial representation for the

, I Fom'ler series coefficients, Wt' s.

" |
' B-5
I

%."" /t

!
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The coefficients Wt also admit a Jacobi polynomial representation. This N

!I is demonstrated using the definition given in the footnote on page 2-36, i. e,,

i! ,, , ',n_ (n 1) /n ¤���L�_-----:----_.t In-s,- & '-1/

. _f Wt = (t-_) cos¢ # k-sl+c,-s_ I,-sl-_-,)

(B-12) a

Application of the linear transformation given in Equations (B-2) to the hyper- n

.. geometric series in Equation (B-12) yields _J ,

/

tl' !

(j.._,s..s.- [:_.-sI.C-_.s_'l/a. t'_-_l-c,,-_,_ I_-_l-ec-_4 _3_.
F 1.-,-_, a. , _-_,,,. _. , ._...---..-_-(B-'13a)

(l.-,Sa)n's"_'"[I t'" 1+(*''s)] /'l" l_.-_l, _,; -- (B-13b)

i

• i
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which, in turn,admits theJacobi polynomialrepresentation

[
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. SubstitutingthislastresultintoEquation(B-12)and simplifyingyields

"(i._)_p_-_,-c_,_)(__ ˆH�È�)(s< -it]) (B-16a) [

"I (.-_-£b! Cn+t-l.)i (t.ISQ}_ p_-t,-(t_s)(_)' (t<_-Isl) (B-16b) I_
(.-s-£)_(.+s-t)! n+t-t.

(vI+5-1)_ (n-s-t)! (]"_) P (x) (t>Isl) (B-16c)

• n-_-L - -

-s s-%t+s(].-_) _ (Xb (s>ltl) (B-16d) '
n-s-t t

!

, which further simplifies to _

h

ni (_,t-_)!in-_-L1!(1.1)a)"_u _-sl,1_,_li .... Pn-t_.i. (x) (Itl>_.Isl) (B-17a)
I (a+_-t)!(.-s-t__.

' II
'i I]
,_ P (x) (Isl>_Itl) (B-lVb)

i n-isl-.1.

I I] "
I

B

B-8
I"
i

i

ii
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%' I

!
A comparison of Equations (B-171 with Equations (B-11) shows that

!
I -(n.1_,_ It-,i(t._zI (n,t)!(n-t)! ",*' Vqe - (-I.) __---_-_l {n �H�¬V_I: (B-18)

!
In addition, it is also apparent that Equations (B-11) and (B-16) satisfy the con-

ditions (see page 2-30)

W e - vVt (B-_9)

The Jacobi polynomial representations derived above provide a new source of

recurrence relations for the e_ aluation of the coefficients W? n' s

0hlt,fNAL PAt;l,', IS

:I i,l ()F t't_t)}_ QI:AI,1TY

"I

!
B-9
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|

!, APPENDL_(C - DERIVATION OF THE ARTIAL DERIVATIVES

B _ (c_, ]_, _')/_(p, q)

The direction cosines (e¢, _, $" ) with respect to the equinoctial reference frameA A A A

(f, g, w) of an arbitrary unit vector 12 is considered, i.e.,

"1 4 d_c¢ -- _C. 72 (C-la)

A A

A A

_ '( = w. _) (C-lc)

A A' The expression for the unit vectors (_, g, w) were derived in Appendix A of

Volume I of this report (Reference 5) and are given byJ

j,I u

i ' [ - a.pZ

1

ap%Z
^ %

(i_-p_'-_a)I (C-2b)

a%

.. |J

d

' 12-1

,, |
i
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Llj 1

I I_p
^ 1.

w - E __ -_._ (c-2c)

, The unitvector_ isindependentoftheequinoctialelementsp and q. (Forthe

i applications in this report, the unit vector zs is either the inertial z axis for the

nonspherical gravitational theory or the unit position vector of the third body, ^'
I r,

,_ in the third-body theory. ) It follows from Equations (C-l)that I

_ - _ ._ (_-_> I

I ,,

__L -_ _ "_ <_-_ I

_r Bw ^

_'I ^ |
Taking the partial derivati_ e with respect to p of the unit vector f yields

!
^ _'_*_ -_

)

I
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_l.._ L,,: ]'_ :| . .J.__ L • _j ...... _ ,

r

• " N ,;I '
f

\ )

I]
Using Equations (C-2), it is easily verified that

E
A

B
)

Stmilarly, It can be shown that

B
it

and E

l

---- - _ (C-9a) \

8,Z -a'_ ^

)

D l

)

H
C-4

). _ - _ ..... ' ....... { 1 I ,
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(where _, _, "( are a redundant set), then

n

OF _F bc( _F _ bF bY U
-- =�"1-

(C-15a)

- _" _- _-_ II

B'
and, similarly,

!
t
!

I

! ,

c-6 _]
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